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guest editors introduction

david J whittaker

following their initial exodus from nauvoo the mormonscormons
spent the winter of 1846 47 in settlements along both sides of the
missouri river near present day omaha nebraska in the spring
of 1847 brigham young led the next stage of their westward
movement arriving himself on 24 july in the valley of the great
salt lake A new phase of mormon history had begun the essays
assembled in this issue ofofbyustudiesBYU studies take a closer look at the early
years focusing particularly on the first decade

when the mormonscormons entered the great basin the area they
chose to settle in was technically owned by mexico shortly after
they arrived the treaty of guadalupe hidalgo 1848 ending the
mexican war and transferring the land the mormonscormons were settling
on to US ownership was signed the latter day saints sought
control over their own affairs by applying for statehood the events
surrounding this attempt is the subject of peter crawleyscrawlersCrawleys essay it
sheds new light on their initial quest for self government and
thereby on western statemakingslatemakingstatemaking

of course the land that was organized into utah territory in
1850 was not vacant when the mormonscormons arrived native americans
had inhabited the region for centuries and an important dimension
of the mormon pioneer experience was their relationship with the
natives it is to this area that ronald walker directs our attention by
suggesting new perspectives as well as fruitful avenues for new
research

the early years were hard ones for those who chose to settle
in utah not all did focusing on one specific colony leo lyman
gives important insights into the san bernardinomardinoBe settlement paying
particular attention to the area as an outpost of dissent during the
formative years of mormon utah

while the great basin provided some isolation for persecuted
mormonscormonsMormons trouble followed them west problems with federally
appointed officials began in 1851 and grew in magnitude until

david J whittaker is an associate librarian at brigham young university and an associate editor ofbyobbyof BYU

studies
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president buchanan ordered federal troops to march against utah
in 1857 the subsequent events of the utah war or buchanansbuchanannBuchanans
blunder were diffused by 1858 but the large army was stationed
in utah for the next three years richard polls essay part of his
larger projected history of the utah war focuses on the move
south a time when brigham young ordered the abandonment of
the salt lake valley while the army marched through on its way to
what became camp floyd in addition to important new details
dr poll suggests what some of the consequences were for mormon
society

finally my own essay looks at a little known product of the
early mormon press the almanac the essay examines the context
and content of these publications and thereby invites a closer look
at the cultural milieu of early utah



the constitution of the state of deseret

peter crawley

for the collector of utahianaUtahiana the 1849 kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville
constitution of the state of deseret is a fascinating book it is the
founding document of government in the intermountainintel mountain west it is
one of the first books published in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa and it is a great
rarity

it is also one of the primary sources for the history of the
beginning of government in the great basin the standard versions
of this story are perplexing for they describe two concurrent
parallel efforts on the part of the mormonscormons to obtain a territorial
government and to obtain statehood and the question has
persisted why did the mormonscormons make competing apparently inde-
pendent applications for the two forms of government the reason
for this perplexity now seems clear for as I1 will argue below
constitution of the state of deseret describes events that did not
take place and conveys impressions that were not justified which
of course makes the book that much more intriguing

with the exception of utah the western states were settled by
every kind of adventurous soul each drawn across the overland
trail by his own particular vision manifest destiny and the ameri-
can dream quickened the step of these pioneers individual enter-
prise was their guiding principle utah on the other hand was
settled by mormonscormons whose visions were of zion not el dorado
cooperation sacrifice and obedience were monmormonmonnonnon guiding prin-
ciples the society they would build in the tops of the mountains was
the focus of their commitments

in contrast to the other western states the basic structures that
in one guise or another would govern in utah were already in place
before the mormonscormons entered the great salt lake valley in july
1847 these were the principal councils of the church instituted in
ohio and illinois many years before the move to the west when
the mormonsmonnonscormonsmonnone first pushed into the valley the council of the twelve
apostles presided over the church the first presidency had not yet
been reorganized following the death of joseph smith six months
peter crawley is a professor of mathematics at brigham young university this essay prepared in
commemoration of the two millionth volume acquired by the harold B lee library at brigham young
university was originally published in friends of the library newsletter no 19 1982 it is reprinted
here by permission
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later however after brigham young and most of the twelve had
returned to winter quarters now florence nebraska near
omaha the first presidency were formally sustained with
brigham young as president and heber C kimball and willard
richards counselors 1 all of the first presidency and the twelve
belonged to the council of fifty a body of about fifty men formed
by joseph smithjustsmithjust before his death influential only insofar as the
first presidency and the twelve allowed it to be the council of
fifty helped organize the exodus from illinois and would serve for
a time as a governing agency in the salt lake valley 2

five weeks after they reached the valley brigham young and
seven others of the twelve turned back to winter quarters on
5 september near south pass they met another mormon company
heading for salt lake of which john smith uncle of joseph smith
was a member the next day the eight apostles met with the
officers of the two companies and nominated a presidency a high
council and a marshal for great salt lake city john smith was
selected as president charles C rich and john young were
suggested as counselors henry G sherwood thomas grover
levi jackman john murdock daniel spencer lewis abbott ira
eldredge edson whipple shadrach roundy john vance willard
snow and abraham 0 smoot were nominated for the high
council 3 on 3 october a church conference in the salt lake
valley formally sustained these officers along with john van cott
as marshal 4

for almost a year the responsibility for governing the salt
lake ppioneerloneer colony rested with this high council and with two
apostles parley P pratt and john taylor who remained in the
valley and exerted considerable influence over the affairs of the
community 5 the high council drafted laws levied taxes appor-
tioned land to the settlers issued water and timber rights located a
cemetery and imposed fines and punishments for criminal
offenses 6 when brigham young returned to the valley in septem-
ber 1848 these civil responsibilities passed to the council of fifty
and on 6 january 1849 the high council was foriformallynallynaily relieved of
its municipal duties 7 for another year the council of fifty met
weekly at the house of heber C kimball and directed the affairs of
the colony john D lees diaries make it clear that the apostles
were far and away the most influential members of the council
especially brigham young whose presence dominated the meet-
ings 8 this simple practical form of government served the fledg-
ling community well and the early legislative decisions of the high
council and council of fifty established precedents that would
channel the deliberations of later territorial legislators had the
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mormonscormons not lived in the middle of the united states had they not
faced the necessity of sooner or later coming to terms with the
federal government they likely could have survived for years with
a government no more formal than the council of fifty

but from the beginning the mormonscormons expected to engage the
federal government As early as december 1847 six weeks
before the signing of the treaty ofofguadalupeguadalupe hidalgo the twelve
declared their intention to petition for a territorial government in
the great basin as soon as circumstances will permit 9 one year
later they took a first step on 9 december 1848 shortly after it
began meeting in the valley the council of fifty voted to petition
congress for territorial status it appointed a committee to gather
signatures for the petition and it proposed a slate of territorial
officers brigham young governor willard richards secretary
heber C kimball chief judge newel K whitney and parley P
pratt associate judges and john M bernhiselBemhisel marshal here the
council discussed the chief concern of the mormonscormons as they moved
toward a more formal government their determination to be
governed by their own leaders and their abhorrence of unsym-
pathetic carpetbag appointees who might be sent to the new
territory here also it gave the territory a uniquely mormon name
taken from the book of mormon to symbolize industry deseret 10

the next day thomas bullock secretary to brigham young
and to the council of fifty began collecting signatures for the
petition before it was composed on 11 december willard
richards dictated the text of a petition to bullock two days later
brigham young heber C kimball richards bullock and several
others read over a number of memorials drafted by other states
and finally settled on the one dictated by richards this petition
was presented to the council of fifty on 16 december and
presented again to the council on 6 january when john M
bemhiselBemhisel was appointed to take it to washington I1 bemhiselBemhisel was
a happy choice A physician sophisticated and socially adept he
would promote the mormon cause in the nations capital with
devotion and skill

territorial officers were again discussed in the council of
fifty on 4 march 1849 when a slightly modified slate was nominomi-
nated by the council brigham young governor willard richards
secretary of state heber C kimball chief justice newel K
whitney and john taylor associate judges horace S eldredge
marshal daniel H wells attorney general albert carrington
assessor and collector newel K whitney treasurer and joseph L
heywood supervisor of roads further the council voted to hold a
general election on 12 march where the citizenry would be given
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the opportunity to ratify this slate 12 such an election unthink-
able in any other part of the united states wastypicalwas typical in mormon-
dom officers were nominated by the church leaders and then
presented to the lay members for their sustaining vote despite a
heavy snowstorm the election came off as scheduled 674 votes
were polled in favor of the ticket none in opposition I113I1

on 22 march thomas bullock began compiling the signa-
tures for the petition to congress five and a half weeks later
brigham young heber C kimball and willard richards attached
their autographs to the completed memorial twenty two feet
long totaling 2270 signatures proposed for the new territory was
an immense area including all of what is now utah and nevada
most of arizona three quarters of new mexico two thirds of
colorado half of wyoming and a third of california including a
strip of the pacific coast near san diego 14 bullock handed the
memorial to bernhiselBemhisel on 3 may and willard richards blessed him
in the name of israels god the following day bernhiselBemhisel left for

washington 15

at this point the narrative becomes more complicated the
standard histories ofutah describe a parallel effort on the part of the
mormonscormons to gain the admission of the great basin region into the
union as an independent state an effort that ran concurrently with
and independently of their endeavor for territorial status accord-
ing to these histories the attempt for statehood began in february
1849 when a notice signed by many citizens was given out for
a convention to be held at great salt lake city on 5 march for the
purpose of taking into consideration the propriety of organizing a
territorial or state government on 5 march so the story goes a
large portion of the inhabitants of that portion of upper california
lying east of the sierra nevada mountains met at great salt lake
and organized into a convention with daniel spencer chairman
and thomas bullock one of the secretaries after the obligatory
speeches the chairman appointed a committee of ten men to draft
a state constitution on the eighth the committee submitted a
constitution for a proposed state of deseret which after consider-
able debate was adopted by the convention on the tenth two days
later the election discussed above took place on 2 july 1849
pursuant to the provisions of the constitution those elected to the
house of representatives of the proposed state of deseret met in
great salt lake city presented their credentials and organized the
house among those qualified as representatives were charles
Shurnshumwayway joel H johnson john murdock isaac C haight and
hosea stout john D lee was elected assistant clerk that same day
the senate was organized the house and senate each met on the
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third and in joint session on the fifth they elected almon W
babbitt the delegate to the US congress on the sixth a selectjointselect joint
committee presented in the house a memorial to the US congress
for the admission of the state of deseret into the union on equal
footing with other states it was accepted and referred to the
senate the senate approved this memorial on 9 july eighteen
days later babbitt left for washington carrying the constitution and
memorial for statehood 16

A single source is the basis for this account of the 5 10 march
constitutional convention and the 2 9 july session of the legisla-
ture the printed constitution of the state of deseret and as one
examines the constitution with the foregoing account in mind
certain inconsistencies appear the constitution stipulates that a
general election for state officers and members of the legislature be
held on 7 may 1849 but a general election was held on 12 march
two days after the convention adjourned and there is no record of
any election being held on 7 may further the constitution provides
for the office of lieutenant governor and constitution of the state
ofdeseretof deseret reports that brigham young had been elected governor
with heber C kimball lieutenant governor willard richards
secretary of state william clayton auditor of public accounts and
joseph L heywood treasurer this set of officers of course is
different from the set elected on 12 march which did not include
a lieutenant governor no legislators were elected on 12 march yet
constitution of the state 0of deseret lists thirty members of the
house and fourteen members of the senate how these were
selected is not explained the constitution specifies that the chief
and associate justices be elected by joint vote of the house and
senate yet these three judges were elected by the citizenry in the
election of 12 march

when one examines manuscript sources the inconsistencies
multiply no contemporary diary has been found that mentions the
march constitutional convention or the july session of the legisla-
ture john D lee purportedly assistant clerk of the house and
faithful chronicler of the council of fifty has a diary entry for
5 march 1849 dealing with the great wolf hunt a contest involv-
ing about a hundred men to rid the valley ofpredators no reference
to a constitutional convention is made here in his entry for 6 march
or in the next entry for 10 march which gives a detailed summary
of the meeting of the council of fifty lees entry for I11 july 1849
talks about the california emigration there are no entries for 2- 10210
july I117I1 daniel spencer chairman of the constitutional convention
summarizes in his diary the things of some importance that
transpired between 21 february and 12 march 1849 but reports
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only two an attempt to quell indian depredations and the 12 march
election for which he was a judge there is no hint of a constitu-
tional convention 8 thomas bullock is listed in constitution odtheoftheof the
state ofofdeseretdeseret as a secretary of the convention bullocks diary
however does not mention this it does note that on 5 march
brigham young stopped by the office on his way to a nearby fort
that on 8 march bullock was in theofficethe office all day numbering bank
notes and posting the bankbooksbankbooks heber C kimball was still up in
mill canyon preaching and many had gone up into mill canyon to
get out timber that kimball returned from mill canyon in a heavy
snowstorm on the ninth and that the council of fifty met at
kimballsKimballs on the tenth one would expect bullock not to omit an
important political event like the convention for his diary contains
detailed references to the election of 12 march his recount of the
votes on 21 march his work on the memorial for territorial status
between 30 april and 3 may and his efforts in getting bernhiselBemhisel
ready for his trip 1 3 may 19 the fact that a territorial government
not statehood was in the minds of the council of fifty on 12 march
1849 is indicated in bullocks minutes which report willard snow
saying at theopeningthe opening of the election we contemplate petitioning
congress for a ter govtgoat to be extendedexpended over us we may or may
not get it 2010

for the july legislative session the diary record is less
illuminating but still casts doubt on the report in constitution of the
state ofdeseretof Deseret charles shumway reported to have taken his seat
in the house was actually at the upper platte ferry at the time the
legislature was supposed to have met 21 isaac C haight listed as a
member of the house comments on the california emigration
crops and the warm weather in a diary entry for 1 july 1849 but
mentions no legislative session the next day 22 the diaries of joel
H johnson john murdock and hosea stout suggest that the first
session of the legislature actually convened in december not in
july johnson records that he was elected a member of the house
the first session of which commenced its setting on the eighth day

of december 1849 11231113151323 murdocks entry for 6 december 1849 reads
received notice from geo D grant sergeant at arms of my

appointment by the governor as a member of the house of repres-
entativessentatives for the state of deseret on the 8thath I1 took my seat accord-
ingly 1124111424 hosea stouts entry for 2 july 1849 the day he was
supposed to have been qualified as a member of the house reads
simply around town for 4 december 1849 he records on
tuesbues evening I1 received a notification to meet the house of
representatives on sat next I1 being a member of the body by what
process I1 became a representative I1 know not 25
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an entry in the journal of franklin D richards one of the
twelve clarifies this picture a bit thursday july 19th 1849
attended council the two weeks past at which the memorialjMemoriamemorialmemorialslj
constitution of the state ofofdeseretdeseret journal of its legislature bill
or declaration of rights and the election of A W babbitt as

all 111626 consistent with thisdelegate to congress was accomplished
entry is willard richardssRichardrichardsss official certification as secretary of state
on the last page of constitution of the state ofdeseretof Deseret which bears
the date 19 july 1849 in addition the LDS church archives
contain a series of drafts of the constitution the memorial to
congress and the report of the july legislative session some with
corrections in thomas bullocks characteristic handwriting one
of these is docketed in bullocks hand 10 july 1849 two other
copies are docketed july 1849

all of this evidence combines to suggest that what actually
happened is this the effort in the valley to petition for territorial
status beginning with the 9 december 1848 meeting of the council
offifty and culminating with bemhiselsbernhisels departure on 4 may 1849
proceeded as we have described it above with no serious action
in the direction of statehood the 5 10 march 1849 constitutional
convention did not occur on 4 may 1849 as bernhiselBemhisel left great
salt lake city the expectation of the mormonscormons was simply to apply
for a territorial government and lobby for the appointment of its
officers from among the leaders of the church

then on I11 july 1849 almon W babbitt arrived in great salt
lake city with the eastern mail 27 at this point there seems to have
been a clear shift in the thinking of the church leaders toward
statehood rather than territorial status why such a shift occurred is
not apparent it is conceivable that babbitt himself influenced the
church authorities to apply for statehood babbitt had had some
political experience in iowa including an acrimonious dispute
with apostle orson hyde the presiding authority at winter quar-
ters and kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville now council bluffs iowa 2821 his subsequent
performance in washington DC tempts one to conjecture that he
viewed an application for statehood as an opportunity to further his
own political ambitions it is clear that babbitt carried some
influence in the valley he was the principal speaker along with
brigham young at the sunday worship service on 8 july and the
main speaker again on 15 july 29 more indicative than this he was
chosen the state ofdeseretsofdeseretsDesdespretserets delegate to congress in spite of the fact
that he had been on the wrong side ofa political fight with a member
of the twelve in any event the mormonscormonsMormons anxiety over the
possibility of unsympathetic territorial appointees certainly played
a part in their shift toward statehood
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it also seems clear that the constitution of the state of deseret
was composed between 1 july and 18 july 1849 what are reported
in constitution of the state ofofdeseretdeseret as formal sessions of the
house and senate on 2 9 july were more likely a series of infinformalorinal
meetings involving certain members of the council of fifty where
the constitution and memorial to congress were drafted the
members of the house and senate were selected and babbitt was
designated the delegate to the US congress

A flurry of letters from the first presidency beginning with
two to orson hyde signaled this shift toward statehood the first
written 19 july 1849 announced their intention to seek the admis-
sion ofofdeseretdeseret into the union as a sovereign state and their choice
of babbitt as delegate a presumably bitter pill for orson hyde 3010

the second a confidential letter written on 20 july urged hyde to
bury his differences with babbitt and cooperate with him in the
effort for statehood 31 that same day the first presidency wrote to
oliver cowdery who had just been rebaptized in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville after
eleven years away from the church asking him to join forces with
babbitt 3212 on 24 and 25 july they posted three other letters each
announcing the effort for statehood and urging cooperation with
babbitt to nathaniel H felt in st louis to apostle wilford
woodruff in the eastern states and of particular importance to
thomas L kane a man well connected in the capital and a staunch
ally of the mormonscormonsMormons 33

why the fictions of the march constitutional convention and
the july session of the legislature the obvious answer is that
congress would not have considered an application that had not
been produced by a constituent convention and ratified by popular
election in the case of the salt lake mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons there were addi-
tional ramifications if indeed the decision to press for statehood
was reached after 1 july then time was a problem congress
would convene within five months and there was not sufficient
time to follow the traditional procedure of calling for a constituent
convention drafting a constitution holding a ratifying election
and getting the petition to washington the council of fifty
must have viewed these procedures as irrelevant as well when
brigham young heber C kimball and willard richards were
sustained as the first presidency at winter quarters in december
1847 and again in the salt lake valley in october 1848 the will
of the mormon people was expressed that these men govern
in whatever manner they deemed suitable any other expression
of this nature was essentially superfluous on the other hand
the council undoubtedly was concerned with how a petition
from mormonscormonsMormons who had been plagued by charges of political
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misconduct for fifteen years would be received by congress the
council must have feared that any suggestion of a departure from
traditional political procedures would jeopardize their application
constitution of the state ofofdeseretdeseret reflects an almost obsessive
concern with procedure where constitution of the state of iowa
1846 upon which the constitution of deseret was modeled

states little more than the fact of a constituent convention
constitution of the state ofofdeseretdeseret prints the text of a call for a
convention issued 1 february day by day minutes of a convention
5 10 march results of an election 7 may and day by day minutes
of an organizing session of the legislature 2 9 july in this light
then constitution of the state of deseret was as much a public
relations piece as an application for statehood a document
designed to show that the traditional american political processes
were alive and well in deseret

although the federal constitution was the ultimate prototype
there is little doubt that the constitution ofdeseret was derived from
the iowa constitution of 1846 3411 fifty seven of the sixty seven
sections are taken from the iowa constitution in most cases word
for word the area proposed in the preamble for the state ofdeseret
though a bit smaller than that proposed for the territory still
included virtually all of what is now nevada and utah most of
arizona much of wyoming colorado and new mexico parts of
oregon and idaho and a third of california including a stretch of
the pacific coast near san diego 35

eight articles comprise the primary text of the constitution
article 1 divides the powers ofgovernment between the legislative
executive and judicial branches articles 22444 outline the structure
limits organization and procedures of the legislative executive
and judicial branches respectively some intriguing differences
exist between the iowa and deseret constitutions biennial
sessions of the legislature are specified in the iowa constitution
annual sessions are stipulated in the deseret constitution the
iowa constitution requires that members of the house be at least
twenty one years old senators at least twentyfivetwenty five and the gov-
ernor at least thirty in the deseret constitution these age limits
are twentyfivetwenty five thirty and thirty five thus conforming more
closely to the federal constitution on the other hand the iowa
constitution requires that revenue bills originate in the house while
no such restriction appears in the constitution of deseret the
deseret constitution provides for the office of lieutenant governor
the iowa constitution specifies that the secretary of state is the
second executive office the supreme court is designated an
appellate court in the iowa constitution there is essentially no
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restriction on the jurisdiction of the supreme court in the deseret
constitution

article 5 deals with elections setting the first monday in
may next 7 may 1849 as the first election for state officers and
legislators and for the ratification of the constitution article 6

provides for a militia of all able bodied white male citizens
between the ages of eighteen and forty five years no provision is
made for exemption from service in the militia because of a con-
scientiousscientious objection to bearing armsanusanns as there is in the iowa
constitution article 7 outlines the process for amending the
constitution article 8 is a declaration of rights that enumerates the
traditional freedoms such as the rights of religious worship free
speech and trial by jury freedom from unreasonable search and
seizure the prohibition of bills of attainder and ex post facto laws
etc no reference is made to slavery nor does the constitution
provide for the remuneration of legislators or state officers except
the governor

at the time they drafted the constitution and memorial the
church leaders ordered two thousand copies printed for distribu-
tion to the president and each member of congress 36 A printing
press had not yet been brought into the salt lake valley but orson
hyde was operating one in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville 3711 so on 27 july 1849 babbitt
started east with a manuscript copy of the constitution expecting to
pause in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville while the constitution was printed there

the year before hyde had journeyedhadjourneyed to the east coast to raiseraise
money for a press with eight hundred dollars borrowed in wash-
ington DC he purchased type fixtures and a printing press from
the cincinnati type foundry by mid november he was back in
kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville setting up his printing shop and waiting for his printer
john gooch to arrive from st louis 38 on 7 february 1849 hyde
and gooch issued the first number of a semimonthly newspaper
the frontier guardian which for the next sixteen months was the
only mormon periodical published in the united states ironically
it was this press that precipitated hydes dispute with babbitt As
hyde was traveling east in the summer of 1848 babbitt offered to
buy a press for him if he would publicly endorse lewis cass the
democratic candidate for president hyde refused asserting that he
would go with zachary taylor press or no press 39 babbitt
reached kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville on 3 september 1849 400 constitution of the
state 0of deseret was undoubtedly printed soon thereafter

john M bemhiselsbernhisels trip to the nations capital occupied six
months during which he filled his mind with the politics of the day
in october he reached new york city to be greeted there by a letter
from the first presidency informing him of their decision to apply
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for statehood 4411 five weeks later bernhiselBemhisel and wilford woodruff
called on thomas kane in philadelphia kane of course knew of
the first presidencysPresidencys decision and he urged bemhiselbernhiselBemhisel in the
strongest terms to work for the admission of deseret as a state
you are better without any government from the hands of

congress than with a territorial government he declared

the political intrigues of government officers will be against you
you can govern yourselves better than they can govern you I1 would
prefer to see you withdraw the bill rather than to have a territorial
government for ifyou are defeated in the state government you can
fall back upon it again at another session ifyou have not a territorial
government but ifyou have you cannot apply for a state government
for a number of years I1 insist upon it you do not want corrupt
political men from washington strutting around you with military
epaulettesepaulettedepaulettes and dress who will speculate out of you all they can 42

bernhiselBemhisel arrived in washington on 30 november babbitt
the next day on 3 december the first session of the thirty first
congress convened and on the twenty seventh stephen A
douglas presented deseretsdespretsDeserets memorial for statehood to the senate
here he asked that deseret be admitted either as a state or as a
territory according to the will of congress the memorial was
presented to the house on 3 january and babbitts petition to be
seated in the house as the delegate from deseret was referred to the
committee on elections on 28 january 4341 but secession was in the
air and the wishes of two or three thousand mormonscormons isolated in the
great basin were of small concern to a congress battling to keep
the union from disintegrating although bernhisel would lobby
tirelessly in her behalf the fate of deseret was determined by the
flood of events that would culminate in the compromise of 1850 44

the central problem was slavery more particularly the exten-
sion of slavery into the new western region acquired as a result of
the mexican war six issues confronted the congress statehood
for california statehood or territorial governments for deseret and
new mexico a dispute over the western boundary of texas a
slave state the abolition of slavery in washington DC and a
demand from southern congressmen for a stricter fugitive slave
law

congress divided almost equally along party lines sixty
three ballots were taken before the democrats finally organized the
house of representatives the senate split into four almost equal
factions northern whigs led by william H seward and southern
democrat thomas hart benton who advocated the exclusion
of slavery from the west most of the southern democrats led by
john C calhoun and jefferson davis who insisted on slaverysslaverys
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extension to some part of the new region nearly all of the northern
democrats and a few southern democrats led by lewis cass and
stephen A douglas who proposed compromise on the basis of
44popular sovereignty allowing each territory to decide its own
position on slavery and almost all southern whigs and two north-
ern

north-
em whigs led by henry clay and daniel webster who tended
toward popular sovereignty here the three giants clay webster
and calhoun appeared together on the senate stage for the last
time

vitriolic discussions of the extension of slavery and slavery
in the nations capital filled the opening weeks but no faction had
sufficient strength in both houses to achieve its objectives A break
in this impasse came on 29 january 1850 when henry clay
delivered his great spespeechech in the senate that outlined the basic ideas
that ultimately would form the compromise clay proposed to
admit california as a free state provide territorial governments for
deseret and new mexico with no restriction or conditions regard-
ing slavery reduce the area of texas and pay off her debt allow
slavery in washington DC but abolish the slave trade there and
pass a more stringent fugitive slave law clays speech marked the
opening of one of the great debates in the history of the senate a
debate that would stretch over eight months and include the final
senate addresses of daniel webster and john C calhoun

early in march at the instigation ofofhjofhH S foote the senate
formed a committee of thirteen to pass upon the sectional
problems and unite clays proposals into a single bill afterward
called the omnibus bill that month bernhisel had a series of
interviews with stephen A douglas who as chainchairmannan of the
senate committee on territories was an especially influential
friend douglas disliked the name deseret and insisted on the
name of utah he also indicated that congress would substan-
tially reduce the proposed boundaries ofdeseret 4145 at a subsequent
interview bernhisel inquired about withdrawing the mormonscormonsMormons
application douglas responded that this would make little differ-
ence for congress deemed it their duty to organize the territories
and that both the great political parties were of the opinion that the
question which now agitates congress and the nation from one end
to the other could not be settled until the territories were organ-
ized to bernhisels question concerning the prospect for officers
for a territorial government douglas replied that there was little
chance a member of the first presidency or the council of the
twelve would be appointed 4641

As the session dragged into may and june zachary taylor
continued firm in his opposition to clays proposals the president
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differed with clay primarily in his solution to the texas boundary
problem and his insistence on statehoodforstatehood for new mexico and it
was apparent that without a softening of his position the omnibus
had little chance then on 9 july zachary taylor died millard
fillmore ascended to the presidency webster was appointed his
secretary of state clay became the unofficial white house
spokesman the administration was now clearly behind the
omnibus bill on 31 july the omnibus was before the senate and
passage seemed certain without warning its opponents rose to
tear at the bill first came opposition to the new mexico compo-
nent the senate responded by voting this out texas fell under
attack next a vote of the senate removed all parts relating to
texas david R atchison joseph smiths lawyer in missouri
who had sided with the compromisers now moved that california
statehood be eliminated this proposal was quickly accepted the
omnibus is overturned exulted thomas hart benton and all the
passengers spilled out but one we have but utah left all gone but
utah it alone remains and I1 am for saving it as a monument of the
herculean labors of the immortal thirteen thirty two of the fifty
senators remaining in the chamber agreed and the bill creating
utah territory passed the senate the next day stephen A douglas
now stepped into the leadership of the compromisers and between
9 august and 16 september he directed five separate bills through
the senate that embodied the aims of the omnibus the omnibus
passed the house in five separate bills between 6 and 17 september
a territorial government for utah passing on 7 september on
9 september fillmore signed utah territory into law

bemhiselsbernhisels skill as a lobbyist now became particularly
important as fillmore began to consider appointments for the new
territory between 10 and 16 september he had several discussions
with the president andonand on the latter date he handed fillmore his
recommendation forbrighamforbrigham young governor willard richards
secretary zerubbabelZerubbabel snow a mormon from ohio chief justice
heber C kimball and newel K whitney associate justices seth
M blair attorney and joseph L heywood marshal at this
meeting bernhiselBemhisel repeated what had been from the beginning the
mormonscormonsMormons principal concern the people of utah cannot but
consider it their right as american citizens to be governed by men
of their own choice entitled to their confidence and united with
them in opinion and feeling four days later the president
announced his decision the officers for the new territory of utah
would be brigham young governor broughton D harris of
vermont secretary joseph buffington of pennsylvania chief
justice zerubbabelZerubbabel snow of ohio and perry C brocchus of
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alabama associate justices seth M blair of utah US attorney
and joseph L heywood of utah US marshal stephen A
douglas six months before had underestimated the ability and
tenacity of john M bernhisel 47

in the meantime the council of fifty met weekly throughout
1849 and continued to direct the municipal affairs of the salt lake
community its last legislative action seems to have occurred on
29 december 1849 when it passed an ordinance creating a recorder
of marks and brands 5148114848

the first true session of the legislature of the provisional state
of deseret convened early in december 1849 and met intermit-
tently until it recessed in march 1850 A second session sat from
4 july to 5 october 1850 news of the utah bill reached the valley
on 15 october and the full text of the act creating utah territory
was printed in the deseretnewsdeseret news of30 november consequently the
third session of the legislature of deseret was known to be the last
when it convened on 2 december 1850 this legislature passed its
final ordinance a law to suppress gaming on 24 february 18511851

and by joint resolution on 28 march it brought the state of deseret
to an end brigham young took the oath of office as governor of the
new territory from daniel H wells chiefjustice of the provisional
state of deseret on 3 february 1851 the territorial appointees
from outside of utah arrived in the valley during june july and
august and on 22 september 1851 the first legislature of the
territory of utah convened in great salt lake city twelve days
later by joint resolution of the territorial legislature the laws of the
provisional state of deseret were legalized as territorial statutes 4941

because of the confusion surrounding the chronology of
events in the mormonscormonsMormons effort for statehood a number of interpre-
tations of this episode appear in the published histories of utah
recent histories conjecture that this effort was really an attempt to
establish the political kingdom of god the millennial world order
that would govern at the second coming 5010 but this idea does not
appear in the discussions of the council of fifty or the correspon-
dence among church officials what does emerge from these
sources is a single practical concern to be governed by their own
bernhisels correspondence makes it clear that the particular form
of government was not important to the mormonscormonsMormons a continuation
of the provisional state of deseret statehood or even a territorial
government was acceptable if the officials were chosen from
among the leaders of the church 5511 thus at its fundamental level
constitution of the state of deseret was a plea for the most
venerable of all american rights the right of a free people to be
governed by those of their own choosing
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toward a reconstruction of mormon
and indian relations 1847 11877877

ronald W walker

there are reminiscent stories about the last days of the ute
chief black hawk tormented by his several years warpathkarpath and
pillage the physically broken warrior toured central and southern
utah asking forgiveness at times his rite bordered on self
flagellation tonsured at his request as an act of penance he spoke
of his obvious decline and of brigham youngs dark prophecy that
those who opposed the saints would inevitably wither would the
settlers he asked absolve himhimihiml

at first I1 set the tableau aside while aware of black hawks
conciliatory last travels I1 thought stories of maledictionsmaledictions and
penance were too pat and after the fact but as my research contin-
ued primary sources confirmed their outline my experience with
a figure and episode ofmore than ordinary importance suggests the
incomplete and tentative nature of studies of native americans in
the brigham young era to be sure much has been done consult
the catalog of any large utah or mormon repository and you will
find an abundance of articles on native americans 2 but the work
is episodic and often uneven at best scholars have illuminated
perspectives rather than panoramas just to cite a few examples we
still wait for major studies of the walker and tinticgintic wars not to
mention utah indian wars in general we have neither monograph
nor book on the utah militia with two or three exceptions indian
biography tribal surveys and historiesecohistorieseco have not been under-
taken at least in depth brigham youngs indian dealing his role
as ex officio superintendent of indian affairs his directives relating
to the gunnison and mountain meadows massacres and his
ongoing relationship with saint and indian all require further study
also needed are surveys dealing with government agents and
policy pertinent law trading and commerce the overlooked events
of the last decade of brigham youngs leadership and mormon
indian relations especially at the daily level of ordinary settlers and
tribesmen above all we need summary and synthesis

ronald W walker is a professor of history and a senior research associate in the joseph fielding smith
institute for church history at brigham young university
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the length of this laundry list is surprising on at least two
counts since mid twentieth century mormon history has been a
fruitful enterprise scores of increasingly sophisticated articles and
books arrive each year yet with short shrift rendered to indian
studies in contrast one need only scan the western historical
quarterlysQuarterlys articles and reviews to document that at the same time
western and national historians have given dramatic and leading
attention to the topic

Is this disparity simply another indication of mormon
peculiarity and relative isolation western and national historians
who have written on the native americans during the last
several decades were influenced by a post vietnam new frontier
legacy much of their writing is antiarmyantiarmy antiwar and pro
environment with an equal revulsion for colonization and
racism 3 of course there have been broader currents but even
the more balanced treatments betray a climate of opinion like
twentieth century historiography generally that exults in
cultural diversity and has little patience with ideology and absolute
values 4

perhaps this is the reason why mormon historians have
largely allowed native american studies to pass them by what-
ever its reputation in some quarters the tenor of mormon studies
at least from a national perspective has been bland and conserva-
tive we have been more prone to introspection than to challenge
and protest this inward tendency in turn has limited our attention
to cultures different from our own

but the most inhibiting factor to the study of mormon indian
relations probably lies in the usual historical interpretation of the
mormon experience with the native american since pioneer
times mormonsmonnonsmormans have seen their acts toward the indian as kindly
and well meaning and the majority of monmormonmonnonnon historians when
graftingcrafting an occasional chapter or article have spoken with this
viewpoint they liked what they saw or at least unconsciously
accepted the cultural assumptions of which they were a part
this tendency has led to what might be described as the tradi-
tional view of mormon indian relations begun by hubert howe
bancroft orson F whitney and B H roberts it has continued
in our own time with such scholars as juanita brooks in an
early article that had a wider implication than her apparent focus
brooks examined the pioneer practice of taking indian children
into white homes while she was not at all sure of the long lasting
success of the program her conclusions were otherwise warmly
supportive of both brigham young and his outlying settlers
brookss article had another importance in examining this early
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attempt at acculturation she provided an early though seldom
followed example of mormon indian peoples history 5

charles E dibbles treatment of the mormon mission to the
shoshonishoshoneSho shoni was an equally important early survey dibble presaged
later writing by placing the mormon advance into the land of the
shoshonishoshoneSho shoni within the cultural context of both white and red man
on one hand like brooks he acknowledged the mormonscormonsMormons special
view of their own mission and the mission of the indian but he
also traced mormon success and failure within the shoshonisShoshonis own
cultural patterns 6 subsequent writers have also pursued the theme
of mormon missions david L bigler treated the ill fated fort
limhi idaho settlement among the bannocksBannocks 7 L A fleming
studied the muddy river settlements in present day southeastern
nevada while charles S peterson documented the Mormonmormonscormonsmonsnons
proselyting efforts with the hopi 8 though none of these pieces has
the explicit sympathy of brookss article none bears acrimony
they are content to tell their story within the framework of
established interpretation the mormon indian frontier while
never without tension and even conflict was nevertheless charac-
terized by the mormonscormonsMormons good intentions 9

the deanofdeanordean of mormon historians leonard J arlingtonarrington also
offered a supportive view writing several chapters on indians
while working on larger topics arrington and in one case his
coauthor davis bitton updated the longstandinglong standing consensus
arrington provided a broader survey of brigham youngs policy
from the initial pioneer adjuration to fort up to later techniques
aimed at assimilating utahs native americans into anglo society
in describing mormon policy arrington used words like coopera-
tion conciliation patience and forbearance yet he also
acknowledged the tension between the mormonscormonsMormons kindly indian
dealing and the requirements inherent in their large scale coloniza-
tion on native american lands

brighamsBrighams indian policy did not encompass respect or recognition
for the values and outlook of their culture he cannot fairly be
portrayed as enlightened in a sense that would satisfy the militant
native americans of today nonetheless viewed in the nineteenth
century context when ruthless exploitation and genocide were all too
common brigham displayed moderation and a willingness to
share 10

in sharp contrast to the views of the traditional historians
beginning in the late 1970s a competing version of events has
emerged like the revisionists outside utah and no doubt inspired
by them these younger historians approach the topic from what
they feel was the indian or at least a non mormon point of view
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instead of cooperation on the mormon indian frontier they sense
conflict they see less philanthropy in mormoninmormon dealing than cant
they look mostly in vain for anything praiseworthy or even
unusual about the mormon indian experience utah and the inter-
mountain west were largely the same old american refrain two
cultures sharply in conflict with the weaker left without rights
lands or dignity

the products of this newer approach are neither numerous nor
comprehensive no one has attempted even the limited overview
undertaken by arlingtonarrington one of the more active revisionists is
floyd A oneilonell director of the american west center at the
university of utah oneil began his study with a still unpublished
phd dissertation on the ute nation followed some years later by
an article on mormon frontiersman george washington bean
which deals less with bean than with mormon indian relations in
general oneil also coauthored with stanford J layton an inter-
pretationpretation ofbrighamofbrigham young as indian superintendent I1 I1

the latter study is representativeisrepresentativemisrepresentative of the new approach oneil
and layton see the mormonscormonsMormons land hunger as voracious their
motives suspect and their effect on the indians devastating
brigham young in turn is viewed especially in his dealings
with washington appointed territorial officials as arbitrary and
ultimately ineffectual the authors however concede some
mormon peculiarity mormonismsMormonisms stormy midwesternmidwestem experi-
ence its new england heritage its scriptural base and its schizo-
phrenic view of government in the nineteenth century combined to
create its own script that was acted out on the utah stage 12 it is
however clearly an unpleasant drama without much attractiveness
insofar as the mormon actors go

several articles by other scholars have continued the strain
howard A christy argues that hostility and bloodshed as much
as benevolence and conciliation characterized mormon indian
relations in utah before 1852 in point of fact the former catego-
ries dominate christaschristysChristys survey centering his attention on brigham
young and the mormonscormonsMormons fort utah settlement near present day
provo christy concludes that the mormonscormons held themselves to be
culturally superior indeed like the indians themselves took their
lands and at least during the period of survey failed to ameliorate
indian conditions by a policy of benevolence according to
christy the result was not unique like native americans else-
where indians in utah were not civilized but destroyed 13

others find equal harshness albert winkler focuses on
mormon violence during the black hawk war that culminated in
the killing of imprisoned paiute men women and children at
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clevillecirclevilleCir utah the largest massacre winkler believes of
indians in utahs history 14 R warren metcalfsmetcalfeMetcalfs view of the
black hawk war is similar holding that the settlers first expropri-
ated indian lands and then when they resisted or became a
nuisance the government removed them the black hawk war
may thus be seen as the hostile phase of this familiar pattern 15

perhaps eugene campbells establishing zion provides the fullest
statement of the new school devoting two of his nineteen chapters
to the subject campbell summarizes previous findings first he
argues for mormon inconsistency while the settlers scriptural
injunctions and good intentions might impel them to found indian
missions their treatment of the native american was besotted by
harsh encounters emphasizing tension conflict and the similarity
of mormon ways to the broader american experience campbell
holds that mormon colonization was disastrous for the native
american 16

the challenge of the revisionists met with surprising passiv-
ity only lawrence G coates a professor of history at ricks
college rose to the traditionalists defense frankly acknowledg-
ing the saints ways were not always those of brigham young
coates maintains that president youngs relations with the
indians were more than pious expressions of good will or state-
ments of empty dreams hopes and visions if this argument was
intended as a riposte to oneil and layton coates appears equally
willing to take on christy insisting that brigham youngs acts
more than simple deeds of kindness or acts of violence were a
blend of his social religious humanitarian philosophy and practi-

cal measures that he thought necessary for establishing the
mormon kingdom of god on earth 17

the debate over mormon indian policy embraces some of
the issues and problems of the larger national discussion
certainly some of the revisionists evince a higher appreciation or
tolerance of indian culture and viewpoint environmental issues
are also at times manifest with at least several of the revisionists
treating the indian as something of a model or at least a successful
ecologist but if new perspectives are provided there is also a
lamentable downside too often revisionist passion hinders
thorough and balanced analysis indeed some of the younger
authors only reverse the roles of previous heroes and villains
creating fresh stereotypes in their wake

of course not all historical writing of the topic fits neatly into
the two categories A second article by howard christy mixes
elements of both christy describes the passive defensive tactics
successfully employed by mormon leaders during the walker war
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arguing that such a strategy was unprecedented in mormonmonnon indian
dealing and perhaps unique in the general western united states
experience but he is not prepared to abandon the thesis of
conflict were not the leaderships defensive tactics during the war
an admission of its earlier failure with the mailed fist moreover
christy chooses to accentuate the rank and files resistance to the
tactic didnt this document the average mormonscormonsMormons hostility to
the red manman18I1 I1

other writers have stood outside the polar tensions of native
american and mormon studies gustive 0 larson narrates the
circumstances of the important 1865 spanish fork treaty in
exchange for the promise of longtermlong term annuities the negotiated but
unratified treaty tried to extinguish ute land titles 19 thomas G
alexanders study of relations with the interior department
places mormon and utah indian matters into a wider national
scope while beverly beetonsbestonsBeetons review of the utah indian
farms 1850 62 provides useful detail without the usual
advocacy 2010 finally beverly P smaby broadens the interpretive
categories in her study of mormonscormons and indians in the great
basin less interested in sorting out blame than in understanding
events smaby uses an ecological framework uniting geography
social organization demography and cultural values to describe
the mormon and native american tension her resource utiliza-
tion model finds two cultures radically at odds with the saints
guilty not so much of blood and carnage as of excessive optimism
and naivete the mormonscormonsMormons so inventive in solving problems
of their own continued existence were unable to appreciate the
indian ecological system hence they were not in a position to
supply any plan for change which grew from the concerns of indian
culture 21

where do mormon indian studies go from here how can the
varying historiographical perspectives be used to reconstruct a new
and perhaps holistic design A national perspective reminds us of
the usual hegelian process inherent in such controversies in the
national native american literature the advocacy of the 1960s and
1970s replaced the established thesis and in turn the new antithesis
has given way to synthesis recent works by robert berkhofer
henry warnerwamer bowden william hagan clyde A milner and
francis paul prucha have blurred polarities by suggesting the
commonsensecommonsense proposition that no race monopolizes good and
evil this new mood perhaps a reflection of the cultural relativism
of our own time avoids the imposition of personal values eschews
ideological tirade for attempted balance respects opposing
cultures and speaks softly dispassionately and when judging
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human motive even ambiguously 22 certainly these are not unwor-
thy goals or themes

the job must commence by expanding and homogenizing
sources perhaps because of the daunting task before them few
scholars have mastered basic mormon utah and bureau of indian
affairs materials for instance the readily available journal
history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints contains
an unusually rich lode of indian resources unfortunately concealed
by a thoroughly unusable index on the topic 2321 the LDS church
archives contain over one hundred diaries touching pioneer indian
activity even more crucial the native american materials in the
brigham young correspondence largely favorable to the tradi-
tional view have been the sole domain of leonard arringtonarlington and
lawrence coates no one else came knocking even when these
materials were readily available 2421 equally underusedunperusedunderused are the
important utah militia papers housed mainly at the utah state
archives historians have made better use of the extensive but
sometimes anti mormon bureau of indian affairs letters and
memoranda but hardly in a comprehensive way the best native
american work has dipped into a variety of these monmormonmonnonnon and non
mormon sources more often selective research has produced
selective conclusions

moreover we must do abetterjobbetter job at understanding the native
american roy harvey pearces observation is to the point
white americans in talking about the indians have usually been

talking to themselves about themselves 75211121752525 historians are not
without knowledge of the utah tribes 2616 but their reliance on tradiaradi
tionaldional written sources has inhibited penetration and understanding
even surviving indian statements are inevitably strained through
white perception and as a result european cultural concepts have
often been applied to the indian in a rough and heavyhandedheavy handed
manner

examples of our ignorance are not difficult to find basic
questions such as indian population and mortality can be posed but
not readily answered most surveys place utahs indigenous popu
lation at the arrival of the mormonscormons somewhere between twelve
thousand and thirty five thousand a not insignificant margin of
error it is significant however that recent national historians and
demographers speak with one voice in positing much higher
population estimates for the north american aborigines in some
cases estimates have risen by a factor of more than nine 2717 the
implications of the higher calculations even if only partially
applicable to the great basin are suggestive white mans
diseases typhoid diphtheria colds gonorrhea influenza
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chicken pox whooping cough tuberculosisyellowtuberculosis yellow fever scarlet
fever strep infections and especially measles smallpox and
syphilis wreakedwrecked terrible havoc 2821 one mountain man thought
the decline in indian population began two decades prior to the
coming of large scale white migration and settlement thereafter it
continued apace or accelerated 29

indian disease and decline suggest important questions was
the struggle for game and land as great as some have thought A
diminished indian population may have sustained itself at former
and even higher levels despite a narrowing resource base at least
in the short run at least some indians such as kanosh reported an
improved living standard a decade after the mormonscormons began to
move onto their lands 30 does the virulence of european disease
account for what seems the rapid decline in indian folk healing
and perhaps other traditional beliefs as well3well31wella the shaman healer
must have been seen as utterly impotent before the new scourgesscourgerscourges
finally we need to assess the role of disease as a factor in indian
behavior both in inciting and moderating it disoriented and
confused indians at times blamed mormon deviltry for sickness
within their tribes 32 on the other hand members of black hawks
band testified to the role of infirmity and death in bringing their
warfare to an end 3331

more needs to be known of other matters besides disease
patterns historians too often have spoken cavalierly about indian
political organization suggesting a unity or homogeneity that
never existed some have generalized unwisely citing the state-
ments or behavior of one indian or group and applying it indiscrimi-
nately to others utah indian structure was diffuse fluid and local
scores of petty bands often with only nominal or temporary chiefs
pursued their own interests sometimes mercurially and contradic-
torily and often contrary to the behavior of their neighboring
tribesmen of course within the larger tribes there were what white
men saw as grand chiefs but even imposing leaders such as
washakeewashakieWashakee sowietteSowiette tabby wakarabakara and arapeenaraleen complained of
their inability to impose consistent discipline symptomatic of the
problem wakarabakara by virtue of his supposed suzerainty gained a
long lasting eponym during walker war though he at times
refused responsibility for the conflict and was out of the territory
during its final stages 3431

the subtribessub tribes and tribes reacted differently to the gamut of the
white mans ways some responded favorably at least initially to
the idea of indian farms having practiced a rudimentary agriculture
prior to the monmormonmonnonnon settlement others saw farmingfanning as squadssquaws
work beneath contempt arapeenaraleenArapeen kanosh and tutsigobot took
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to mormon preachmentspreachments and became in their own way preachers
themselves relatively isolated from the saints in the uinta basin
sowietteSowiette and tabby were more resistant to the mormon message
the latter chiefs however were not opposed to the new reservation
at uinta for them there was no uprooting but many others resisted
leaving their forefathers lands and graves these diffuse and
centrifugal tendencies were especially apparent in the utes wars
with the white men from the initial battle creek engagement
near present day pleasant grove utah in 1849 to the culminating
black hawk war a decade and a half later there was no unified
indian response with warriors invariably fewer in number than the
peacemakerspeacemakers fence sitters and informers the mormonscormons never
lacked for allies

the cleavages widened at the intertribal level shoshonisShoshonis
utes and paiutes bore a strong animosity for one another one
week after their arrival the advance party of the mormonscormons
watched a wild fight between a shoshonishoshoneShoshoni and a ute which eventu-
ally ended in the lattersbatterslatters death the shoshonisShoshonis appeared to be
displeased because the brethren had traded with the utes a
pioneer record summarized the substance of the difficulty 35 the
mormonscormons would find tribal rivalry endemic like indians else-
where the shoshonisShoshonis and utes each regarded themselves as the
people and probably feared their immemorial red enemies more
than the white intruder

behind the inter and intratribalintratribal rivalries of course lay
people individual men and women with personality and feeling
not simply a faceless blurred historical concept or conglom-
erationeration certainly we know enough of the early chiefs to begin
assigning character there was the sterling and magisterial
sowietteSowiette bearing the wisdom of old age consistently seeking
peace wakarabakara quick witted and clever volatile light on his
feet kanosh the white mans friend big elk brave cool
determined as he defended his well chosen ramparts during the
fort utah conflict or squash angry manipulating given to trick-
ery together even using white mans records their collective
portrait is not unsatisfactory certainly they were not passive
taken as a group the indian leaders seem able thoughtful and
within the measure of their society honorable generally their
first impulse and often their second and third as well was
toward peace concerned about their leadership responsibility
most wanted what was best for their followers and seemingly
recognized quite early that their nomadic ways must eventually be
put aside the trick given the deep longings of their culture was in
the doing
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what does this suggest about the writing of indian history
we must seek new interpretive concepts we must write carefully
with an eye to the particular but above all must be conscious and
respectful of another culture ifwe are going to tell the whole story
of indian white relations wilbur jacobs has written we must
make an all out attempt to picture the clash of cultures so that there
will be an understanding ofboth cultures notjustnot just one thus to give
more attention to the indian side is not necessarily to plead for the
indian point of view 111636

fortunately there are helpful existing disciplines too long
have the historian the ethnologist and the psychological anthro-
pologistpologist pursued their own ways ethnography can help make
sense of the abundant clues of indian culture in the written sources
for instance the records often speak of the brother relationship
of the major ute leaders 37 are not at least some of these references
to the cross cousin marriages widely found in american aborigine
culture elsewhere similarly the ethnologist can bring under-
standing of tribal organization and functioning ecological and
social relationships and the native americans changing eco-
nomic system 38

finally the rich indian belief and religious system begs for
research with its guardian spirits spells dreams shamansseamansshamans and
burial rites while joseph G jorgensen has explored ute depriva-
tion religion and shifting culture much remains to be done 3919 for
many great basin indians the 1870s were filled with religious
awakening millennial expectation reasserted cultural pride
mormon conversion and deep visionary quest all at the time the
inaugurated reservation movement seemed to place indian culture
at great risk from the retrospect of the twentieth century these
developments may have an application beyond mormon and indian
studies the religious awakening of the 1870s parallels in many
ways the widely documented third world cargo cult religions of
our own time and may provide a case study of a peoples religious
adaptation to the shock of deep felt culture change

ifwe need to understand the native american better the same
is true for the mormon despite reams of previous study in some
ways brigham young and his followers remain as shrouded in
mystery as their native american counterparts the problem
involves both facts and interpretation As indicated previously the
field has only been partially cultivated but as important as further
research may be the challenging and perhaps irreducible problem
lies with methods and explication

the strong sense of advocacy afflicting both monmormonmonnonnon and
indian studies will likely continue but there are interpretive
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approaches that may narrow the differences and bring more under-
standing first mormon indian policy must be placed within its
wider culture to an outsider looking in some of the current
arguments must appear strangely skewed brigham youngs 1850
letter urging indian removal and the extinction of indian land titles
often cited as an indictment becomes more understandable within
the context of national practice 4010 usually titles were cleared prior
to or as soon after settlement as possible but the mormon advance
into mexican territory the ambiguity of indian land rights
conveyed in the treaty ofguadalupeofguadalupe hidalgo and the slowness of
the federal government to clarify them left both mormon and non
mormon territorial leaders deeply troubled 41

other examples of equally narrow interpretation can be cited
for their part mormonscormons have not been quick to show that many of
their pioneer practices whether the charity of the relief society
women in making indian clothing or mormon attempts to promote
indian agriculture education and conversion fit into the altruistic
practices of the time 4241 moreover the mormonscormons shared longtermlong term
goals with their broader society like eastern reformers they
wanted indian assimilation which scholars now sense was proba-
bly beyond anyones grasp in a passage that might have been
written by a historian detailing the mormon indian experience
clyde milner has observed the assimilationist program often
assumed a simplistic correlation between the acceptance of white
ways and the establishment of economic prosperity with the habits
of civilization were to come the habits of husbandry and vice versa
cultural assimilation and agricultural development were to go hand
in hand 31131113314343 the flaw of course lay in the strength and resiliency of
indian culture which white americans in their ethnocentrism
were not quick to perceive 44

mormon experience was like experience elsewhere in
another respect those most prone to humanity and generosity
toward the indians were often removed from daily intimate contact
with them whether gilded age liberals enlightened military
commanders or reform minded churchmen 4541 in the case of the
saints the incidence of misbehavior and culpability seemed to
grow with each concentric circle radiating from brigham young
and the mormon leadership the gap between the ideal and the real
left the mormon prophet despairing if the inhabitants of this
territory my brethren had never condescendeddescendedcondescendercon to reduce them-
selves to fidefifedideme practices of the indian as a few of them have to their
low degraded condition and in some cases even lower there never
would have been any trouble between us and our red neighbors 114146

or consider youngs letter to arapeenaraleen during the tinticgintic war
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I1 feel just as well with you as I1 ever did I1 sometimes think that
ifwe could get a valley a way offalone and could get all the mormonscormons
that want to fight indians and wont hear and all the indians that want
to fight and wont listen to good talk such as you give them and let
them fight till they were satisfied that it would be the means of
making a good peace 47

one need not probe too deeply to sense the tension between
brigham and some of his followers while many attempted to
adhere to his policy of conciliation no doubt others bridled at his
counsel A few responded publicly one correspondent spoke of
the heavy demands the indians made on the settlers and called fforor
a firm policy of discipline in a thinly veiled allusion to the
mormon leader he wrote should hostilities ensue whilst we wish
our leaders to be prudent wise men we would rather chochoose0o se those
who have learned other military tactics than the extreme of officers
to the rear in time of danger and well away to the front on the

1148114148retreat
was there something unique or unusual in the mormonscormonsMormons

indian experience after all one suspects from the impressionistic
evidence before us that there is a story waiting to be told we do
know from the work of arrington coates and christy that
especially after 1850 brigham young preached a conciliatory
policy which at least in the walker war resulted in a defensive
almost pacifistic stance 4941 he was as cautious during the black
hawk difficulty reminding orson hyde who directed mormon
affairs at the seat of the conflict in sanpete county

our past experience with the indian tribes with which we have come
in contact has led us to adopt as a maxim that it is cheaper to feed
indians than to fight them the correctness of this maxim is
especially forced upon us when we consider the great risk the
brethren run of losing their lives in endeavoring to whip or kill the
marauders the loss of the life of even one faithful man is something
too valuable to be put in the scale against any number of these
indians

the plan we now propose to adopt is to stop fighting altogether
and as soon as possible establish communication with the disaffected
indians and endeavor to make peace with them by means of
presents 50

president youngs new policy did not bring a quick end to the
conflict with depredations continuing he moved a half year later
to quiet growing white animosity calling a meeting of the saints
at springvilleSpring ville he touched first on the comments of a previous
speaker brother ezra TJT benson expressed himself as though
some of the brethren felt like wiping out the lamanitesLamanites indians in
these regions root and branch the evil passions that arise in our
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hearts would prompt us to do this but we must bring them into
subjsubasubjectionectionaction to the law of christ he then asked the saints to forgive
past depredations and allow malefactors to resume a place in their
communities

when they come to live in your vicinity again let them come in
peace do we wish to do right then let the lamanitesLamanites come
back to their homes where they were bom and brought up this is the
land that they and their fathers have walked over and called their own
and they have just as good a right to call it theirs todayto day as any people
have to call any land their own

we should now use the indians kindly and deal with them
so gently that we will win their hearts and affections to us more
strongly than before and the much good that has been done them and
the many kindnesses that have been shown them will come up before
them and they will see that we are their friends 51I1

other evidence can be suggested beside brigham youngs
sermonizingsermonizing in the aftermath of the spanish fork treaty 0 H irish
acknowledged brighamsBrighams sway he has pursued so kind
and conciliatory a policy with the indians he reported to his
washington superiors that it has given him great influence over
them 52 even an antagonistic observer agent garland hurt
acknowledged the scale of mormon indian subsidies he com-
plainedplained in fact that they had become too great a burden on the
mormon rank and file 53 following the indian incursions into
sanpete county in 1872 camp douglas commander lieutenant
colonel henry morrow was impressed with the saints self
control the indians had become arrogant domineering and
dictatorial entering homes demanding specially prepared food
requisitioning livestock 1I think I1 may say with truthfulness
morrow reported that there is not another american community
in the nation which would have endured half the outrages these
people endured before rising up as one man to drive out the savage
invaders at the point of the bayonet 8154115454 while the question is yet to
be fully treated we may tentatively posit that the scope and
duration of the mormonscormonsMormons conciliatory policy may have been
unusual perhaps exceptional

this hypothesis does not set aside the primary assumption of
the revisionist school tension and strife were endemic in
mormon indian affairs with indian land rights usually at the center
of things the mormonscormons pursued an uneven land policy sometimes
taking refuge in the scriptural injunction that the land belonged to
no man neither indian mormon mexican nor american it was
the lords and for everyone to share 55 on other occasions they
struck deals securing occupancy in lieu of services or goods
sometimes they simply settled taking much of the ground but
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reserving parcels for indian use in several instances driven to
desperation by indian depredations they offered to buy large tracts
from wakarabakara and others more generally they asserted the clearing
of indian titles was a federal government responsibility through
the several permutations of their policy they generally upheld an
indian moral right young claimed his followers had never settled
on indian ground without permission and until titles could be
established the mormonscormons bore an obligation to provide the original
occupants compensating food and assistance 56

ifmormon motives and policies were mixed so were those of
the native americans As elsewhere in the nation utahs indians
perceived cultural and economic advantages to white settlement
trading their skins and labor they secured from the mormonscormons
horses guns ammunition and learning into white mans ways
while often beneficial to both parties the arrangement sometimes
brought tension brigham young admitted that while the native
americans had universally solicited mormon settlement their
hospitality could sour if they in some few instances should
happen to be refused a piece of bread or a beef ox when it could not
be spared they might anger up a moment or wish to force presents
complain that this was their land and wish us to leave 1157115157

for president youngs part he believed the ensuing tension
was lessjesstess than in other frontier settlements 58 that proposition is
yet to be demonstrated but it seems reasonable to conclude that
the monmormonnon indian frontier had elements of both conflict and
cooperation and that when interpreting the mormon indian
experience historians would do well to set aside polarities for
models of human complexity and diversity the breadth of data
cannot be encompassed otherwise

an illustration will conclude the point during the pioneer
era soldiers forty ninersbiners gentile settlers and territorial officials
each charged the mormonscormons with indian tampering that is
controlling the indians for their own purposes independent of
national policy 5919 that charge which had truth to it is hardly con-
sistent with the revisionists stress on unalloyed conflict would
embattled and hostile indians have been pliable to mormon influ-
ence why did bureau of indian affairs agents fear a mormon and
indian alliance and consistently report many of the indians pro
mormon sympathies

this leads to a final element in the proposed new synthesis
the new indian history needs to place the native american into the
texture of pioneer life and it is here that the revisionists emphasis
on conflict has particularly been ill serving too often the utah
indian has appeared in our histories simply as a barrier to white
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mans civilization we have emphasized wars and warriors instead
of painting the broader landscape of everyday life sometimes the
record seems expunged as though a censors scissors had been at
work historians for example have typically described the salt
lake valley upon the pioneers arrival as an uninhabited no mans
land a ute shoshonishoshone marchyetmarmarchchYetyet brigham young remembered
three hundred indians periodically camped at their warm springs
traditional camp with additional clans to the south and east 60

accounts of the inaugural pioneer day celebration of 1849 say
little about the native american though one of its purposes was
indian pacification and wakarabakara and two hundred of his tribesmen
ate the saints bounty 6611 despite the paucity of detail in contempo-
rary accounts after the initial stage of settlement indians became
part of the warp and woof of most mormon communities coming
and going interacting with the settlers this was also true during
the first decade after the establishment of the uinta reservation
when contrary to some narratives the bulk of the indians remained
with the whites on their ancestral lands

much of this daily common detail can be reconstructed from
diaries the neglected works progress administration historical
records for example provide fascinating glimpses the ute
indians were always around remembered one respondent on early
round valley life 662 hannah mcfarlane bingham recalled the
arrival of a thirty six member indian camp on a sand ridge east of
ogden only eight years old she played with the indian children
until her brother accidentally stepped on an indian childs foot the
childs frightened cries brought two old buck indians wielding a
butcher knife her brother ran home ducked under the bed very
much frightened her father had to give them flour and sugar to
pacify them mrs bingham never played with the indian children
again 63

this kind of detail suggests the intimacy between the two
peoples but also the cultural gap that divided them their
religious dealings demonstrated as much particularly in the early
1850s the mormonscormons actively evangelizedevangelievangelizerzed the indians baptizing
many and ordaining prominent chiefs to the mormon priesthood
but probably not until the 1870s did the indians demonstrate much
mormon identity then hundreds voluntarily submitted to baptism
or rebaptism to the mormonscormons it seemed the scriptural fulfillment
that a nation will be bomborn in a day 5564116464

during this period the mormonscormons accelerated their program of
civilizing establishing indian farms in the malad and thistle

valleys and another in the west desert but a decade later church
president john taylor acknowledged the failure of the mormonsmonnonsmormans to
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deal effectively with their red brethren it has been too much the
habit in many places to have the indians to take care of themselves
in religious matters he observed they have been baptized and
confirmed and then left to do as they please 116165

by the end of brigham youngs presidency from the
mormon perspective there were successes as well as failures
president youngs policy had neutralized the primary chiefs and
primary clans most utah indian hostility during his thirty year
administration had been localized and spasmodic the wholesale
carnage of many other communities had been avoided probably
the majority of utahs native americans were at least nominal
mormonscormonsMormons yet unfortunately there was also distress government
indian agents reported the decline of the never too strong chiefly
power disease had wreakedwrecked havoc while the social diseases of
alcoholism gambling and prostitution were widespread 66

during the winter of 1870 the deseret news provided a
telling vignette noting that no fewer than five indians had been
seen walking state road intoxicated three of the five were
inclined to mischief one drew a pistol and the other two drew their
butcher knives and a fight among the three seemed imminent
the pistol was fired but instead of fighting they sat down and
commenced gambling for whisky 51671167556767

the incident told of the times and of what increasingly
would occur in reconstructing utahs pioneer indian relations
we may speak of the need for greater understanding for both the
indian and the mormon we may hope that future studies will
smooth the sharp contours ofpast writing and bring newer interpreinterpretinterpre
tive categories that will endow the protagonists with greater com-
plexity and humanity but the story will remain more unpleasant
than we might wish despite the good intentions of many red men
and whites two opposing and unyoked cultures had clashed and
with disease playing a major role the result became predictable and
tragic
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the rise and decline
of mormon san bernardinomardinoBe

edward leo lyman

from the beginning of what was to be the latter day saint
settlement at san bernardinomardinoBe the spirit of cooperation and
harmony was strikingly prevalent outstanding even among
mormon pioneers noted for success in planting new colonies
through the mutual efforts of their members yet while the first
three years of the community were notable examples of success and
cooperation the last three years the mormonscormons dominated there
present a contrary picture of growing disenchantment and rising
antagonisms the purpose of this essay is to suggest an explanation
of why the successful mormon community of san bernardinomardinoBe so
rapidly disintegrated

in 1849 apostles amasa M lyman and charles C rich were
sent to california with a specific charge to determine the expedi-
ency of influence in the 51I1 sinceor not holding an country brigham
young and his associates had vivid recollections of mormon
inability to live harmoniously among non mormon neighbors this
was probably aimed at retaining or regaining influence with
church members in california after associating with mormon
brethren in the mining camps and elsewhere for much of a year
elder lyman wrote to brigham young that to strike hands with a
man having the spirit of god is a rare treat in california meaning
that there were but few in his judgment who had maintained their
full commitment to the faith after coming into contact with what he
termed the poison of gold

nevertheless elder lyman advised that after careful consid-
eration it was his conclusion that the interests of the church
required a resting place in the region he specified southern
california which his associate elder rich had recently described
in detail as the only place available with the advantages they were
seeking one of these advantages may well have been distance from
edward leo lyman is social science department chairman at victor valley college victorvilleVic torville
california he is currently writing a book length social history oftheodtheof the san bernardinomardinoBe mormon community
in the 1850s this essay is a revised version of an essay that originally appeared in southern california
quarterly 65 winter 1983 321 39 it is reprinted here by permission
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the corrupting influence of the gold fields the apostle reported
that california mormonscormons generally including those cut off
excommunicated or otherwise disaffected were anxious for a

settlement comprised of church members he declared that he had
not urged such to hasten to the lower country and frankly hoped
that the foundation of society may be laid with better material than
those who are so light that they have floated over the sierra nevada
to the gold mines lyman understood that brigham young had
fervently urged latter day saints to remain in their assigned
intermountain settlements and only those who had specifically
disregarded such counsel were likely to be found residing in
california 2

in early 18511851 president brigham young reluctantly
authorizedtheauthorized the planting of a southern california mormon colony
he recognized the need for a snow free wagon route to the coast
and control of its southern terminus both for freighting goods
from the outside world and a friendly way station or resting
place for converts arriving from abroad by sea on 23 february
elders lyman and rich were officially commissioned to lead a
company of prospective settlers and preside over them as church
leaders aiming to establish a colony as a coastal stronghold for the
gathering of the latter day saints several weeks later just before
they departed for their mission president young and his counselors
wrote to lyman and rich to specify other aspects of their assign-
ment they were to search for other way station locations
between iron county utah and southern california and the new
colony was to become a source of such semitropical products as
olive oil wine cotton and sugar the tone of this letter was cordial
and supportive certainly displaying more interest in the venture
than has often been attributed to brigham young 3 yet it is true
that in fact he soon became less than supportive of the southern
california enterprise

there are several possible reasons for the apparent alienation
of president young from the colony the most obvious of these has
to do with the number of people seemingly anxious to leave the
utah center of zion to participate in the venture other factors
more difficult to document relate to brigham youngs growing
perception that the california saints and perhaps some of their
leaders were failing to follow his direction carefully

it is now established that during the early mormon settlement
of the greatbasin which brigham young is given so much acclaim
for directing there was actually much less consistency of method
than was previously assumed still the typical pattern was for a
bishop to be selected and a dozen or so families called to
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accompany him to settle the place designated by church leaders in
the case of san bernardinomardinoBe amasa lyman and charles C rich
personally selected families they wished to take to california
sometimes as in the case of william D kartchner extra incentive
was asserted kartchner claimed that when he initially declined to
be a part of the california colony apostle lyman said that if I1
refused to go he would cause me to have a worse mission 1144

kartchner and a considerable number of mississippi saints
whom lyman would have met several years before at pueblo
colorado participated with varying degrees of faithfulness in
establishing san bernardinomardinoBe

it is not certain just how many persons were recruited for the
southern california colony but it is clear there was surprise
mingled with the oft noted disappointment at the number who
appeared at payson utah prepared to depart with lyman and rich
for the new settlement kartchnersKartch ners diary is again revealing on this
point he noted it was seen a grate many more than was called
was moving with us & prest B young and H C kimball called a
meeting at this place & heber preached and discouraged many
from going since 437 individuals departed in the company
anyway the number who previously intended to go must have been
even larger 5 brigham youngs manuscript history written by
clerks close to him states that his original plan intended for some
twenty families to accompany his designated agents when he
arrived at payson president young declared he was sick at the
sight of so many of the saints running off to california in his
mind they were abandoning the kingdom he was striving to build
and were succumbing to the enticements of the corrupt outside
world he was so angered by this that he chose not even to address
the company of pioneers as they departed from then on the san
bernardinomardinoBe colony seems to have held a place distant from the
affections of the highest church leader 6

en route south elders lyman and rich took every occasion
to communicate to president young on their progress and possibly
persuade him his unfavorable assessment of the company was
unfounded before leaving the southernmost utah settlement they
reported that 111 men which must have been most of the men in
the company reported themselves as willing to obey counsel
meaning willing to follow the direction of their ecclesiastical
superiors this was repeated while the emigrants were encamped
in cajon pass just prior to the purchase of the san bernardinomardinoBe
ranch 7

during the first two years in southern california the commu-
nity spirit in san bernardinomardinoBe could hardly have been stronger even
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on the initial journey undoubtedly one of the most arduous pioneer
treks in american history they had to occasionally pool their
efforts in a high level of teamwork at least one steep mountain
incline necessitated hitching the draft animals together to pull each
of the wagons to the top a process so exhausting that even the most
faithful diarists made no entries during the days thus engaged after
the san bernardinomardinoBe ranch was finally secured which allowed the
entire company to remain intact the normal process of settlement
was interrupted by reports of indian uprisings this compelled
construction of a stockade fortress accomplished through the
almost ceaseless labor of all available hands although the indian
menace rapidly dissipated almost all of the colonists lived in
houses within the fort for more than two years in a confined space
that would test even the most neighborly with no evidence
recorded of anything but continuous harmony 8

one reason for the prolonged stay in the stockade was the
community effort at clearing planting and fencing a two thousand
acre grainfield while much of the work was accomplished in
unison the land was clearly apportioned among the participants
on several occasions when elders lyman and richs crops needed
attention and they were engaged on colony business the entire
labor force of san bernardinomardinoBe turned out to lend a hand thus was
spent the first independence day in the new settlement similar
efforts accomplished construction of the storage facilities for the
harvested grain and digging the millrace essential to the operation
of a flour mill an even more demanding community undertaking
was the thousand man days required to build a road into the
mountains to the immediate north enabling some enterprising
citizens to tap the timber resources and engage in a lumbering
industry and again when the sawmill of lyman and rich burned
a voluntary requisition of labor was furnished to make rebuilding
possible most impressive of all community undertakings were the
financial commitments and sacrifices many made to assist the
colony leaders in the purchase of the ranch 9

when the mormon agents first negotiated with the lugo
brothers for the san bernardinomardinoBe ranch they hoped to accomplish
the purchase of between eighty and one hundred thousand acres of
good land for between fifty and sixty thousand dollars but the
proprietors drove a hard bargain and elders lyman and rich
eventually agreed to a price of 77500 they were compelled to
journey to northern california and through prosperous mormonscormons
there secure loans for the seven thousand dollar down payment at
gold rush interest rates of 3 percent per month the two apostlapostlesapostales
purchased the ranch in their own names without church aid with
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the understanding that their fellow colonists would support them
financially by purchasing individual plots after the property was
surveyed and in the meantime exert every effort to help meet the
difficult first years payments early in 1852 prior to any harvest
in the new land the san bernardino saints agreed to sell livestock
to buyers then in their midst to the extent necessary to meet the
approaching second payment by march sixteen thousand dollars
had been raised and the immediate obligation met much of the
remaining balance of over fifty thousand dollars was also appar-
ently refinanced at that time by the firmfinn of burgoyne and ness of
san francisco payable in two years with the mortgage of the entire
ranch given as security

at the time this venture appeared to be financially sound but
several developments soon occurred with rather disastrous conse-
quencesquences first of all the economic boom accompanying the gold
rush was rapidly subsiding and the san bernardino saints conse-
quently had more difficulty selling their expected cash products of
flour and lumber in quantity and at the price expected vastly more
devastating to the communitys future was the discovery that the
original san bernardino land grant had specified that the owners
were to actually possess only eight square leagues of land less than
half of what the lugos had used as rangeland lyman and rich had
undoubtedly been negligent in not having the fine print of the docu-
ments examined by someone more competent in spanish than
william stout one of their brethren although they appealed to the
united states land commcommissionissionassion then substantiating old claims
when that body made its final ruling the mormon leaders were
informed that eight square leagues or thirty five thousand acres was
the extent of the legal grant

elders lyman and rich were given the right to select from any
of the lands they assumed they had purchased but in a very real
sense this was a blow from which the financial agents of the
community never recovered not only was there less land to sell to
recoup the debt but there was also suddenly a very large amount of
government land available at what would likely be a substantially
lower price than lyman and rich could offer it would be more
temptation than some could withstand to disregard promises to
purchase lands through the church leaders and attempt preemption
of the adjoining public domain

in the first local church conference after the bad news from
the land commission in october 1853 the proceedings were
highlighted according to lyman and rich by the participants
reaffirming that they would use their utmost exertions with all the
means they might be able to influence to meet promptly the next and
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last payments for the rancho of san bernardinomardinoBe those present
also displayed marked generosity in payment and pledges to the
regular church financial obligations of tithing and contributions
to the perpetual emigration fund by this time division of san
bernardinomardinoBe into individual lots available for approximately one
hundred dollars each was under way but the church leaders
observed that since the community intended to bind all our
energies to the payment of what became known as the ranch debt
few individual improvements were expected to commence that

10year
meanwhile the population of the colony was being enhanced

by latter day saints arriving from northern california utah and
missionary fields of the south pacific by the october conference
of 1853 the official church membership in the area was just over
one thousand with new additions coming regularly possibly
elders lyman and rich had received some hints of official dissat-
isfactionis at the rapid growth at the expense of other mormon
communities at any rate as the year began they wrote a letter to
the editor of the official church newspaper the deseret news
denying reports that they had encouraged utah church members to
emigrate to california they reaffirmed the principles of coloniza-
tion strongly held by brigham young that the place for the saints
is wherever the counsel of the lord through the presidency of the
church may place them they stressed it was the privilege and
duty of all saints without thinking for a moment to go to whatever
locality church authorities sent them and to remain there until
released all of this it was stressed would be in the interest of
service to jesus christ in the upbuilding of his kingdom on the
earth they further stated they had been sent to california to build
the same kingdom but they stressed they were not to accomplish
this by pulling down one part elsewhere they continued point-
edly if any think to leave utah without counsel and think to be
fellowshippedfellow shipped by us they are mistaken they concluded by
frankly stating those who love not god sufficiently to serve him
inin one place will not do it in another and expressed hope that such
persons if interested in going to california would take the northern
route which they said would sooner bring them to the palace of
the golden god and spare san BBeermardinonardino the curse of their faith-
lessness I1

later that summer after the disappointments concerning the
land grant were fully understood lyman and rich admitted their
first apprehensions of potential internal dissension after offering
condolences over a recent conflict with indians in utah the san
bernardinomardinoBe proprietors ominously stated that the foes against
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whom we have to contend are not shut out by adobe walls they
went on to explain that such foes arise in the form of the spirits or
attitudes that those who came here bring with them this it was
said was the same spirit of discontent as caused them to come to
san bernardino in opposition to the counsel they should have
respected elsewhere though conceding the results of these prin-
ciple troubles were not yet apparent they expressed hope that the
cause they were striving to uphold would prevail certainly the
fears thus expressed were well founded if such an element
unwilling to follow counsel of ecclesiastical leaders became
dominant in the san bernardino community the self sacrifice
necessary to complete the land purchase would not continue 12

in a very real sense san bernardino was coming to serve as
a means of escape from the physiographical harshness of utah and
to some the theocratic despotism of brigham youngs mormon
empire there is also some evidence that the california settlement
became a haven for those becoming disillusioned with the faith
because of the practice of plural marriage finally announced
publicly in 1852 one contemporary observer H C rolfe des-
cribing the relative attractiveness of residence in california com-
pared to utah for some latter day saints suggested that the
presence of the san bernardino branch of their people gave them
a plausible excuse for relocating there 13 apparently a significant
number of utah church members were convinced they had had
enough of their present situation but may not yet have concluded to
completely sever their ties with the church san bernardino could
serve as a means of transition where they could escape much of
what they recognized as unpalatable while maintaining at least
nominal ties to the religious movement to which they had previ
ouslybously held strong commitments 14

members of the church hierarchy also regarded california as
a haven for less faithful latter day saints brigham young publicly
exhorted those who could not abide the notably strict rules of his
regime to emigrate to california in the semiannual church confer-
ence of april 1854 president young discussed the stream of
mormonscormons leaving utah for california in terms of the biblical
separation of the sheep from the goats in an accompanying
discourse on the same occasion apostle orson hyde mentioned
the same subject in terms of the new testament parables of the
sower and separation of the wheat from the tares the tares were
clearly those abandoning the mormon zion 15 that same year
brigham young wrote to apostle parley P pratt then engaged in
missionary labors in latin america and the pacific islands
advising him to carefully interview the latter day saints he came
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into contact with and ascertain the extent of their commitment and
obedience to authority president young frankly instructed elder
pratt that those who were faithful and determined to remain so
should be encouraged to come to utah all others to remain in
california which would be a strainer to the streams from that
direction leading into the reservoir of utah mormondom 16

early in 1854 brigham young inquired as to the identities of
individuals suspected of being uncommitted to the cause of the
california mission in answer elders lyman and rich mentioned
the good men who had come with their original company along
with four of the brooklyn saints who had joined the colony from
the north in a subsequent letter on the same subject they also listed
a dozen brethren added to the community from the missions of the
south pacific but that was the extent of the number of san
bernardinomardinoBe men the california apostles judged to be fully faithful
they then clarified further the potential problem they perceived by
saying their present prospective troubles with the people arise
from a clap ofhangers on who have no interest but to seek whatever
advantage may arise from the labors of others in building up the
common cause in their exasperation they singled out a man
prominent in early mormon history henry G sherwood for
special criticism the offense they indicted him for sheds further
light on the type of behavior the church leaders perceived as
offensive they reported sherwood has totally failed to do what he
promised us when on the way here which was to operate in connec-
tion with us in the accomplishment of our labors here this
undoubtedly alluded to his not participating in land payments and
acquisitions through lyman and rich they also complained that
he considered himself too old to be managed by the relatively
younger designated leaders 17

elders lyman and rich made this complaint near the time
when another payment was due on the ranch mortgage they had
been optimistic they could raise the amount needed but when the
time came only eight thousand dollars had been raised locally and
but little obtained elsewhere this was nowhere close to the amount
required and after further schemes aimed at raising funds failed
they were compelled to sign a new note for thirty five thousand
dollars secured by a new mortgage

clearly many of the san bernardinomardinoBe saints were tiring of the
tremendous burden of the ranch debt and were growing increas-
ingly more inclined to get on with developing their individual
property obtained in 1854 mostly on credit one of the most
detailed contemporary descriptions of the city by visiting judge
benjamin hayes described construction of a hundred new
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buildings along with other notable improvements during that
summer alone such developments certainly drained considerable
financial resources away from the mortgage assessments the
church leaders were ardently seeking 18

at years end charles C rich was in salt lake city where
on 10 december 1854 he spoke at the tabernacle on the subject of
unity and obedience he was clearly referring to individuals of the
san bernardino community when he said that some persons get an
idea they cannot work so well here for the building up of the
kingdom of god so they go to california or some other place
according to their personal wishes this he declared was not the
correct procedure he reiterated where the authorities put us is the
proper place for us to be 19

such exhortations were too late to have any effect on just that
type of emigrant who arrived at san bernardino at about the same
time elder rich was delivering his address amasa lyman reported
that they had come from cedar city and other settlements and but
few of them had in the first several months manifested a disposi-
tion to renew their connection with the church through the method
then in use ofofrebaptismrebaptism later in the year lyman learned that some
of these new arrivals had written to friends in utah stating that san
bernardino church leaders had allowed them rights and privileges
in the church even beyond those they had enjoyed when in full
fellowship in their fonfonnerformerner congregations elder lyman denied this
saying that on the contrary he treated those who did not bring
vouchers of good standing from their former bishop as if they had
been cut off from the church only those who subsequently
signified desire to rejoin the church and were judged to be worthy
were allowed to resume fellowship and be admitted into the san
bernardino congregation and even this lyman assured some had
attempted but failed to accomplish 2010

after his denials of leniency lyman philosophically
described his situation in presiding over such people as were being
added to his ecclesiastical charge by saying men come here from
other settlements in the mountain country to escape those hardships
their love of the truth would not strengthen them to endure and
he continued unfortunately for them their already overtaxed
capacity for practical righteousness does not undergo any improve-
ment by their taking up residence in san bernardino 2

elder lymansclymans personal diary sheds further light on his
feelings toward incoming saints such as those from cedar city he
reported that some of them were contemplating settling in the
yucaipa area this was a valley so distant from the center of the san
bernardino community and the current activities of the ranch
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proprietors that those anticipating which lands lyman and rich
would finally select as their allotted holdings considered yucaipa
a safe place to locate in hopes of a subsequent land purchase at a
reduced price from the federal government lyman had recently
referred disdainfully to those similarly engaged in the area as
nothing more than trespassers 22 in the later period of marked
antagonism between church leaders and dissidents inside and out-
side the church opposition was clearly centered in the yucaipa
area

this opposition has generally been said to have begun with
political developments during the san bernardinomardinoBe county super-
visorialvi elections of 1855 while this was certainly a catalyst that
brought the conflict into the open mormon leaders had been
worried about the lack of internal unity and commitment for more
than a year previous and were particularly sensitive to signs of
disunity because of implications for disposition of the lands with
which they were so heavily burdened

As the 21 april 1855 county elections approached amasa
lyman followed the common mormon practice of the highest
ranking church leaders in the vicinity nominating the candidates
they deemed most desirable for office in this case daniel starks
and william crosby were chosen as supervisor candidates
however several other church members including benjamin
F grouard and frederick M van leuven acting independently
also decided to contest for those offices in the election these
unapproved candidates were soundly defeated with van leuven
gaining only nineteen votes and grouard only thirteen while
crosby garnered one hundred votes and starks ninety nine 23

elder lyman simply noted at the time there was some
opposition from a faction headed by V J herring F M van
leuven and B F grouard henry G boyles more detailed diary
account further states these men came out in opposition to
amasasamadas nominations contrary to counsel and exhibited a regu-
lar mob spirit 1124112124 there are no contemporary accounts of the local
election campaign but reference to a regular mob spirit probably
meant simply defiance of vested authority this was however a
serious offense at the time in mormondom and thus grouard van
leuven and herring were summoned before the church leaders
to make satisfaction or be disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped at the appointed

time they arrived with a group of supporters who it was noted
I1 twere9werewere not in the habit of meeting at the church headquarters elder
lyman proceeded to explain the nature of their offense and the
serious consequences he anticipated might accrue from a course of
independent political conduct the defendants replied that the
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latter day saints were slaves and not men because they followed
the counsel ofecclesiastical leaders in political affairs they further
argued that under such circumstances individual citizens were
denied the privilege of thinking for themselves since the
accused had no intention of confessing wrongdoing or retracting
previous statements they were disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped when they
subsequently accelerated their opposition to church authority they
were excommunicated 2515

these actions on the part ofofamasaamasa lyman and his associates
appear to be an overreactionoverreaction to political activities american
citizens were clearly entitled to the harshness of the punishments
further exacerbated the internal dissension in the community yet
elder lyman was acting in the accustomed manner practiced and
expected by brigham young and other high church officials in
utah the church hierarchy in the intermountainintelmountain region in their
isolated circumstances could demand and receive political
submissiveness until 1891 although frequently criticized by out-
siders for such actions but in san bernardino as elsewhere in the
nation there was no toleration for such ecclesiastical interference
in political matters and thus the mormon actions only provoked
further alienation 26

by august 1855 the community clerk historian richard
hopkins could write the spirit of dissentionsentiondissectiondis is becoming more
evident some men who have occupied prominent positions in the
church here are very violent against the local church authorities
he noted that this spirit was becoming both more open and more
widespread he then observed that this situation fulfilled a predic-
tion by lyman early in the colonyscolcolonsonys existence that if there were
trouble at san bernardino it would be started by those in our
midst 112727 later that fall hopkins reported the spirit of apostasy
is daily becoming more evident with former church members
verbally abusing the presiding authorities and swearing
vengeance on all saints later he described conditions in san
bernardino as the antithesis of those that had prevailed in the early
days of the settlement saying it is almost impossible to insure a
concert of action upon any object of public interest instead the
grand object appears to be the aggrandizement ofprivate interests
he concluded that by that time in a city still comprised mainly of
individuals who at some time had espoused mormonism to be a
latter saint is 1128112128day becoming quite unpopular

early in 1855 brigham young wrote a letter to amasa lyman
which is most significant in revealing his attitude toward san
bernardino and many of the church members located there he
observed that it often times occurs that men and women are
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tolerable good saints anywhere else except with the saints presi-
dent young confessed to thinking that such halfheartedhalf hearted latter
day saints were the only ones which this generation of the world
are worthy to meet since they preferred to be with the world
where they can see hear and feel the continued profanity and
abomination of the wicked while the pure minded and strictly
virtuous so abhor the wickedness of this generation that if they
could have their desires granted would never again behold a devil
in any form 2919 clearly brigham young had categorized church
members into two basic classes and only the less faithful type
should live in contact with the corrupt outside world it is impos-
sible to ascertain whether his conclusions were based primarily on
the reports of lyman and rich or whether his attitude influenced
them certainly all agreed to some extent and such assumptions
would figure markedly in the future of the san bernardinomardinoBe colony

by mid 1855 elders lyman and rich were candidly express-
ing doubts about the future ofsan bernardinomardinoBe to president brigham
young lyman asserted that if the colony could not be made useful
64asas a home and resting place for the saints it was hardly worth
the toil and anxiety it was costing 3010 rich confided that he would
be glad if he could report that righteousness was on the increase
in the area but he went on to complain that a few more immigra
tionseions such as had recently arrived from utah would place the
balance on the wrong side he once again concluded that men
who will not be governed in one place will not be governed in
another at this time rich confessed he looked forward to once
again living in the relatively harmonious environs of utah 31I1

in answer to one of these letters brigham young revealed a
lack of confidence in the colonyscolcolonsonys future stating we cannot afford
to spare good men enough to sustain such a place as that is soon
likely to be 32 in another letter addressed to rich at the end of 1855
president young cited a brother lewis as comparing current
troubles in their midst to the bitter anti mormon conflict in illinois
at the time of joseph smiths assassination saying san bernardinomardinoBe
was just half way between carthage and warsaw the highest
church leader predicted that either the san bernardinomardinoBe church
members would incline to the ways of their neighbors and the
spirit of the world or else the past history of cupidity hate and

violence would repeat itseil33itself 33

by the beginning of 1856 the growing number of mormon
dissenters labeled by elder lyman factionalists was fully united
with the considerable number of non mormonscormons who had settled
in the vicinity and had become increasingly disenchantedenchanteddisenchanterdis with
LDS church domination while the political opposition became
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full blown and continued the most bitter confrontations of 1856
stemmed from disagreements over land ownership

here again the mormon leaders appear in an unreasonable
light they delayed several years before finally designating which
lands would ultimately be claimed from within the larger domain
they originally thought they had purchased they were entirely
within the law in this delay but it certainly did nothing to promote
harmony and understanding among those already inclined in the
opposite direction part of the problem was entirely beyond control
of the church proprietors since the first days of the settlement
most agricultural activity had been at the big field situated on high
ground adjacent to the mountains and foothills these fields had
been notably productive during the first two years largely as it
turned out because these were years of unusually heavy precipita-
tion whenmorewhetmorewhen more normal weather patterns resumed production at
the big field dropped drastically after several poor harvests there
the san bernardino leaders realized they needed to look to the
irrigable lands clocioclosersertoto the santa ana riverbottomriver bottom to the south and
the more naturally moist soil of the yucaipa valley to the east for
a productive future since these were areas where those least
inclined to cooperate with lyman and rich in their land disposition
schemes had gravitated conflict was bound to ensue

A few individual examples sufficiently illustrate the details of
the lands dispute the most oft cited case involved jerome benson
a former mormon who arrived from provo well after the colony was
established and after estrangement from the church because of
disagreements with some of its leaders in utah being a man
described in even the most favorable account as of rather agressiveegressiveagres sive
disposition often at odds with his neighbors benson was not
regarded by the church proprietors as the type of citizen they
wished to welcome into their community therefore they quoted
him a significantly higher price for land than most of the more
desirable purchasers were accustomed to paying upon learning of
this slight the newly embittered benson left the mormon city and
took up land several miles south across the santa ana river in an
area commonly expected to be designated as public domain as
soon as lyman and rich made their final land selections but after
he had made considerable improvements on the property the ranch
owners notified him he was trespassingtrespassing on their lands with
encouragement from other opponents of the landowners benson
refused to leave fortified his home lot with breastworks and a
cannon and defied the mormon leaders to remove him although
the initial court proceedings for eviction favored lyman and rich
the stubborn benson remained on the land until bargain prices for
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unencumbered property enticed him to relocate on land some of the
latter day saints would abandon within less than two years of the
dispute 3414

frederick M van leuven was another mormon who arrived
in san bernardinomardinoBe after its initial settlement he immediately
located on land east of bensons near present loma linda also
believing it was beyond the holdings of lyman and rich eventu-
ally sometime after coming into conflict with the church authori-
ties through his political independence he was notified that the land
he was occupying would be included in the eight leagues of
property the church proprietors were designating as their final
holdings van leuven submitted rather quietly and withdrew to
yucaipaYucaipa where he arranged with john brown for a portion of the
land he was using there subsequently he and brown would be
evicted from this area also 35

john brown had moved to yucaipa sometime after diego
sepulveda a relative of the lugo family vacated that portion of the
ranch upon its sale to lyman and rich previously associated with
the mormonscormons in colorado utah and northern california brown
was baptized into the church soon after arriving in san bernardinomardinoBe
in 1852 he cooperated fully with his latter day saint neighbors
during his first years in the area playing a prominent role in
separating san bernardinomardinoBe county off from los angeles county
and in attempts to curb indian raids on livestock in the valley yet
for some reason whatever ardor he had possessed for mormonism
faded and he gravitated into the faction most opposed to the
church leaders and ranch proprietors he was undoubtedly one of
the individuals amasa lyman referred to as trespassingtrespassing at yucaipaYucaipa

elder lymansclymans feelings probably stemmed from the fact that
brown had neither paid rent nor purchased any of the land he had
occupied for several years and sometime thereafter when a
paying tenant vincente lugo offered to reoccupy the yucaipa
ranch rich informed brown he would have to either pay the back
rent purchase the ranch or promptly vacate the premises after
several conferences on the matter brown promised to move his
livestock and family as requested if all outstanding debts were
canceled brown later alleged that as he returned home that evening
in april 1856 someone he believed to be a monmormonmonnonnon fired shots at
him from ambush thereafter he changed his stance on the ranch
occupancy and summoned his friends for consultation A dozen
men including some of the most prominent non mormon neigh-
bors and the most vocal apostate mormonsmonnonsmormansMonMormonsnons signed a remonstrance
supporting browns refusal to leave charging he was being forced
out under duress they stated we believe the land upon which he
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lives to be public domain and firmly insist that he john brown
shall remain where he is without further molestation until the
general government shall determine the outcome of the case
although their legal position was weak these men were fully
determined to stand against the mormon leaders seeming arbitrari-
ness brown subsequently vacated the disputed land but the
antagonisms between the clearly divided factions on occasion
during the ensuing year reached the verge of armed confrontation I136I1

elders lyman and rich had long understood they were
expected to go to england to assume leadership of the european
missions whenever they could make the necessary financial disen
gagementsgagements and arrangements in san Bbernardinoernardino neither apostle is
known to have offered anything but encouragement of the assign-
ment change yet there is in the subsequent developments a
perceptible difference in attitude toward the california colony
between lyman and rich at the end of 1855 brigham young
complied with a previous inquiry and instructed rich to move his
family back to utah several unforeseen complications caused
more than a year of delays but there is every indication the junior
apostle remained anxious to make the intermountainintel mountain area home
for himself and all his families on the other hand elder lyman
apparently intended to maintain his direct association with san
bernardino planning for several of his wives and families to
remain there while he was on his mission and doubtless expecting
to return himself when his present assignment was completed 3717

A crucial development in the attempt to resolve the ranch debt
obligations still hanging over lyman and rich was enlisting
ebenezer hanks a faithful latter day saint who had met with
considerable financial success in the northern california gold
fields as an equal and eventually most active partner in the affairs
of the san bernardino ranch even with the pressure of high interest
rates and the constant harassment by impatient creditors the ranch
proprietors could well contemplate substantial economic rewards
for their pains once the debts were repaid outstanding land
payments owed the company on approximately one quarter of the
ranch land already sold would virtually cancel the remaining
financial obligations whatever land was disposed of thereafter
would be largely profit undoubtedly hanks understood there were
risks in the undertaking andjoinedand joined the partnership partly as his own
mission to relieve his apostle partners from such temporal cares
but the fact remains that there still existed much potential for rich
economic rewards from the enterprise 38

in march 1857 prior to his departure from san bernardino
amasa lyman addressed the latter day saints assembled there at
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a church conference he reminded his congregation that they had
come to build the kingdom of god in the area saying if that
consists in planting vineyards fruit trees making farms and
building houses they had accomplished their purpose but the real
task had been to improve the lives of individuals in their daily
application of the principles of their religion some of the listeners
were undoubtedly succeeding in this realm too but compared to the
number of potential latter day saints in the area the success rate
was far from outstanding another major thrust of this farewell
address and a similar one by elder rich focused on the continuing
obligations of the san bernardinomardinoBe saints to comcompletepletepiete payments on
the ranch the apostles requested the community members to
pledge their support to hanks and william J cox who as stake
president would be the presiding church authority in the area 39

during the next several months president cox was hard
pressed to hold his brethren to their ranch commitments whether
intentionally or not elder rich had seriously undermined such
effort by discouraging a brother durfee from purchasing additional
san bemardinomardinobelardinoBe land counseling him to save his means so that he
would be prepared to move his family away when the time came
when cox heard reports of this he counseled the brother to keep
such stories to himself but the word had already spread the stake
president soon addressed the saints at the regular sunday worship
services and reminded them they had recently covenanted to
sustain brother hanks in his exertions to redeem the pledges that
had been made to build up the cause in this land he went on to
advise his listeners that latter day saints should prepare to live
here or go where called but he continued for the present they
were in their proper field of labor they were called to stay here
and when a different call came they would know it by continuing
such meetings and exhortations throughout the summer cox was
successful in maintaining a good deal ofcooperation in the commu-
nity effort to lift the ranch mortgage 40 in fact in early august
ebenezer hanks wrote his absent partners to report that their
business was increasing so rapidly that it appeared to be more than
he could handle A large portion of this activity was land sales
including sales to mormonscormonsMormons although by this time a considerable
number of san bernardinomardinoBe saints hoped to return to utah there is
no solid evidence that church officials intended to totally abandon
the southern california settlement 41

during the summer of 1857 california newspapers were full
of the kind of reports that were leading president james buchanan
to send US army troops to quell the so called mormonmonnon rebellion
these were rapidly eroding what for several years had been a most
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cordial relationship between the citizens of san bernardino and
those throughout the rest of the state of california among
the subsequent news items were many details of the movements
of the military and their monmormonmonnonnon opponents no one was certain
what the final outcome would be but ebenezer hanks was
probably correct in observing that a clash of arms or something
close to it would cause the faithful latter day saints to hasten to
utah much faster than anything else might in the meantime
they could be of immeasurable assistance to their beleagueredbeleaguerbeleaguerered
brethren by gathering much needed arms ammunition and
supplies for possible use against the invading army should such

42prove necessary
it was lurid reports of the mountain meadows massacre and

other subsequent mistreatment of overland emigrant trains in the
fall of 1857 that ultimately caused the demise of san bernardino as
a haven for practicing members of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints until the alienation of the non mormon commu-
nity of southern california in the wake of those events there is
every indication the colony was to continue if not flourish it was
only after anti mormon hostility mounted in the late autumn more
than four months after brigham young received notice of the
approach ofofjohnstonsjohnstons army that the church leader summoned
the faithful to abandon their california homes to return to utah 43

late in 1856 the presiding apostles had instructed the san
bernardino high council and bishopric upon the necessity of a
reformation in the san bernardino branch similar endeavors
were underway elsewhere in mormondom besides vocal encourenczur
agementargement to individual church members to renew their commit-
ments to the faith through rebaptism there was also considerable
interest in eliminating from church standing those whose lives
were notjudgednot judged to be in conformity with latter day saint standards
of behavior thus a number of people were disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped and
excommunicated at this time elders lyman and rich reported
frequently to brigham young on the progress of the reformation
but they were never able to state the number fully recommitted had
reached beyond five hundred souls this was probably only one
fifth of the number residing in the vicinity who on some earlier
occasion had been baptized as members of the church 44

by the summer of 1857 it was no longer any secret that
many of those who had remained most committed to the LDS
religion and its leaders were contemplating removal back to zion
in the mountains of utah brigham young had made numerous
public and private comments to that effect for more than a year
when the official call to return arrived in early november 1857 the
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scene was described by henry boyle as the obedient busy selling
out or rather sacrificing their property to their enemies and fitting
up for the return trip he reported the apostates and mobocrats
are prowling around trying to raise a row trying to stir up the people
to blood shed and every wicked thing continuing most gloomily
he declared 0 is it nothellbothellnothellheliheii to live in the midst of such spirits they
first thirst for and covet our property our goods and our chatelschanelschatels
then they thirst for our blood he concluded 1I think I1 shall feel
like I1 had been released from hell when I1 shall have got away from
here san bernardinomardinoBe 114545

probably the most telling commentary on the individuals
comprising the citizenry of mormon san bernardinomardinoBe after a half
dozen years ofdevelopment was their reaction to Brighambrighambigham youngyoungs s

recall the year 1857 had seen perhaps the best harvest yet and
flour prices were double what they been several years before many
who remembered the colder climate the less productive soil and
the greater personal restrictions prevalent in utah chose not to heed
the request to return in the words of the late eugene campbell they
chose to forsake the church rather than leave their homes in san

bernardinomardinoBe 46

at the end of 1856 san bernardinomardinoBe was estimated to have
about three thousand inhabitants george beatties careful study of
the makeupmake up of this population concluded that at the time 84 percent
of the residents of the area were or had been mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons of these
about 55 percent which would be almost fourteen hundred
responded to Bbrighamrighambigham youngs call to return to utah since in the
next several years some of these went back to san bernardinomardinoBe in
disillusionment it would be fair to estimate that approximately half
of the latter day saints proved committed enough to heed the
orders of their ecclesiastical leaders and the other half did not in
comparison with the near unanimity still prevailing in the mormon
settlements of the great basin this was an extremely high percent-
age of individuals unwilling to meet the requirement to sacrifice
their homes or whatever else was asked of them a basic tenet of the
latter day saint religion 4741

even though it appears that the church leaders hoped to
maintain at least nominal ties with the san bernardinomardinoBe colony until
the bitterness surrounding the mountain meadows massacre
shattered any such possibilities it seems likely that conscious of
the declining proportion of fully committed mormonscormons in san
bernardino they chose to remove those yet faithful from that
negative environment sad experiences in ohio missouri and
illinois had proved that life among unbelieversbelieversun particularly
apostates was next to impossible although one of the initial
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purposes for the settlement was apparently to attempt retrieval of
some who had strayed from the paths of obedience to church
teachings and authority in coming to california in the first
place experience with the large number of nominal saints who
had flooded to san bernardinomardinoBe had proved disappointing with
the abundant evidence of lack of success inin this endeavor the
advantages of further efforts at maintaining a direct influence in
california was not deemed by church leaders to be worth the cost

brigham young had alluded to the california settlement as a
64 strainer screening out those of weak faith prior to their moving on
to the center ofofzionzion in the mountains but to a greater extent the
san bernardinomardinoBe settlement acted as a magnet for attracting uncom-
mitted church members from throughout the other mormon settle-
ments thus occurred the reverse of the church leaders intended
gathering those whose common bond was their weakening

attachment to the principles of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints and an unwillingness to follow counsel of the church
leaders congregated in the settlement that was most distant both
physically and spiritually from the center of mormondom 4841
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houses such as will suit our convenience best and favor the payment for the place which when
accomplished will allow us the privilege to locate our inheritance and improve the same without the
chances of their being swept away from us for the indebtedness against the place our present
arrangements plan this in the spring and summer of 1854 will give us the full and undisputed right and
possession of the land of san bernardinomardinoBe and in addition to this the most of our brethren connected with
us in this labor will by the appropriation of their labour and means have secured to themselves a credit
that will go far toward the payment for their places amasa M lyman to brigham young I111I1 september
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amasa M lyman to brigham young 3 may 1855 young papers lyman recounted asking one
disaffected sister from cedar city why they were again locating in a church settlement to which she
candidly and prophetically replied that she and her husband had concluded that it would not be more
than 2 or 3 years before that a mob would drive the mormonscormonsMormons away and then they could get land and
improvements cheaper than elsewhere
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24 henry G boyle diary of henry G boyle 1832 1855 21 22 april 1855 lee library
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rolferoife political history ofsanofsan bernardinomardinoBe according to this contemporary observer by this
time the apostolic owners of the ranch who were selling off their lands in small parcels to settlers mostly
of their own faith had become somewhat cautious as to whom they sold and thereby enabled to become
members of the community particularly guarding against granting facilities to any who might make them
trouble or be antagonistic to their influence in the community or disturb the peace and hantlhanTiharmonyony thereof

beattie heritage oftheodtheof the valley 239 it is not certain how long the van leuven family was away
from the loma linda area but they did eventually return to occupy much of the land for a long time after
the departure of lyman and rich

16 ibid 240 jenson san bernardinomardinoBe 13131818 april 1856 and richard R hopkins to amasa M
lyman 2 may 1856 lyman papers

charles C rich to brigham young I11 november 1855 acknowledges mission call and makes
request that he be permitted to movehismove his families back to utah see also arlingtonarrington charles C rich 202 6
amasa M lyman to brigham young december 1856 lyman papers LDS church archives

hanks paid 25383 for his third interest in the ranch along with apparently raising another
10000 among fellow northern california church members arrington charles C rich 202

jenson san bernardinomardinoBe 23 march 1857
hopkins to amasa M lyman 7 may 1857 lyman papers
ebenezer hanks to amasa M lyman and charles C rich 7 august 1857 lyman papers
hopkins to amasa M lyman 5 november 1857 lyman papers the san francisco daily alta

california 12 november 1857 reported arms and ammunition continue to be forwarded from san
bernardinomardinoBe to utah the report specifically mentions five hundred revolvers powder and duck for
tents

4dailyaltadallydaliydaily alraaltaatra california 1214 october 1857 the los angeles star 9 may and 31021 october
1857 listed at least three other alleged attacks on emigrants passing through utah for the recall to utah
see brigham young to william cox 7 november 1857 young papers LDS church archives

44loslaslos angeles star 2 9 16 30 november and 17 20 22 december 1856 1 february 1857
amasa M lyman and charles C rich to brigham young 7 february 1857 young papers

boyle diary 16 17 november and 4 december 1857 brigham young was also inclined to
describe the situation in terms of hell in a june public address in salt lake city referring to san
bernardinomardinoBe he stated hell reigns there and it is just as much as any mormon can do to live there
and that it is about time for him and every true saint to leave that land deseret news 10 june 1857

41 campbell history of the church in california 282811

41jenson san bernardinomardinoBe 27 december 1856 population estimate citing western standard
a mormon weekly published in northern california apparently drawing on a report from the los angeles
star beattie heritage of the valley 331111 14 beattie cites several newspaper notices of mormonscormons who
had answered the call to return to utah but who had subsequently returned to san bernardinomardinoBe see journal
history 10 may 1858 for brigham young virtually browbeating former san bernardinomardinoBe stake president
david seeley into returning to california

after4aftercafter 1857 58 there was no organized branch of the church in san bernardino for more than
a half century agents of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints did establish a
branch in the area campbellcampbelicampbelestahlishingzionestablishing zion has suggested an exodus of ofperhapsperhaps thousands from utah
in the 1850s a subject that needs much further study
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across the weathered chopping block
he laid his rough skinned hand
to measure where to kill
then took the fowl trussed it
steadied the red handled hatchet high
and thundered down like demons
one blurred master stroke

I1 watched
hunched behind the dirt caked wheel
of the green john deere

he strung it from the clothesline
dripping like a cloth rag from a reddyered dye vat
wings flapping as if determined to crash to earth
I1 thought of the time I1 fell off my bike
and cried my way into the house streaming blood
from a split chin yellow shirt turning orange
but this was different his head his head

past the green pastures fat grazing herefordsHerefords
and the smelly pigpen with its poland china boar
A proud rhode island red strode cross the grass oblivious

too soon his mans fist enclosing mine
red handle in my palm
I1 closed my eyes in the heft of lift
the slash of death and felt the hot blood
spattering our still clasped hands

jim walker

jim walker teaches english at BYU hawaii laie hawaii



the move south

richard D poll

A legendary part of the utah war of 1857 58 was the
temporary abandonment of their homes by the mormon people an
action that caught the attention of the world when johnstons
army marched through the desolate streets of salt lake city on
26 june 1858 pioneer journals and memoirs as well as popular
and academic histories tell of the move south but what
actually happened and why has not been critically analyzed since
arringtonarlington looked at the economic dimensions of the move a
generation ago 1 this article is an attempt to do so it is part of a
larger review of the entire utah war 2

these questions will be considered why was the move south
initiated why did it continue so long how did it immediately
impact the people involved what were its consequences

to seek refuge from danger in flight was no new idea for the
mormonscormons in utah in 1858 until july of the previous year none of
them had spent ten years in one location since joining the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints thousands of european
converts had fled from babylon since 1847 and the rest of the
saints had experienced one or more of the involuntary retreats
within missouri from ohio to missouri from missouri to illinois
and from illinois to the great basin inspired by millennial expec-
tationstations they saw the world as their enemy now the enemy was
again threatening their homes their zion

defense delay and diplomacy were the policies adopted by
brigham young and his colleagues in the mormon leadership when
the word first came that a united states force of 2500 men was on
its way to utah territory with a new territorial governor their
initial response we ask no odds of them 5139133 expressed deep faith as
well as bravado but from the outset president young weighed the
odds another hegira was always available as an alternative to
destruction even as he pursued a scorched earth policy to take
advantage of the late departure of the army and called on john M
BemhiselbemhiselemhiserBemhisel and thomas L kane to seek the peacefulpeacefulsettlementsettlement that

richard D poll is a professor emeritus of history at western illinois university
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ultimately came the mormonmonnon prophet leader warned followers and
foes that his people were prepared to take to their wagons once
more

the sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol policy took its name from the 1855
crimean war episode in which the russians blew up their military
stronghold in the crimea before surrendering it to allied british and
french forces to the adult mormonsmonnonsmormans in utah most of whom had
experienced rejection in england either as members or mission-
aries the russian action was an admirable precedent 4 the possi-
bility of comparable mormon action was dramatically set forth in
the public meeting that captain stewart van vliet attended on
13 september 1857 an assistant army quartermaster van vliet
was in salt lake city in an unsuccessful attempt to arrange
provisions and accommodations for the troops en route and the
meeting in the old tabernacle was arranged to convince him of the
peril and folly of the governments policy with hyperbolic rhetoric
that probably reflected both conviction and calculation president
and still territorial governor young declared

before I1 will suffer what I1 have in times gone by there shall not be
one building nor one foot of lumber nor a stick nor a tree nor a
particle of grass and hay that will bum left in reach of our enemies
I1 am swomsworn if driven to extremity to utterly lay waste in the name
of israels god 5

to underscore the peoples commitment apostle john taylor said
to the congregation all you that are willing to set fire to your
property and lay it in ashes rather than submit to their military rule
and oppression manifest it by raising your hands no dissenting
votes were cast 6

evidence that the retreat option engaged brigham youngs
attention during the fall and early winter months is scattered
through his sermons and letters and echoed in the journals and
preaching of his followers then disappointing news and military
prospects generated mid february assignments to several stake
leaders to select some old men and boys for exploring parties that
would seek a haven in the wilderness south and west of the mormonmonnon
settlements 7 between march and june expeditions headed by
george W bean provo and william H dame parowancarowanParowan roamed
through an expanse of the great basin astraddle the current utah
nevada boundary about two hundred miles north south and one
hundred miles east west and even planted crops near present day
panaca but the 171 men of the white mountain expedition found
nothing to match brigham youngs impression of room in that
region for 500000 persons to live scattered about where there is

and 1581185588 the time the itsgood grass water by expedition completed
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work the events that gave rise to the move south had come and
gone

several factors precipitated the move the first was that same
geographic isolation that brought on the utah war in the first place
during the winter communications from washington DC and
the east came by the monthly mail from southern california weeks
behind events and filtered through the hostile public opinion that
the mountain meadows massacre and other utah events had fueled
in the towns on the pacific slope reports of president buchanansbuchanannBuchanans
plans to double the size of the utah expedition were augmented by
rumors of california volunteers invading from the west

the second contributor to monmormonmonnonnon uneasiness was the belli-
cose atmosphere of those wintering near fort bridger at camp
scott and eckelsvilleEckelsville as reported by nauvoo legion spies and non
mormon teamsters and military deserters who came to salt lake
city albert sidney johnstons troops and governor designate
alfred cummings coterie of civil officials were perceived as
waiting only for a break in the weather to advance with guns
blazing in january instructions were issued to bishops and stake
presidents to raise and equip one thousand soldiers for a years
campaign but the effort drew attention to the meager military
resources available many congregations were being instructed in
mid march to prepare for removal to the mountains 9

deteriorating relations with the indians were another compli-
cation subjected to inducements and pressures from both sides the
native americans of northern utah and southern idaho were no
longer reliable friends or dependents of the mormonscormonsMormons an attack
on fort limhi the salmon river mission prompted the dispatch
of a military relief expedition from salt lake city and the mid
march abandonment of the mission federal indian agents and
mountain men sympathetic with the army were believed to be
behind this and other depredations

the hope of undermining the buchanan war policy by gener-
ating public sympathy was another motive for the sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol
decision As one mormon leader noted at the time

if we whip out and use up the few troops at bridger will not the
excitement and sympathy which is now raising in our favor in the
states be turned against us whereas ifwe only anoy and impede their
progress while we bum up and flee the folly and meanness of the
president will be more apparrantparrantap and he and his measures more
unpopular 10

in view of the fact that reports of heavy congressional and press
criticism of the administration program reached utah in increasing
volume after 21 march 1858 it is arguable that the hope of turning
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the american people against the presidentpresident had even more to do with
prolonging and justifying the exodus than with launching it

the immediate cause of action was the prospect that thomas
L kanes peacemaking mission would fail the eccentric friend
of the Mormonmormonscormonsmonsnons brought unofficial peace overtures from the
buchanan administration but his documents and deportment were
so ambiguous as to produce some skepticism in utah and even more
at camp scott n he reached salt lake city via panama san
francisco and san bernardinomardinoBe on 25 february and held a series of
only partly reported meetings with president young and others in
the mormon community having secured their reluctant consent to
receive cumming provided the new governor came without army
escort kane went to camp scott he was accompanied most of the
way by general william H kimball and a nauvoo legion guard
between 12 and 19 march he managed to gain only a little of
cummings confidence while totally alienating johnston and the
entire armyanny 12 As a result his first report to kimball who had
waited nearby until 17 march was pessimistic kimball reached
salt lake city with the message about forty eight hours later I113I1

there is persuasive evidence that these tidings triggered
brigham youngs decision to implement the sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol policy at
onceaonce A day earlier 18 march a meeting of church leaders and
nauvoo legion officers had discussed the tactical and public
relations advantages of retreating if threatened but according to
hosea stout who was there no definite measures wereadoptedwere adopted
and the council adjourned till 8thath april 14 then on 21 march
without further council meetings but certainly not without
infinformalorinal deliberations among colleagues who were at hand
president young turned the regular meeting in the tabernacle into
a special conference that announced adopted and began to execute
the contingency plans four days later according to samuel
pitchforthsPitchforths diary george bean brought this report to nephi 150
miles to the south

president young has thought it wisdom to evacuate the territory as
far north as provo and that 500 families are going forthwith to the
white mountains this sudden move is on account of the news from
the anneyarmey col T L kane went out and came back to the boys he
told them that the soldiers had had fresh supplies and were deter-
mined to come kane did not returen with the bretheren so pres
young to save the effusion of blood has concluded to move and let
them come in I1 understand that the people are to move forthwith 15

that sunday sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol meeting was a long one with
brigham young speaking first and last and heber C kimball
daniel H wells john young and wilford woodruff giving
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reinforcing messages in between after reminding the congregacongrega
tion that the lord has fought our battles that 1I am your earthly
shepherd and that our enemies are determined to blot us out of
existence if they can president young asked should I1 take a
course to waste life he then acknowledged the impracticality of
fighting for their homes and declared 1I am in favor of leaving
them before I1 am obliged to then he confronted the inevitable
question where are you going to the deserts and the mountains
there is a desert region in this territory larger than any of
the eastern states that no white man knows anything about I1
am going there where we should have gone sixsix or seven years

51616ago
president young announced his intention to begin moving his

own families as soon as the snow was off the ground but he
proposed to call five hundred families to go immediately to put in
crops others might go now if they wished and everyone north of
the jordan river narrows between salt lake valley and utah
valley should prepare to go soon you may ask whether I1 am
willing to bum up my houses yes and to be the first man that will
put a torch to my dwellings I1 am for letting them come and take
sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol

in his second address the mormon leader asked whether the
congregation wanted him to decide who should go first those who
had already been driven from their homes at least once or those who
had not you decide they shouted he announced that those
who have never been pioneers shall be pioneers this time and he
charged the bishops to select about five hundred families that very
evening he closed with a challenge bishops and military
officers take due notice and govern yourselves accordingly it is
clear in the south 551717

that the evacuation was initially expected to be penpermanentnanentcanent
or at least extended is suggested by the instructions that flowed
out ofbrighamofbrigham youngs office in the next two or three days even
though he had said on sunday 1I would cache window and door
frames and casings etc and thus save all that we can we may come
back here george bean was asked to report on how many families
could be accommodated as soon as he found a place in the western
desert suitable to stop for a season president young wrote to
john D lee it is at presant expected to make headquarters at
parowancarowan for a time when we arrive there 18I1

since the prospects for a peaceful end to the conflict over the
territorial governorship improved almost immediately it is appro-
priate here to address the question why was the sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol policy
pursued with such vigor until the end of june
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on 28 march general kimball returned from another meeting
with colonel kane bringing word that cummingdimming had agreed to
come to salt lake city in spite of general johnstons objections
five days later the california mail brought news that the senate
had defeated buchanansbuchanannBuchanans request for an increase in regular army
strength leading hosea stout to write the tide of feelings seemed
to be turning in our favor 19 on 12 april cumming and kane
arrived and the amiable new governor met no resistance in taking
over his office and establishing a comfortable relationship with his
predecessor meanwhile the army remained at camp scott and in
early june two peace commissioners came from washington with
amnesty terms that were not difficult for the monmormonscormonsnons to accept
still the exodus continued and the sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol plan was not
abandoned until after johnstons army passed through salt lake
city on 26 june and camped across the jordan river

it seems clear that an acute distrust of the armyanny fed by
recurring reports of the climate at camp scott was the primary
motivation for the mormonmonnon course both kane and cumming
repeatedly urged that the dislocating relocation be abandoned
assuring young that the troops would not move until the governor
approved their coming but brigham young clung to the hope that
somehow the troops could be kept out altogether just before
cumming left for camp scott on 12 may to bring back his wife and
the other federal officials young declared if the troops were
withdrawn from the territory the people would stop moving but

ninety nine out ofevery hundred of this people would rather live
out their lives in the mountains than endure the oppression the
federal government was now heaping upon them 2010

when it became clear that the establishment of a US armyanny
post in utah territory was inevitable president young persisted in
his course perhaps he feared that cumming would be unable fully
to control the military a concern that subsequent events showed
to be well founded perhaps he saw cummings and kanes reacdeac
tion to the exodus as support for the hope that a people in flight for
consciences sake would generate sympathy outside utah
perhaps as colonel kane apparently suspected brigham young
was afraid of the embarrassment of a possibly premature reversal
of policy kane wrote privately the effect of his changing his
position for the third time would have been to discredit entirely his
extraordinary pretentionspretensions as one receiving revelations from the
most high 21

that the unpredictable and uncontrollable course of the utah
war had by march 1858 shaken brigham youngs confidence he
acknowledged in his tabernacle message do not come to my
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office to ask me whether I1 am mistakenjormistaken jorfor I1 want to tell you now
perhaps I1 am 22 still he made adjustments in the overall relocation
plan as soon as the odds on its being temporary improved refer-
ences to a new church headquarters in southern utah disappeared
from his correspondence the tempo of the movement slowed and
few families went farther south than utah county the deseret
news never moved beyond fillmore and other church agencies
and offices congregated in provo when president young and some
of his associates began buying property in provo it was presump-
tive evidence that by 23 april no further movement was antici-
pated it probably also showed his uncertainty about how long the
church headquarters might remain in provo 2321

the move south was organized on the same principles that
had guided the pioneer treks to the great basin and the colonizing
projects of the previous decade ecclesiastical leadership and
cooperative sharing of resources and tasks there can be no doubt
that brigham young was the prime mover first to last isaiah
coombs who returned from england to join the exodus wrote
israel in her balmiestbalmiest days was never so obedient to moses as we

are to brigham 1124112124 A pamphlet containing president youngs
tabernacle instructions appeared almost immediately and was
distributed to local church leaders john D lee received a copy on
30 march at washington utah three hundred miles south of salt
lake city 2521 directions verbal and by letter poured from his office
with additional detailed instructions coming from presiding
bishop edward hunter 2621 general daniel H wells youngs
second counselor directed aspects that involved the nauvoo
legion heber C kimball youngs first counselor and closest
friend and the other apostles in utah participated in decision
making councils and handled important tasks that were assigned to
them at a 24 march meeting of leaders of the salt lake and nearby
wards bishop hunter gave several instructions other com-
munitiesmuni ties received them by courier before the end of the week each
congregation ward or branch north of utah valley was assigned
a provisional destination in utah juab millard or iron counties
for the fourteenth ward it was round valley near fillmore and
for big cottonwood ward it was beaver valley bishops were
advised on how to select and organize the first moving groups
pointers were given on flouringfloeringflouring grain and saving supplies excess
freighting capacity was to be made available for other aspects of the
move including hauling grain on shares after some indecision
about what to do with supplies contributed earlier for the standing
army most of them were returned to the donors or their wards to
assist the migration 27
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to insure that military manpower resources would not be
depleted a thousand men were requisitioned to maintain patrols in
echo canyon and protect property in the abandoned settlements
the contingents eventually assigned to great salt lake and weber
counties were three hundred each other areas received the balance
soldiers were expected to relocate their families and breaks in
military service were permitted so that men could assist in these
moves they were also instructed to try to protect property and
crops against animal and human depredations and to be prepared
to apply the torch if president young gave the word 2821

the people of utah stake in utah valley were sent three
assignments the first to remain prepared to execute the sebas
topol policy led to much grinding and packing of flour and some
other preparations to move these soon faded from attention
however under the pressures generated by the other two assign-
ments the people were asked to provide wagon power for the
movement from salt lake valley and to make housing land and
other help available for as many of the migrants as could be
accommodated for a stay whose duration was by no means clear

to the communities south of utah valley went similar
instructions plus advice to strengthen the white mountain mission
and to plant extra grain for an expanding population the most
urgent request was for wagons and provisions to assist the exodus
within two weeks caravans were moving north from the settle-
ments in sanpete valley and from washington Hanharmonynony cedar
city parowancarowanParowan and intermediate points along the california trail
by the time most of this volunteer help reached salt lake city
there was little impetus to move people all the way to southern
utah but they did help to haul some people and goods as far south
as nephi and fillmore

the northern communities box elder brigham city
ogden and the dozen small settlements along the road that linked
them to salt lake city were instructed to prepare for a two or
three stage movement the northernmost families would move
into ogden then as housing was vacated in the salt lake wards all
would move that far then go on to destinations farther south for
example the north cottonwood ward farmington was assigned
to the salt lake nineteenth ward then on to a location to be
designated later 2921 these transient wards were counseled that
during their salt lake valley stopover they should not damage
fences or fruit trees and they should pasture cattle west of the
jordan 30 few of the northern utah residents went farther than utah
county and a small number apparently never left home the saints
in the tooelethoele area southwest of great salt lake were sent directly
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to utah valley and indian unrest provided an additional incentive
for them to go 31

because the initial round of instructions to all church units
gives the impression of a movement planned with almost military
precision historical accounts of the move south have credited
the event itself with a greater measure of direction and control
than was actually the case 3231 the de facto abandonment of the
idea of a permanent relocation in some distant refuge was gradual
and unattended by a systematic revision of instructions to partici-
pants in the move consequently bishops who still attended
portions of their congregations did a good deal of improvising
as well as independent negotiating with their counterparts in
the central utah communities As for those who moved indepen-
dently what happened to them was more a function of ingenuity
luck and family ties than of any overarching logistical plan still
all were participants in a massive effort and through the same
process of historical mythmaking that would transform the hand-
cart tragediestrageditragedyes of 1856 the move south became for many of the
participants a monumental church accomplishment as well as a
witness of faith

the exodus began quickly once the sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol policy was
adopted some bishops went straight from the tabernacle meeting
on 21 march to the task of calling their people together and by
evening the first selections were made for the honor of leading the
way other wards soon followed suit designating up to fifty
families to be part of the vanguard of five hundred that all the
saints were not thrilled by the prospect is apparent from hosea
stouts experience the brethren seemed some what loth to
volunteer for which reason I1 gave my name to go in the first
company although I1 did not come in that class who were called

51131113513333upon
snowy weather hampered preparations the first week but

companies were organized and reckonings ofresources were made
the north cottonwood ward counted 757 members 117 of them
under four years old available to move the 144 families and
sustain them in a temporary location were 82 wagons and 133 teams
96 yoke of oxen and 95 horses food supplies included 307 cows

94 two year old & upwards 6496 bushels of wheat and 27517
pounds of flour it figured out at 260 pounds of flour per person
after deducting one bushel for seed for each family 3414 not all

congregations were so well equipped
in every ward were individuals who fell into the needy

category A letter that later appeared in the Millenmillennialhial star gives the
impressions of one faithful woman
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go where you will you will see the saints making cheerful prepara-
tions for their departure and a word of comfort on their lips for their
neighbors notwithstanding which a keen observer might perceive a
tear glistening in the eye of some of the stoutest among us we have
enough to eat and for that we are thankful our clothing is nearly all
worn out and it is not possible to buy any more here ifwe had heeded
the counsel of brother brigham a little sooner we should now have
an abundance of clothing but we are like children we have to learnleam
by experience fortunately for me I1 have now no mirror and
therefore my own appearance does not annoy me much 35

some of the volunteer drayage capacity from the south
was used to move the indigent and insufficiently equipped house-
holds one participating wagoner remembers going several times
to the general tithing office where the brethren in charge gave
us a load of people and their belongings which we brought to
utah county and left in whatever town they wished to stop 993636 to
provide for four such families that were going first the bishop of
the fourteenth ward asked that the regular I11 april fast day offer-
ings be expanded to represent a two days fast so as to help the
poor 3731 women who lacked male help because of military
missionary or other reasons were a special concern of the bishops
when the hundred men who had been proselyting in europe reached
utah in may and june most of them found their families already
relocated

under the strictest admonition to preserve breadstuffsbreadstuffs the
saints from brigham city to the point of the mountain converted
their wheat to flour boxed and barreled it and took it south
andrew gardnersgardenersGardners big cottonwood mill strategically situated on
the state road south of salt lake city ground an estimated half
million pounds of flour or 250 one ton wagonloadswagonloads during the
months the exodus was in progress the church tithing office
granary also shipped about three hundred wagonloadswagonloads of wheat and
flour to provo along with a large bin to hold it 38

relocating the church headquarters was a task that extended
into may wilford woodruff george A smith and others spent
days packing and moving the books records and secretarial
equipment in the church offices to temporary locations in provo 3931

the deseret news prepared to move to fillmore and then to
parowancarowanParowan the foundation and cut stones on the temple grounds
were buried along with the heaviest equipment of the public
works shops and the window casings from the tabernacle in a
serpentine cache designed to protect them from intruders but the

organ and most of the public works tools went with the wagonloadswagonloads
of church property that constituted a substantial part of what
moved south 40
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brigham young and other leaders began moving their
families south on I11 april young had alerted the provo leadership
with a partly facetious letter whose impact can only be surmised

dear brother bishop elias H blackburn I1 design to soon begin
to move my family provisions stoves musical instruments and
such other articles as may be needed and cannot be saved in caches
as far as provo and I1 would like to have you secure me one or two
large halls in your city in which I1 can shelter my family and some
store rooms for my property you may wish to know how much room
I1 may need from ten feet square to half of your city I1 am not
particular how many are you going to move to this place you may
ask only a few all who live in this city you will understand that we
shall need many teams and wagons for this movement probably not
over2000over 2000 at first and we expect you to assist us in this matter as much
as you can consistently beginning as soon as you can after next
sunday the 29th As we shall not sow nor plant any more here this
season you will understand the propriety of raising all the potatoes
flax and sugarcanesugsugararcanecane you maybemay be able to 41

within the twenty salt lake city seven rural salt lake
county and about ten other northern utah wards and branches that
were called upon to move the nature and extent of coordinated
planning and group movement depended upon local leadership and
circumstances ward records suggest that most congregations went
through the organizing phase after which the degree of cooperation
and priesthood supervision in the implementation of plans varied
widely since no ward has left systematic records for the exodus
period generalizations must be tentative but it appears that many
ceased to function as wards as soon as members began to leave on
the other hand some congregations went all the way on 23 april
president young visited the encampmentsencampments of the nineteenth
bountiful and other wards along the lower provo river in an area
called shanghai centervilleCenterville ward went to spanish fork where
they located temporarily on the indian reservation big cotton-
wood ward in southeastern salt lake county decided in march to
send an advance party of thirty wagons to locate sites in beaver
valley its assigned destination however when the general move
took place in april most of the ward members settled in the
bottomlandbottomland north of the provo river where they remained under a
reorganized bishopric until they returned home 42

since the concept of a permanent move into the western desert
was tacitly abandoned or at least reconverted to the contingency
plan that it had been before 21 march before most of the mormonscormons
actually left their homes where they actually went became a
function of who they were the LDS general authorities and their
chief aides went to provo where heroic efforts were made to
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accommodate them people with close kin in the communities
south of the evacuation zone had the option of moving in or
camping on family lands some who went farthest south were in
this category those with migrating ward groups lived like
pioneers again in tents and wagons until other shelter could be
built of the large number who moved as individual family
units some found accommodation with the residents of utah
county and points beyond who were under strong admonition
from brigham young to extend hospitality among those who
found temporary homes with strangers margaret simmons
remembers the joseph curtis family of payson her hosts at the
time her baby sister was bom 4311 others stopped on lands made
available by local authorities there to live in wagon boxes tents
dugoutsdugouts wickiupswickiups bamsbarns and log cabins polygamous and large
monogamous families were often moved serially with menfolk
and rolling stock shuttling back and forth between peregrine
sessions took a first load of flour to american fork on 31 march
and moved his family in april while his mother patty sessions
parry put in a garden and did several nursing tasks before joining
him there on 25 may 44 not all such families found temporary
homes in a single location

the initial instructions to discontinue planting caught the
northern utah saints already into the planting cycle and it does not
appear that everyone stopped immediately one of the assignments
to men left behind as property guardians was to irrigate growing
crops some of the late departeesdeporteesdepartees also tended their neighbors fields
in the interim as did some of the temporary salt lake city residents
who came from communities farther north many men with
families temporarily in the south also traveled back to their homes
to weed gardens take water turns and mend fences this back and
forth activity is additional evidence that rank and file mormonscormons
soon perceived the move south as a temporary expedient

still most people moved taking their livestock and as much
as possible of their movable property with them the route of
migration was along the single dirt road that linked the mormon
settlements from brigham city to nephi whether the spring
weather was rainy or dry the trip was no picnic wilford woodruff
remarked on the women and children stuck in the mud between
here and provo 45 A volunteer teamster recorded that snow caught
him en route back to nephi with a salt lake family and if we had
not pulled down a fence to bum we must ofperrishedofperrishedPerriperrlshed 4611 A young
woman who made the tretrekk in dry weather later remarked on the
aptness of one of the southern salt lake county communities
taking the name sandy 4741
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bishop edwin D woolleyswoollensWool leys story illustrates the multiple
dimensions of the move ward teachers found that in the thirteenth
ward 145 families numbering 932 persons wanted to move
quickly yet twenty four households lacked wagons while super-
vising arrangements for the poor woolley also moved his four
wives and their families to provo where some of the children
camped in tents for the duration he remained in salt lake city
looking after a grandmother who was too ill to move assisting
family members who were with the militia and conducting busi-
ness in the church tithing store 48

with the emigration went most but not all of the business
activity in great salt lake valley most of the non mormonmonnon
component had already disappeared when the gentile merchants
left for california or the east in the fall of 1857 individual
craftsmen took their tools with them andrew gardner left big
cottonwood to set up a sawmill and a gristmill in spanish fork
leaving warren foote to make flour at the old mill while the traffic
lasted frederick kesler dismantled his mill in box elder and got
it gogoinging in utah county just in time to receive instructions to take
it back to box elder again david candland who had relocated in
american fork with his families including a plural wife married
in april was instructed to go back to salt lake city in may and
reopen the globe hotel with cash and provisions provided by
the church he entertained such notables as the US peace com-
missionersmissioners and the land agents who came to try to sell real estate
in central america to brigham young of the church owned
enterprises only an inventory shrunken tithing store remained
open to supply the needs of the militia 499

US money being virtually unavailable in utah goods and
services were paid for with deseret currency tithing scrip and
barter arrangements the move of course disrupted both the
payment of tithes and the machinery for managing it the church
sponsored currency secured in part by livestock was increased by
almost forty thousand dollars during the move and in spite of some
resistance it circulated at par until the people returned and gentile
commerce reappeared 5010

in the absence of any systematic tabulation of the number of
participants in the move south contemporary estimates of thirty
thousand seem accurate ten thousand from outside salt lake and
twenty thousand from the city itself given a territorial population
in 1860 of only 40273 and excluding the people who in 1858 lived
in central and southern utah and the militia and nonmoversnonmovers who
remained in the north arringtonsArringtons recent estimate of thirty five
thousand seems high 5 I1 whatever the number it was an impressive
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phenomenon to both trekkers and observers mormon and gentile
up to eight hundred wagons a day were on the road between salt
lake city and utah county in april and may to one observer who
saw teams scattered from the city to san peet it was like one
train 52

in spite of the trials most of the migrants maintained confi-
dence in the plan and in the counsel of their leaders because of his
unique situation william staines is a noteworthy example while
entertaining thomas kane and later governor and mrs cumming
in his comfortable home later the devereaux house staines
moved his family to payson and repeatedly expressed willingness
to bum house furniture and prizewinningprize winning orchard if necessary
1I feell as tho I1 would rather have a sage bush for my house and
enjoy my religion than be in my good home and see israels
daughters defiled which I1 am afraid some would be if those troops
were in our midst 1153111353 such testimonies and such fears abound in the
diaries and records of the move

that some of the migrants were less enthusiastic has already
been suggested according to one historian many did not recog-
nize the social significance of the move and procrastinated in their
departure and president young threatened condign punishment
on those who did not comply the peace commissioners who
traveled to provo latlaterer reported that at least one third of the
persons who had removed from their homes were compelled to do
so 54 this estimate may be high even if social pressure is defined
as compulsion

how many of the saints elected not to participate is uncertain
ecclesiastical warnings against grumbling and apostates were
numerous enough to suggest problems as do a few accounts of
nauvoo legion interceptionsinterceptions of people trying to escape to camp
scott how many church members defected is now impossible to
determine the fifty six men thirty three women and seventy one
children who accepted governor cummings 24 april offer of safe
conduct to camp scott may have included non mormonscormons as well as
disaffected saints 55 late in may a church count found 2400
people in salt lake city one thousand of whom had moved in from
northern utah As late as 13 june when the peace commissioners
were meeting with president young and governor cumming
robert burton was urgingpeopleurging people to leave so was bishop harker
of west jordan who found some families very loaffullloaffull loath to
leave arrington estimates that approximately fifteen hundred
people remained in the northern settlements when the army came
some had military assignments to protect or destroy property some
were waiting under governor cummings protection some were
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resisting or procrastinating and some like grandmother louisa
egbert in kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville were still awaiting word to come at any
time 56

in the spring of 1858 temporary settlements appeared at lehi
still referred to in some of the accounts as dry creek nearby

alpine mountainvilleMountainville american fork lake city pleasant
grove battle creek provo springvilleSpring ville mapleton hobble
creek spanish fork salem pondtownPondtown payson peteetneetPeteetneet
santaquinSantaquin summit creek and nephi salt creek As the influx
of humans and animals overtaxed the camps and pasture lands
initially allocated by the local wards some relocations took place
most of the west jordan ward southwest salt lake county
members moved to pondtownPond town salem and spanish fork and then
relocated on the shore of utah lake between spanish fork river
and peteetneetPeteetneet creek taking their newly built schoolhouse with
them 57 migrants who made it as far as nephi were offered lots to
build or camp on and were urged by bishop J G bigler make
your settlement as comfortable as circumstances will allow 5958195858

individual families who went beyond to such settlements as
fillmore parowancarowanParowan cedar city manti and ephraim generally were
accommodated in existing structures their number was not large
enough to affect the communities as those in utah county were
impacted

births deaths marriages and divorces were not suspended
by the exodus 5919 the northern utah postmasters even made an
effort to forward mail when the whereabouts of addressees were
known 6010 the early transformation of the exodus to a wait and see
enterprise meant the resumption of many subsistence and market
activities gardens were planted and some grain was sown in vacant
town lots and rural pastures some lands were rented and even
purchased but most were made available without charge A major
issue between residents and newcomers was the control of live-
stock damage to fences and gardens was a chronic problem that
bishops and other church leaders had to deal with pasture lands
were overgrazedovergrazed and timber cutting depleted stocks of trees in
bottomlandsbottom lands and nearby canyons at an unprecedented rate

beyond the initial effort by the presiding bishopric to assign
migrating wards to particular locations no overall plan for allo-
cating resources and meeting individual hardships appears to have
been developed although many poor families were helped to
equip and provision for the journey spontaneous sharing and
ingenuity took care of special needs thereafter an assigned wagon
moved john powells family to springvilleSpring ville but when he could find
no work there he walked to fillmore borrowed a wagon and came
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back to move his family on to the territorial capital 61 since most of
the participants were away from home only two or three months no
socioeconomicsocioeconomic segregation into pockets of poverty or affluence
occurred the standard of living was meager for almost everyone
for the women homemaking was particularly tedious and taxing
most of them had experienced enough of wagon box living while
crossing the plains

in varying degrees the temporary residents participated in the
activities of the nearest communities some found employment in
shops mills and fields some attended the meetings of the local
congregations by the end of may it was necessary to enlarge
provos bowery to accommodate the sunday crowds whether
men who had been excused from military service were under orders
to drill with accessible nauvoo legion units is not clear lorenzo
brown trained with the militia in nephi and was elected a unit
captain 62

millers blacksmiths and other craftsmen set up shop in
shanties on provo square and elsewhere in utah valley while
some skills were idled by the move esaias edwards took his tools
to provo rented a waterpowerwaterpower lathe made spinning wheels and
did tolerably well george W brimhall caught and sold utah

lake fish carpenters and other builders had plenty of work of
course temporary church public works mills and shops were set
up in several central and southern utah locations to grind flour
repair equipment manufacture war materials and provide other
public services the public works program employed several
hundred men to build a fourteen mile toll road up provo canyon
into heber valley john cook remembered being paid for his
surveying labor with twenty five acres of land and ten dollars
cash 63 the deseret news published a weekly four page issue in
fillmore between 5 may and 25 august featuring church material
and utah news the monthly mail from california was its chief
source of outside information

provo was a beehive and a madhouse during the move south
the population of todays provo orem area went from about four
thousand to twelve thousand or possibly even fifteen thousand As
available structures were filled to capacity many new shelters were
built with lumber brought from evacuated towns and temporary
shelters of all kinds lined both banks of provo river from utah lake
to the mouth of provo canyon stake president james C snow
energetic and occasionally profane headed the saints in utah
county bishop blackburn was the senior bishop and on him
apparently fell the primary responsibility of transforming instruc-
tions from salt lake city into local actions the dimensions of that
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task were suggested in brigham youngs 24 march letter quoted
above on 28 march bishop Blackblackburnbum read the letter in meeting
and asked for thirty wagons to start north two days later the same
meeting unanimously passed president snows motion that the
bishops put all loafers to hard labor 111464

As the de facto center of mormondom provo filled up with
church officials and activities president young who officedoffices in the
barely finished seminary building and divided his time between
provo and salt lake city was clearly in charge when he was in
town the church historians office journal for 22 23 april
reports he inspected the thousand acre church pasture at the mouth
of the provo river and selected land for a storage yard where a
number of shanties were soon constructed one 150 feet long he
also paid president snow a thousand dollars for a house and two lots
and announced his determination to move his family from salt
lake the following week because the people were waiting to see
ifhe would move on 30 april he arrived with twenty two wagons
filled with family and goods and called on bishop blackburn to
furnish him with four houses for some family which he did 116165

heber C kimball told a large congregation on 2 may we
calculate to improve this city we are coming here to enrich
you & not to have you lounging in the streets we shall raise
good crops this year & next year if we sow it at the same meeting
brigham young indicated he was still uncertain about the future
what will be the result of this move I1 cant tell but leave the event

with god if we leave here to go south you will go with us 116666

the church historians office staff set up shop in the provo
music hall where the church records and probably the taber-
nacle organ were stored the hundreds of boxes of tithing flour
were moved onto the square where the courthouse now stands they
were protected by a marquee that was part wood and part tent
lorin faitsfairsfalts is the best known description of how provo looked in
mid 1858

accommodations of the crudest kind were all that provo could offer
all were crowded into the settlers homes who could be and every
assistance given those forced to camp out temporary houses were
builtbybuiltbulit by the church on the public square the north side was full while
on the west the buildings ran halfwayhalf way down they were built close
together like a fort some of them to store grain in brigham occupied
several of them in the center of the block was a large marquee tent
for a storehouse As summer ripened the weather became unbearably
hot the water was bad as we had to dig holes to get water and the
people began to complain of sickness the feed had also been eaten
off by the cattle our cows dried up flies were very bad tormenting
our cattle and it was with great difficulty that we controlled our stock
from running off 67
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although governor cumming was unable to persuade
brigham young to abandon the move south it is probable that
his pledges of goodwill his amiable relations with the mormonmonnon
leader and his movements around the northern part of the territory
with thomas kane had two effects they increased the reluc-
tance to move on the part of some who were still in place in may
and they led many of the migrants to think of going home in
early june the first presidency was credited with intimating that
we should not leave these vallies 6811 the arrival of buchanansbuchanannBuchanans
commissioners in provo on 16 june three days after negotiating a
peace treaty in salt lake city increased these pressures still
brigham youngs distrust of the army was sufficiently widely
shared that his wait and see advice was still followed by almost
everyone

not until johnstons forces moving in defiance of what
cumming understood was an agreement between himself and the
general passed through salt lake city on 26 june and camped west
ofjordan river did president young observe the clouds seem to
be breaking away when we git the news good & solid we will
go home the mormon leader told the provo congregation on
27 june and william C dunbar sang the same hymn that he had
earlier sung in a small gesture ofdefiance at youngs meeting with
the united states commissioners two weeks earlier

0 zion dear zion home of the free
in thy temples well bend
all thy rights well defend
and our home shall be ever with thee

the federal troops were still in place near the jordan narrows when
president young announced on 30 june that he was going home and
the saints were at liberty to follow 69

the return was largely an uncoordinated movement of indi-
vidual households spanning july and part of august it was
launched without fanfare but word of mouth soon alerted the
camps of the displaced the first units of the young family and
other leadership households left provo in carriages on the evening
of 30 june traveling overnight to avoid the heat and worst dust of
a summer journey on the state road governor cumming traveled
with them by early morning on 2 july the barricades were down
from the lion house and the church office and a reporter with the
army noted that the female population of the city had been consid-
erably augmented within twenty four hours thereafter president
young went into semiseclusionserniseclusionsemiseclusion for most of july his health over-
taxed by the strain of recent events 70
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the shortage of wagons meant that some folks return was
delayed some large families came back in installments driving his
herd of pigs south had so taxed henry ballards patience that he
loaded them up in the wagon and took them home first 71 it

appears that several hundred people like john powell and miller
archibald gardner elected to stay and make a new start in central
utah mary ann weston maughan one of the pioneers of cache
valley followed counsel not to go all the way home in 1858 her
family wintered in salt lake city in a house provided by bishop
hunter and the indians apparently got the fifteen thousand bushels
of wheat that had been left in the north 7271 the return was poignantly
described by martin luther ensign a brigham city missionary to
england who reached salt lake just in time to go looking for his
family

I1 found my famely at paconpaeon payson 120 miles from home on the
22nd june all well in a seller belonging to robert snider I1 found
the girls 3 of them mother had come north to meet me & misedmided me
she came back and we met in the seller orders came from brigham
young about the first of july to return home & OH what joyful news
all began to make ready started for home on july 4thath we met the
anarmyannyny on 6thath in the narowsbarows of the jordon river and were delade for
a halfday because we could not pass them on the dugway it was very
hot & we suffered for water for our selves & teems continued our
journey in the afternoon arnved at our home in brigham city july
loth 1858 all was desolate the doors & floors overhead & board
fences were all taken to make boxes to hold flowrfloar & other things in
the move meny not expecting to return so all was free to all god
had blessed us while I1 was gom 11

an irony of the return noted many observers was the
singular spectacle of an army going in one direction and the
populace which had fled from it moving by its side in the opposite
direction without fear and in complete amity 5174117474

what were the consequences of the move south it did not
materially affect the outcome of the utah war which changed utah
territory in several ways it installed a gentile governor and ended
mormon control over many of the instrumentalities of territorial
government 7571 it introduced the military presence at camp floyd
with substantial economic and moral consequences it generated an
economic boom and serious social problems for provo and the rest
of utah county it frustrated brigham youngs dream of a self
sufficient self contained and self governing mormon common-
wealth in the great basin

the move south generated some favorable newspaper and
congressional comment about the sacrificial solidarity of the
latter day saints some of the statements were politically
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motivated as this from the new york tribune of 8 may the
driving of the mormonscormons from their homes by military terror will
hardly contribute much to the honor of the country or to the
posthumous reputation of mr buchanansbuchanannBuchanans presidency most of
the sympathy was condescending as this london times dispatch of
5 july these western peasants seem to be a nation of heroes
ready to sacrifice everything rather than surrender one of their
wives or a letter from joe smiths golden plates since the hegira
had no appreciable effect on the utah policies of the united states
government however neffsgeffs judgment the master strategy of
president governor young had achieved its reward must be
discounted 7616

the move south certainly gave many people opportunity for
charitable service and it probably strengthened the religious
commitments of some of the participants both movers and helpers
however it is apparent that most of the consequences were
negative the move was costly to participants whose abandoned
homes and fields deteriorated and whose energies were used up in
the sheer efforts of relocating and surviving scarce capital was
expended frederick kesler estimated that moving his mill from
brigham city to provo and back cost a thousand dollars the
church public works relocated in salt lake city never regained
their momentum several ward buildings remained half finished
for many months and most agricultural and manufacturing plans
were disrupted construction on the temple was slow getting
started again 77 certainly the expenditure of manpower and capital
goods was comparable to what went into the iron mission and the
brigham young express and carrying company

the intangible costs were high ward organizations were
disrupted some wards held no meetings after the moving started
few held together during the move and some required reorganiza-
tion of bishoprickbishopricsbishoprics after the return no ward meetings were held in
salt lake city until late in august 1858 and by instructions from
the first presidency ward meetings throughout most of utah were
held only on an as needed basis until late in the year 7871 the first
entry in the salt lake eighth ward minutes is for 10 october while
only bishops courts were recorded in the fifteenth ward before
19 december on 3 october the fourteenth ward bishop instructed
the home teachers to see that all grain tithing be paid noting that
four months of our tythingtithing is thrown off 117979 the old salt lake

tabernacle was not put back into use for public religious services
until 1859 8080thethe several ward relief societies and sunday schools
that had been organized earlier stopped functioning and the relief
society movement did not revive until a decade later 81
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the revivalist enthusiasm generated by the reformation of
1856 57 was almost totally dissipated partly by the move and
partly by the disillusioning outcome of the utah war as a whole
even in remote and relatively unaffected sanpete valley a bishop
remarked in july on the pervasive gloom apostates are lamented
in several ward records nephi witnessed a number of mormonscormons
traveling to california and the stress within the community
prompted the bishop to urge people not to say bitter things to those
who were going away but have now concluded to stay in beaver

many of the people who had been called in from san bernardinomardinoBe
wished to returen 882 brigham young himself experienced a

discernible loss of vigor and self confidence before the war had run
its course 83

the latter day saints leaders and followers who confronted
johnstons armyanny in the early months oftheodtheof the utah war were inured
to persecution and hardships by religious convictions and millen-
nial exexpectationspectations their commitments to kingdom building led
almost all of them to respond to the sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol call but in the end
they were disheartenedhearteneddisheartenerdis by the outcome of the tragic comic events
of 1857 58 in Arringarrmgtonarringtonsarrngtontonss words it was clear that a decade and
more of achievement and social independence in the face of hostile
nature and hostile humanity had ended in poverty and disappoint-
ment 8481 the homes to which the mormonscormons returned after the move
south were inescapably in the world although a generation
would pass before they and their heirs leaders and followers
would come to terms with that bitter fact

NOTES

leonard J arrington great basin kingdom cambridge mass harvard university press

19581821958 182 94
mormannorman F fumisslumiss the mormon conflict westport conn greenwood press 1977 is an

informative treatment ofmost aspects of the utah war A dissertation originally published in 1960byyale1960 by yale
university press it is generally unsympathetic toward brigham young thomas L kane and the
mormon side of the conflict

brigham young 13 september 1857 recalling a remark made when news of the armysardys coming
was received on 24 july journal of discourses 5233

clifford stott searchforsearch fortor sanctuary brigham young and the white mountain expedition salt
lake city university of utah press 1984 24 30304949 65

journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 5232
deseretdeseidesel et news 23 september 1857 van vliet was sufficiently impressed to recommend that the

army and the government seek a peaceful settlement with the mormonscormons house executive documents
35th cong I1istst sess x no 71 24 27 sadsenatesndandsadwad senate documents 35th cong I1istst sess 337 38

stott search for sanctuary 49 stott provides excellent maps and a list of the participants as
well as a detailed account of these activities

ibid 107 quoting from brigham young A series ofinstructionsof instructions and remarks by president
brigham young at a special conference tabernacle 21 march 1858 reported by george D watt salt
lake city church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1858
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saltaitsaitalt lake twentieth ward minutes 17 march 1858 salt lake fourteenth ward minutes
17 march 1858 library archives historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives unless otherwise noted manuscript
sources cited in this paper areare in the LDS church archives usually microfilms or typescriptstypescripts of the
manuscripts were consulted

juanita brooks ed on the mormon frontier the diary ofhosea stout 1844 1861186112 vols
salt lake city university of utah press utah state historical society 1964 2654

richard D poll quixotic mediator thomas L kane and the utah war dello G dayton
memorial lecture 25 april 1984 ogden weber state college press 1985 1 3311 is the fullest account
of kanes role

fumisslumissFumiss mormon conflict 175 82
brooks on the mormon frontier 2654 the pessimism is further expressed in kane to

cumming 19 march 1858 alfred cumming papers william R perkins library duke university
durham north carolina

14 14brooksbrooks on the mormon frontier 2655 stott gearchforsearch forjor sanctuary 8292 96 believes that the
sebastopolsevastopolSebastopol decision was made before this meeting discounting stouts report and apparently crediting
young with concluding that kanes mission would fail even before receiving any report from camp scott

15sainuelsamuel pitchforth diary 1857 61 25 march 1858 young reported kimballsKimballs return and
asked kanes opinion of the new policy colonel kane concluded that youngs decision was prompted
by the expectation of even more disappointing news in the next report from camp scott young to kane
22 march 1858 and kane to judge john K kane 4 april 1858 kane collection special collections
harold B lee library brigham young university provo

16stott16stott search for sanctuary 57
171ibid171bidbid 56 60

ibid 58 young to bean 21 march 1858 brigham young letterbooksLetterbooks robert glass cleland
and juanita brooks edsaadsa mormon chronicle the diaries ofjohnof fohnjohn D lee 1848 18762 vols salt lake
city university of utah press 1983 11156156 parowancarowan is about 250 miles south of salt lake city

brooks on the mormon frontier 2656
historians office journal 12 24 and 30 april 1858
21thisthis suggestion is in an undated and unpublished newspaper story written during or shortly after

kanes stay in utah untitledunfilled manuscript in kanes handwriting in the file labeled concerning the
mormonscormonsMormons kane papers american philosophical society philadelphia

22stott22 stott search for sanctuary 59 in a sermon in lehi on I11 april young compared himself to a
man with a family offiftyof niftyfifty blind persons to lead over rough roads 0 how thankful I1 would be iftheintheif the people
could all see better than I1 historians office journal

231nin urging heber C kimball and others to buy tracts in provo young stated that he wished these
brethren to be close by him historians office journal 23 april and 19 may 1858

kate B carter comp our pioneer heritage 20 vols salt lake city daughters of the utah
pioneers 1958 77 1359

cleland2clelandmcleland and brooks mormon chronicle 11156156 lee was told to share the pamphlet only with
those who would keep the policy at home it is now a rare document

26 primary sources on youngs ideas and activities are the manuscript history of the church
brigham young period 1844 77 historians office journal and several series of brigham young
papers all on microfilm in the LDS church archives papers of the presiding bishops office for the
period were later lost in a fire so hunters activities must be traced through the journals and records of
those who dealt with him

fourteenth ward minutes 31 march 1858 big cottonwood ward minutes 23 march 1858
fourteenth ward minutes 14 april 1858 brigham young to bishop elias H blackburn 24 march 1858
young letterbooksLetterbooks north cottonwood farmington ward minutes 28 march 1858

historians office journal 30 april 1858 william G hartley the miller the bishop and the
move south brigham young university studies 20 1979 103

arrington great basin kingdom 186 north cottonwood ward minutes 22 march 12 april
1858 the main ward movement did not begin until early may by which time their advance party was
already in nephi pitchforth diary 9 may 1858

fourteenth ward minutes 14 april 1858
andrew jenson comp history of tooelethoele ward the jenson collection of ward and stake

histories available on microfilm in the LDS church archives summarizes what is available in the records
of all the church units that existed in 1858 surviving manuscript ward and stake minutes usually do not
alter or substantially expand the historical data that jenson presents

for example arringtonarlington great basin kingdom 186 88

salt lake twentieth ward minutes 21 march 1858 north cottonwood ward minutes
22 march 1858 brooks on the mormon frontier 2655 it does not appear that the advance company of
five hundred families was ever formally constituted

north cottonwood ward minutes 28 march 1858
316356G quoted in carter our pioneer heritage 221010 11

john zimmerman quoted in andrew jenson comp history of lehi ward
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17salt lake fourteenth ward minutes 31 march 1858195918591958
31 warren foote autobiography and journals 18318377 1903 journal history 17 may 1858

leonard J arrington brigham young american moses new york alfred A knopf 19852671985 267
scott G kenney ed wilford woodruffewoodruffs journal 1833 1898 9 vols midvale utah

signature 1983 85 51775 177 202
arrington brigham young 267
brigham young to blackburn 24 march 1858

12historians office journal 23 april 1858 jenson history of bountiful ward
jenson history of centervilleCenterville ward jenson history of big cottonwood ward

13carter our pioneer heritage 1421 42 an early payson history declares that the more indigent
of the people were instructed to come as far south as payson if they could get no further with the result
that the community was soon full of people dependent upon charity for subsistence quoted inin jenson
history of payson ward

carter our pioneer heritage 2112 11 12 john parry pattysgattys new husband was with the nauvoo
legion

historians office journal 10 april 1858
1616pitchforthpitchforth diary 8 april 1858

pamela barlow quoted inin ora H barlow the israel barlow story and mormonmoi mon mores salt
lake city israel barlow family association 1968 427

leonard arrington from quaker to latter day saint bishop edwin D woolley salt lake
city deseret book co 1976 360 69

kimberly day frederick kesler utah craftsman utah historical quarterly 56 winter
1988 1 61 62 david candland journal 1841 1901 may june 1858

arrington great basin kingdom 188 92 bishop Bblackburnlackburn censured a man who refused to
accept deseret currency after voting to sustain it utah stake minutes 18 april 1858

arrington brigham youngyoung266266 this isis an unexplained upwardrevisionupward revision of the thirty thousand
figure inin great basin kingdom 186

historians office journal 4 6 may 1858 john lowe butler autobiography
william C staines diary 21 may 1858 governor cummings reportedly flirtatious ways

could hardly have eased stainessshainessStainess concerns about the morals of the military
andrew love neff history ofutahof utah 1847 to 1869 salt lake city deseret news press 1940

498502
north cottonwood ward minutes 7 may 1858 henry ballard journal 1841 1904 10 june

1858 manti ward minutes 27 june 1958185819591859 carter our pioneer heritage 211111711 12 lumissfumiss moimotmoimonmaimonmon
conflict 187

robert5robertarobert T burton diaries 1856 1907 13 june 1858 hartley the miller the bishop and the
move south 105 arrington from quaker to latterlutter day saint 365 kate B carter healheartt thithlthrobsohs of

the west 12 vols salt lake city daughters of the utah pioneers 1939 51 1023410 234
andrew jenson history of west jordan ward hartley the bishop the miller and the

move south 103 5 details bishop joseph harkersbarkersHarkers activities including his 28 june reappointment
by a vote of the meeting as bishop of the camp

nephi ward historical record 1855 62 12 april 1858
19aA tradition inin the authors family isis that the first child of george and vilate ellen douglas

romney was bomborn on a wagon tongue at the point of the mountain during the move south
warrenowarrendwarren foote autobiography and journal 151 52

61 carter our pioneer heritage 219119tig
62 utah stake minutes 23 may 1858 lorenzo brown diaries 1853 58 12 june 1858
63 esaias edwards reminiscences and journal 1855 82 8 august 1858 carter our pioneer

heritage 2222 22 33 arrington brigham young 267 arrington great basin kingdom 19191igi1
utah stake minutes

65 historians office journal 22 23 30 april 1858

utah stake minutes
61carter our pioneer heritage 1929
61 pitchforth diary 13 june 1858
61historians office journal 27273030 june 1858 utah stake minutes 27 june 1858 the hymn isis

0 ye mountains high
dispatch to the new york tribune 2 july 1858 inin carter our pioneer heritage 227127 28

george Q cannons life of wilford woodruff quoted inin carter heart thithlthrobsohs of the west 1024510 245
henry ballard journal 1841 1904

72 carter our pioneer heritage 219119 22 386
71 martin luther ensign autobiography 1897 ensign added that he shared a scythe and cradle

with another man to gather volunteer wheat killed an ox and recovered some wheat hidden on a
neighbors farm and so did OK during winter 1858 9

71manuscript biography of fitz john porter 54 porter papers library of congress luman
andros shurtliff reported an agreeable conversation with army officers who behaved as civil as I1 could
expect carter our pioneer heritage 2152 15
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county and city governments remained under direct church control for another generation as
did the territorial legislature and delegates to the US house of representatives

neff history of utah 499 500
kimberly day frederick kesler utah craftsman 62 arrington fromfi om quaker to latter day

saint 369
kenney wilford woodruffewoodruffs journal 5207 the bishop of the nephi ward related that pres

young advised him to have no regular meetings but when one was needed he could call the people
together pitchforth diary 21 august 1858

salt lake fourteenth ward minutes the salt lake eighth ward minutes for 10 october 1858
begin As the people all moved south and the organization of the ward broken up no record was kept until
our return

A conference ofeldersof elderseiders was held on 6 october but both brigham young and heber C kimball
were too ill to attend manuscript history salt lake stake

bensonsjensonsJensons ward histories show relief societies discontinued in the salt lake first third sixth
eleventh thirteenth fifteenth and sixteenth wards and sunday schools in the ninth eleventh and
fourteenth wards

12 manti ward minutes27minutes 27 june I111I1 july 1858 nephi ward historical record 1855 6221 may
1858 pitchforth diary 12 30 may 18581859

wilford woodruff noted that young had been exhausted for some time and did not leave his
homeofficehome office compound from 2 july until 27 july when he and other leaders left for an overnight
encampment in big cottonwood canyon kenney wilford woodruffewoodmffswoodruffs journal 5204 carter heart
throbs oftheodtheof the west 10245 arrington has expressed this view in conversations with the author

arlingtonarrington great basin kingdom 194



almanacs in the new england
heritage of mormonism

david J whittaker

it has been more than twenty years since leonard arringarringtonton
cautioned mormon historians to avoid the solid achievement
bias in their work he suggested that historians were too
concerned with long treks irrigation projects buildings con-
structedstructed and the more physical or solid that is more easily
measured accomplishments of our forefathers and foremothersforemothers
and not concerned enough with the ideas of the past 1 some
historians have taken arringtonsArring tons advice but most have not thus
cultural and intellectual history has only begun to find a place in
LDS scholarship

if we are ever to penetrate the individual or collective men
talitybality of the mormon past we must take more seriously the world
of print early latter day saints both borrowed from and con-
tributedtri to while the products of the early mormon press represent
only a partial index to all that was thought or believed in the early
church they do provide a valuable window that allows us to view
both the sources and channels of the intellectual life of early
mormonism

the products of early mormonmonnon writers can be classified into
twelve main categories proclamations and warnings doctrinal
treatises petitions for redress histories accounts of the martyrdom
of joseph and hyrum smith scriptural guides and helps replies
to anti mormon attacks almanacs newspapers hymns and
poetry exposes by former members and special publications 2

these constitute a large body of source material for those who
wish to probe the intellectual and cultural history of early mormon-
ism this essay examines the history context and content of
almanacs in early mormonism and shows how such a study can
assist us to enter more fully into the cultural milieu of early
mormonism

david J whittaker is an associate librarian at brigham young university and an associate editor ofbyu
studies this essay is a slightly emendedemender version of an address given at the annual meeting oftheodtheof the mormon
history association in salt lake city 2 may 1986
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in their earliest form almanacs were calendars As calendars
they can be found in the earliest societies in the ancient world they
were thus tied into the very cycles of nature and from earliest times
were both descriptive and predictive until the invention of the
printing press their use was restricted to elite political and religious
leaders after the fifteenth century almanacs became a staple in the
printing business it is estimated that by 1600 there had been over
six hundred different almanacs published in england alone and that
by 1700 about two thousand had been issued by about two hundred
authors 3 it seems clear that in seventeenth century england there
were more almanacs than bibles sold in fact as students of the
almanac have pointed out the almanac functioned as the secular
bible where the bible told people how to behave on sunday the
almanac served as a guide during the rest of the week 4

early american almanacs copied those that had appeared in
england most english almanacs contained three separate items

1 the almanac proper which indicated the astronomical events
of the coming year eclipses conjunctions and moveablemoveablymoveable feasts
2 the calendar which showed the days of the week and the months

and the fixed church festivals and 3 the prognostication or
astrological forecast of the notable events of the year 5 almanacs
werepopularwere popular for a variety of reasons for one thing they were one
of the few published items that like the bible did not have a quota
for the numbers published in the printing monopoly given by the
crown to the stationersstationeryStationers company of london few works were
allowed to exceed 1500 copies per volume 6 in addition almanacs
were much less expensive to print than newspapers or books
further almanacs were early on excluded from the rigors of
censorship and thus became favorite channels of all kinds of
political and religious argument finally they were indispensable
in an agrarian age when there were few clocks and when people
believed strongly in the influence of the moon and stars on their
daily lives 7 the indispensable role of almanacs in past centuries is
summarized in a nineteenth century almanac A person without
an almanac is somewhat like a ship without a compass he never
knows what to do nor when to do it 1188

the almanac played other roles in colonial america in
addition to containing information of immediate and practical
value to their readers almanacs often served the purpose of open-
ing readers eyes to some of the great events in world history both
past and present this was particularly true of those people on the
frontier who were almost entirely shut offfrom the rest of the world
here the almanac taught its reader of past societies and cultures of
kings in far off lands of wars and plagues and of the wonders of
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the world it was in this role that the almanac functioned as a
textbook to a society becoming more literate the first poetry and
literature many colonial americans encountered appeared in the
pages of almanacs little wonder that benjamin franklin consid-
ered his poor richard s almanac a proper vehicle for conveying
instruction among the common people who bought scarce any
other books 9

unlike the bible which emphasized the hereafter the
almanac took care of the here and now 10 it brought both the starry
heavens and the everyday world of the fannerfarmer into focus it
contained recipes antidotes for snake bites mixtures for potions
that cured all kinds of illnesses and beauty tips as well as the
wisdom of the ages that could be regularly referred to by these
agrarian families year after year in spite of their limited use by
historians these little publications were the most read and used
works in colonial america if we would understand their potential
use by and impact on early mormonscormonsMormons it is important to understand
their history and development in early america

since there were no american newspapers before 1704
and no magazines before 1740 the almanac served as the only
periodical in early america according to the journal of john
winthrop the first book printed in british america was the 1639
almanac of stephen daye A 1686 pennsylvania almanac was the
first book printed in the middle colonies the format was estab-
lished early and readers came to expect certain features these
included the man of signs a figure of a man surrounded by
astrological signs or drawings with indicators to those parts of the
body that are governed by these signs whenever the moon passes
through their part of the heavens this diagram was usually
accompanied by a key giving each symbol for the astrological sign
these symbols were usually incorporated into the calendar section
of the almanac just how seriously publishers and readers took
astrology is a topic attracting increasing attention among scholars
we shall return to it later

early american almanacs in time showed additional signs of
standardization they were heavily influenced by the printer who
was also usually the author or compiler the practice developed
early of using pseudonyms to disguise this fact very early
almanacs became a major product of these printers they were
available at bookstores which were usually a part of the printing
establishment or from itinerant peddlers who spread these
volumes throughout the colonies with no copyright laws until
1783 really until 1790 with the federal copyright law the
popularity of the almanac assured that much pirating would occur
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and since almanacs were generally exempt from censorship laws
after about 1690 they were important channels of political and
social discussions

the almanacs of seventeenth century america were called
philomathsphilomathyphilomaths due to their being produced at harvard by lovers

of math 11 these early almanacs were more mathematical and
astronomical than their later counterparts and communicated the
latest information on newtonian science and astronomy 12 As
marion stowell shows the list of early almanac makers reads like
a list of first families of massachusetts 13

when the press at cambridge lost its monopoly on printing
after 1675 astrology and other popular interests began to transform
the philomath almanac 14 these changes produced the well7knownwellweilweli known
fannersbannersfanners almanac of the eighteenth century the first of these

new almanac authors was john foster who as an engraver added
to his 1678 almanac the man of signs but it was john leeds in his
almanac for 1694 who oriented the contents for farmers leeds
gave much space to agricultural matters with specific monthly
reminders regarding plowing and planting in 1695 leeds added
geographical information and road lists that gave mileage distances
between major cities 15

while leedssleedus almanacs contained astrological information
the almanacs of john tulley went further by providing prognostiprognostic
cationscanionscations tulley also was the first to introduce weather forecasts an
item of critical importance for farmers whose success depended on
the fickle patterns of nature tulleys almanacs were especially
noted for their humor and satire and he used them to advertise his
other publications a practice common in later almanacs 16

by tulleys time almanacs had reached their standard
american format and use they were the clock calendar
weatweathermanhennan reporter textbook preacher guidebook atlas
navigational aid doctor bulletin board agricultural advisor and
entertainer 17 by the early eighteenth century almanacs were
appearing regularly in boston philadelphia and new york
foster tulley and leeds had helped create the fanfarmersners almanac
by stressing in just about equal proportion astronomy astrology
wisdom and humor history current events cures and weather
predictions where scholars had produced the seventeenth century
almanacs practical men of affairs were primarily responsible for
those issued in the eighteenth century the contents became even
more practical and in time with increased volume the almanacs
themselves began to be specialized with almanacs issued just for
sailors or fanfarmersners or with specialized contents such as those
containing material on evangelical christianity medicine law
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and of course on agriculture two new kinds of almanacs
appeared in the eighteenth century the pocket almanac which was
a kind of miniature encyclopedia of information and the register
which specialized in current affairs and miscellaneous legal and
governmental data 18

the most popular almanacs in the eighteenth century were
issued by printing families leeds daniel and his sons titan and
felix ames nathaniel father and son and the franklins james
ann james jr and benjamin other important authors of alma-
nacs were nathanael low benjamin west nathan daboll isaiah
and robert thomas and benjamin bannekerbannakerBanneker americas only
black almanac maker

all of these almanacs are valuable sources for students
of american history students of science can trace the gradual
spread of enlightenment astronomy through successive editions
students of literature can find not only the gradual popularization
of european authors but also the emergence of native prose and
poetry in early almanacs students of political history can trace the
growing concern with the ideas and implications of liberty in the
pages of almanacs which clearly served as important channels for
political propaganda in the eighteenth century students of religious
history can study the moral literature and theological discourse that
surfaced early in these volumes and students of bibliography can
literally follow the history of printing in early america via
almanacs 19

most of the characteristics of these eighteenth century
almanacs were carried over into the nineteenth century with two
notable changes the first was the impact of the expansion of a
democratic press in the new nation that witnessed a large prolifera-
tion of presses and publication the second was the tendency of
newspapers to assume the function of almanacs by expanding upon
the same items that almanacs had previously contained of course
almanacs continued to be issued but they increasingly had to
compete with newspapers by the late nineteenth century industri-
alizationalization and the consequent decline in agrarian occupations saw
the demand for almanacs decrease thereafter almanacs increasincrease
inglyangly became compendiums of useful information more like the
pocket almanacs of the eighteenth century it is with this form that
we are the most familiar today

ALMANACS IN EARLY MORMONISM

it would be inconceivable to argue that the joseph smith sr
family would not have owned and used an almaaimaalmanacalmanacornacoror two like
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most new england farming families the smiths would have
depended upon an almanac as a compendium of vital information
essential for the agrarian life this would have been particularly
true for planting and weather information and just as true for
cooking and medicinal items it is possible that lucy mack smith
was referring to the astrological uses of new england almanacs
when she spoke in her history of the familysfamilys involvement in
drawing magic circles and soothsaying 020O Is it possible that

young joseph had confirmed from an almanac that 22 september
1827 the night he received the gold plates was to be both the
autumnal equinox and a new moon an excellent time to commence
new projects

the student of almanacs is continually frustrated by the
fact that their very commonality seems to have assured their non-
survival 21 in spite of their wide use and availability through large
and regular paintingsprintingsprintings today most early american almanacs are
considered rare books we do know that there were about 155
separate known printingspaintingsprintings of almanacs between 1815 and 1831 in
areas close to the smith home near palmyra at least twenty six
almanacs were printed in canandaigua thirty one were issued in
rochester twenty one in ithaca eleven in buffalo nine in auburn
and at least one in geneva 22 surely some of these items were
available through E B grandinsandinsgrandineGr bookstore in palmyra from the
itinerant peddlers who followed the erie canal or other such routes
west or from neighboring farmers 23 the more common almanacs
the western almanac the farmer s almanac or beer s ontario
almanac must have found their way into the smith household

references to almanacs occur in early mormon news-
papers 2421 an almanac was planned as one of the first items to be
issued by the early established literary firm in kirtland ohio and
in november 1841 the times andseasonsand seasons advertised as in press and
ready for delivery the mormonmonnon almanac and latter day saints
calendar 2521 in the summer of 18411841 the anti mormon almanacforalmanac forjor
1842 more an anti mormon tract than an almanac appeared in
new york john E page published a rebuttal to it 2621 one suspects
with donald scott that in mormonmonnon periodicals as in other journal
ism of the period newspapers came to function as almanacs had
during the colonial period 2721

the first person in early monmormonismnonismeonism to publish an almanac
was orson pratt As early as 22 june 1844 the prophet a mormonmonnon
newspaper in new york city ran an ad for his prophetic almanac
for 1845 the advertisement suggested that this publication would
contain much matter interesting to the saints 2821 ads continued
through successive issues and the 3 august 1844 issue announced



title page orson pratt prophetic almanac for 18461846195184619.519519.5195 cm in length courtesy special collections
harold B lee library brigham young university provo hereafter cited as special collections
lee library photograph by william W mahler
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the volume as just published one year later the new york
messenger the renamed prophet announced as published the
prophetic almanacforalmanac jorfor 1846 29 by the end of october 1845 pratt
was offering a free copy of the 1846 almanac to each subscriber to
the messenger as well as encouraging each current subscriber to
purchase ten or twelve copies of the six and a half cent volume to
give as gifts to friends and neighbors 30 although the title page
declared that the almanac was to be continued annually pratt
never published another he did prepare a prophetic almanac for
1849 which was to be issued at winter quarters but as there was
no press in operation there at that time the work remained in
manuscript at least one copy was made of the original manuscript
apparently for the use of those traveling west to the salt lake valley
that year 31

in addition to their value in making some money for a
missionary who traveled without purse or scrip orson pratts
almanacs were outlets for his mathematical skills by publishing
these almanacs he was also providing a product that americans of
his ttimeime demanded of course dozens of other almanacs were
available to his customers but orson was apparently trying to
provide a publication that could be both addressed to mormonscormons and
also used as a missionary tool if non mormonscormons read it in this sense
it was a hybrid for his first almanac orson pratt seems to have
borrowed from the contents and form of the many other almanacs
that were available to him in new york city it was not blind
copying however as he warned readers in his 1845 almanac
several of the eclipses as published in the comic almanac of turner
and fisher were incorrect 3212

his first almanac contained the standard items americans had
come to expect central to the volume was the calendar which told
of the times of the rising and setting of the sun and moon adjusted
according to certain geographical regions along the east coast of
the united states dates and places for both solar and lunar eclipses
for the year were also provided along with tidal tables the moons
place in the twelve signs ofthe zodiac was also given pratt included
in his calendar section birthdays and deathdaysdeathdays for selected secular
leaders and authors such as thomas jefferson queen victoria
william pitt alexander pope john milton william penn and
christopher columbus and similar information on religious
figures such as st george st bartholomew and st augustine he
also included dates of events of the american revolution such as
the battle of bunker hill and independence the fact that there
were no references to mormon people or events in the calendar
section might suggest how derivative this part of the almanac was
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in his fillers pratt included material from his brother
parley and from joseph smith as well as his own compositions
following a well established tradition of adding wisdom
literature to the almanacs orson wrote of the mormonmonnon creed
in which he spoke of man being the offspring of god and
declared that mans final destiny was to be like god hefurtherhe further
suggested that the present forms of political government seen by
nebuchadnezzar dan 2 were soon to be ended by the establish-
ment of the kingdom of god he also included a copy of the
american exiles memorial to congress as well as a copy of a

letter dated 11 may 1844 that he sent to the chairman of the united
states senate committee of the judiciary here he spoke as a
proud american citizen whose rights had been violated in persecu-
tion as well as a messenger of the final establishment of gods
kingdom on earth

As the master missionary he also included comparative
material for the reader to see the doctrines of christ beside the
doctrines of men concluding with the dialogue between

tradition reason and scriptsscriptusScrip tus which presented his case for the
truthfulness of mormonism finally in good almanac tradition the
last page contained ads for other LDS publications

in his second almanac orson clearly broke away from the
more secular model he seems to have followed the year before for
example with the exception of the fourth of july there are no other
religious or secular names or events in the calendar instead the
birthdays of the members of the quorum of the twelve apostles
and key dates in joseph smiths life appear in introducing the
names and characters of the twelve signs of the zodiac which

were simply identified in his 1845 work orson added in the 1846
almanac the comment which according to the vulgar and errone-
ous ideas of the ancients govern the different parts of the human
system 33

he continued adding essays on mormonmonnon doctrine including
a look at catholicism or to use his words popery and protes-
tantism in comparison with mormonism in an article entitled
review of the world he also added a note of humor in P P

pratt and the lawyer thus continuing a long tradition in which
almanac makers poked fun at lawyers 3414 the almanac also
contained essays on four kinds of salvation written by parley
P prattpratt3535 materiality which foreshadowedforeshadowerforeshadowed orsonsoarsons later
pamphlet the absurdiesAbsurdies of immaterialism and which was also
dependent upon earlier writing by parley and a prophetic essay
on mormonism as the foretold kingdom spoken of by daniel to
be established in the last days he concluded with A parable
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about a proposed wedding to which he attached an interpretation
here was a sample of the puzzle parables to be found in earlier
american almanacs 3616 again the last page contained advertise-
ments for LDS publications the unpublished almanac for 1849
contained only calendar sections apparently no filler material
was prepared

orson pratt adapted the almanac format to mormon mission-
ary work he also assumed a newtonian universe in which the
gravity of all celestial bodies exerted influence on all other
heavenly bodies a scientific position that was seen as pulling the
carpet out from under the central belief in the efficacy of astrol-
ogy 37 but the fact that orson included astrological information in
his almanacs suggests that his intended audience expected it to be
there 3831

between 1851 and 1866 william W phelps compiled
fofourteenurteenarteen known almanacs during the first few years they were
titled deseret almanac by 1859 they were simply titled almanac
but the title deseret almanac appeared again in 1865 the early
editions were the first almanacs published in the great basin and
thus for a few years phelps seems to have enjoyed a monopoly of
almanac making but he was struggling with other competitors
before the civil war phelpssphelphsPhelpss own personality is evident through-
out these publications they also provide us with a window into
early utah culture for phelps almanacs were primarily financial
ventures a key element in his yearly income for his customers
they provided the necessary items all americans had come to
expect from almanacs including the calendar weather and
astrological information key dates in history recipes and potions
and a variety of useful and practical information for people living
on the frontier

phelps was a newspaperman before his conversion to the
LDS church in 1831 3919 called early to assist with the publishing
activities of the church phelps contributed his newspaper skills to
the infant organization 4010 following his baptism he traveled to
independence missouri where he published the first LDS news
paper the evening and the morning star this work was the first
product of the early literary firm which was also to issue an
almanac as part of its work 441 As an author phelps continued to
contribute his poetry and prose to the mormonmonnon cause to the end of
hishislifeinl872lifeilfe in 1872 42

the deseret almanac for 1851 was phelpssphelphsPhelpss first effort he
borrowed most of the astronomical material from the nautical
almanac as he informed his readers and took a decidedly anti
astrological stance
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the signs usual in almanacs are omitted as matters ofancient fancy
which never had nor never will have a being or body as represented
by old almanac makers on earth or in heaven thus most of
the arbitrary characters as well as the signs and wonders are omitted
as useless 4341

this first almanac contained no advertising suggesting the
primitive commercial conditions of the early mormon settlement
the almanac gave readers a twenty one year chronology of the
history of the church phelps also included some LDS dates in the
calendar section but the bulk of the calendar section contained
proverbial material such as vanity and vice ride while wisdom
goes on foot or the religion of the world is like dust which falls
upon everything and remains till it is washed off by a refreshing
shower from heaven the sixteen page almanac ended with lists
of the current members of the churchschurche first presidency and the
quorum of the twelve apostles

phelpssphelphsPhelpss second and lengthiestlengthiest almanac forty eight pages
was prepared for 1852 he again began the work by criticizing
astrology specifically the idea that the stars can govern the
anatomy of mans body these ideas of some farmers and
women were obviously not to be relied on mainly because no one
could measure the distance to aries this almanac moved closer to
the traditional american almanac by providing recipes for such
things as whitewash scotch bread wedding cake and wine
poems tables for measuring corn and wheat lists of discoveries
and inventions in world history lists of church leaders territorial
officers officers of the nauvoo legion justices of the peace and
perhaps most importantly lists of operating post offices with
arrival and departure schedules for the mails the calendar section
contained dates important in mormonmonnon history but also included
dates from american history and several proverbs 44

the length of the 1852 volume allowed phelps to add a variety
of essays particularly short pieces on the moon planets and
climate as well as more down to earth topics such as education
rules for myself and even an antiastrologyantiastrology piece philosophy

of the heavens for the first time he included advertisements he
closed the volume by requesting information on the schools and
students who were attending throughout the territory and by asking
readers to submit recipes for the next years edition

the rest ofphelpssofphelpssphelphsPhelpss almanacs generally followed the pattern
he established in the first two although he broadened them in
several ways by adding material that went beyond mormon
history to united states and world history he encouraged a larger
worldworldviewworidviewview among his readers and in a certain sense provided a
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textbook of information phelps was very involved in early utah
education and he devoted increased space to advertisements
which gave him a better income and developed broader outlets for
his almanacs since businesses that advertised usually gave copies
away to their customers his later almanacs contained so many ads
that they provide a kind of business directory to early salt lake
city 45 he discontinued including proverbial material in his
calendar section with the 1855 volume and increased the medical
recipes in the later volumes

copies ofofphelpssphelpssphelphsPhelpss almanacs for 1851 55 and 1859 65 are
extant there is evidence he intended to publish a combined volume
for 1856 and 1857 46 and his almanac for 1860 refers to the volume
for 1858 47 there is also evidence he sent to press another volume
for 1866 and 1867 but no copies have been located 4841

As early as february 18511851 phelps was supplying the deseret
news with weather and astronomical information 4919 the editor of
the deseret news was willard richards who also published
phelpssphelphsPhelpss early almanacs phelps also took occasion in the early
issues of the deseret news to attack the astrology of the almanacs
although he changed his mind for a brief period 5010 in january 1857
the utah territorial legislature created the office of superinten-
dent of meteorological observations william phelps was the
first person appointed to this position no doubt in part because of
his reputation for astronomical knowledge as expressed in his
publications

phelpssphelphsPhelpss 1860 almanac caught the attention of richard
burton who summarized its contents in his the city odtheof the saints 5 I1

and also ofofjulesjulesjuies remy and julius brenchley in their A journey to
great salt lake citycity51 in this same almanac phelps included a
section entitled almanac and told his readers

the word ALMANAC is probably of arabic origin and meandameansameans a
daily calculation for the rising setting and position of the sun moon
planets stars constellations and phenomena of a year in advance
and anciently and modernlymodemly contains many other matters of motion
that may facilitate the business transactions of man

A person without an almanac is somewhat like a ship at sea
without a compass he never knows what to do nor when to do it

so mormon others sect and quaker
buy almanacs and pay the maker 53

enough has been said to suggest that as americans early
mormonscormons acquired and used almanacs for a variety of purposes
they did not have to depend on those issued by either orson pratt
or william W phelps for these mormon produced almanacs
essentially shared the same characteristics as most other american
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almanacs of course they were localized and mormonizedmonnonizedMormonized
but on their pages the modem student can gain some of the flavor
of a now gone era and particularly of the mental world of the
common man

almanacs were a form of street literature a category of
printed matter that has yet to be fully studied 54 along with
broadsidesbroadsides various tracts and pamphlets handbillshandbills proclama-
tions and chapbookschapbooks almanacs were formsofforms of communication
separate and apart from the upper levels of the philosophical
discourse of intellectuals here was a literary form that reached into
the lives of common people as it informed educated and enter
tainedbained

the modem student who peruses phelpssphelphsPhelpss almanacs can
imaginatively enter into the cultural world of early utah one can
glimpse for example the major medical concerns of an earlier
generation by reading of the potions recommended for their cure
articles on tanning hides curing diarrhea treating cuts and bruises
making candles preparing vegetable glue and preventing skippers
in hams suggestions on how to preserve various foods how to
soften water or stain wood how to remove ink stains or how to
feed fowls in such a manner that they will lay eggs during the winter
season can bring us closer to the daily lives and thoughts of our
ancestors all of these topics and they could be multiplied are
treated in phelpssphelphsPhelpss almanacs for 1863 and 1864

beyond the more secular dimensions of pioneer life were the
religious and cultural aspects these almanacs sought through
their emphasis on history to give their readers a sense of place and
time in both local and world history religious essays and counsel
brought order and comfort to their lives and the millennial expecta-
tions of both the soon to be established kingdom of god and the
anticipated destruction to be wrought by the american civil war
probably gave a sense of hope and expectation to their unsure lives
as frontier farmers 55 chronologies and calendars helped common
people place themselves on the timetable of earths history the
wise sayings helped them feel a part of the wisdom that was
considered ageless 5616 astrological items helped do the same by
relating those who believed in it to the larger cosmos 5717 mormon
symbolism with its heavy emphasis on celestial bodies moon sun
and stars and nature surely allowed many early members to feel
more at home with astrology

all these items gave the average person a sense of power as
it gave them a sense of identity because knowledge is power these
almanacs helped agrarian families feel that they could gain control
over the world they found themselves in and in the world of the
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farmerfanner weather information was especially important in the
ongoing battle with nature

in preindustrial societies the cycles of nature and the absence
of calendars and clocks turned the attention of all people to the
cycles of the heavens for establishing order in their lives astrology
was thus a means for turning the mystery of the universe into a
puzzle and of course puzzles are capable of solution As keith
thomas has suggested astrology was never an exact science but
it attracted men of intelligence because it offered a coherent system
of thought that helped people bring order and understanding to their
world astrology also offered a practical guide for people who
sought self knowledge horoscopes functioned in ways very
similar to psychoanalysis today 5818

almanacs then offer us another window into the world of
the past they were probably the most important and consistent
meeting ground of high and popular culture and thus are important
tools for the new social history that tries to recover the lives and
thoughts of average people almanacs invite us as they did our
ancestors to more fully see and understand the world around us 59

almanacs were mirrors of as much as they were windows to early
mormonscormonsMormons they still are for students of mormonmonnon history
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2this2vthlsathis passage has been deleted from all the published versionsversions of lucy mack smiths history

but it can be found inin the preliminary manuscript 77 library archives historical department the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

almanacs are absent from the inventories that exist either of libraries inin palmyramanchesterPalmyra Manchester
or of mormon collections or printing establishments during joseph smiths lifetime this inin spite of the
clear indications that such publications were commonly used of course more work needs to be done on
the reading habits and book ownership of early mormonscormonsMormons but so far almanacs do not show up on currently
available lists an important guide to early mormon publications including almanacs isis chad J flake
ed A mormon bibliography 1830 1930 salt lake city university of utah press 1978

these numbers are based on surviving copies as inventoriedinventoriesinventoried inin milton drakealmanacsdrake almanacs odtheoftheof the
united states drakes inventory isis arranged chronologically by state and year

As J R dolan shows peddlers carried almanacs as part of their wares into the nooks and
comers ofearlyofearly america the yankeeyankeepeddlerspeddlers ofearlyamericaof eartyearly america new york clarksonclarksonnClark sonNN potter 1964
the role of the local printers office isis described inin milton W hamilton the country printer new
york state 178518301785 1830 2dad ed port washington NYN Y ira J friedman 1964 many local printers had
a reading room at their printshopprmtshopprintprmtshop where customers could examine the latest products of the press
including almanacs thus the local printing office was often the cultural center of the community inin
addition to its function as a bookshop see hamilton country printer 788278 82 247 an extended study
of the role of almanacs inin the early years of the new nation isis jon stanley werrick for education and
entertainment almanacs inin the early american republic 178318151783 1815 phd diss claremont
graduate school 1974 for a brief study focusing on the pre civil war era see F G woodward an
early tennessee almanac and its maker hills almanac 182518621825 1862 tennessee folkloreFoleloiekloieetoie society
bulletin 18 march 1952 9149 14

the evening and the morning starstaistalstul the first newspaper issued by the church cited material
from an almanac by fisher ames see vol I11 december 183211832 6716 717 the nauvoo neighbor
cited information about preserving potatoes from the americanamencan agriculturalistsagi icultui alisesalists almanac vol 1

27 december 184311843 the prophet mentions a phrenological almanac vol I11 1 I1 june 184411844 and a
nautical almanac vol I11 15 june 1844 the comments of parley P pratt inin his 1837 voice offarning
suggest even more the predictions of the prophets can be clearly understood as much so as the
almanac 13

2farafarfar west record 30 april 1832 MSNIS LDS church archives more conveniently found inin
donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook eds faifarfal westrecoidWestRwesrwest recordecoid minutes oftheodtheof the churchchunh ofjesusof jesusfesusyesus christ
of latter day saints 183018441830 1844 salt lake city deseret book co 1983 46 times and seasons 3

15 november 1841 599 peter crawley called this last item to my attention no doubt almanacs were
available to mormonscormons inin the whitney store inin kirtland ohio and inin the windsor lyon drugstore inin
nauvoo illinois

26 A copy oftheantiof the antiantl mormon almanac for 1842 isis inin the LDS church archives john E pages
reply was slander refuted probably published late inin 1841 inm philadelphia the times and seasons 2

16 august 1841 51314513 14 took note of the appearance of the antlanti mormon almanac in 1855 the
chicago titribunechuneihune with heavy satire accused mormonscormons of using almanacs to find texts for their sermons
see the mormonmolmoivol mon new york city I11 15 december 1855 this item was called to my attention by craig

foster to emphasize joseph smiths great accomplishments martin harrishams said inin 1870 joseph smith
could not print a almanac inin his day but he did it all cited inin a letter ofjohnof john macneil 18 november 1870
inin frederick stewart buchanan ed A good time coming mormon betteisletteisletters to scotland satsaitsaltsal lake city
university of utah press 1988 104

27 donald M scott print and the public lecture system 1840601840 60 min printingpunting and society inin
earlyeailyamencaamerica ed william L joyce david D hall richard D brown and john B hench worcester
mass american antiquarian society 1983 292911

2prophetpi ophetophee 22 june 1844 this was the second publication by the man who became one oftheodtheof the most
prolific writers inin early mormonism for a study of these publishing activities see david J whittaker
orson pratt prolific pamphleteer dialogue 15 autumn 1982 2742 A book length study of orson

pratts life isis breck england the life and thought oforsonof otsonoison piattpratt salt lake city university of utah
press 1985

weir yotyoiyorkk messengerMessen feigeifel 2299 august 1845 in a letter to reuben hedlockbedlockHed lock dated 20 august 1845
pratt said that the 1846 almanac was printed inin an edition of five thousand copies see new yoiyolyorkk
messengerMessen geigel 30 august 1845 67

bidibid 18 october 1845

the two copies of the five page legal sizesize manuscript one inin orson pratts handwriting and
the other inin the hand of thomas bullock are inin the LDS church archives the text includes notes to the
printer showing that pratt intended publication see also journal history I11 january 1849 3 there isis
evidence that orson intended to publish another almanac for british latter day saints inin the 1850s

32popheticpiopheticepheticophetic almanacforalmanac forpor 1845 new york published at the prophet office 1844 2

prophetic almanacforalmanac norfoiforpoipot 1846 new york published at the new yoiyorkk messengervessenMessengei office 1845
2 he did add to his almanac information relating the parts of the body to the respective sign inin the zodiac

he included the same caution inin his unpublished almanac for 1849
see sidwell colonial american almanacs 62 63 84 89 90
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it had appeared in the millennial star 2 june 1841 21 22
see sidwell colonial american almanacs 145 214 215
see the short summary in thomas S kuhn the copernican revolution planetary astronomy

in the development of western thought cambridge harvard university press 1957 94 260ff
the same was true for colonial american almanacs even though many of the almanac makers

did not approve of astrology they learned that their volumes would not sell ifsuchifsichif such material were deleted
for example when john holt refused to put astrological items in his new york almanac for 1767 people
refused to buy it so he put them back in the next year see wechsler common people xv

for biographical information on phelps see walter dean bowen the versatile W W
phelps mormonmonnon writer educator and pioneer masters thesis brigham young university 1958

in section 55 of the doctrine and covenants phelps is called to assist oliver cowdery in the
work of printing and to specifically help in selecting and writing books for schools in the church this

was the beginning ofhisochisofhis writing and publishing career in the early church As late as october 1864 phelps
was asking brigham young to help him to fulfill this early revelation by obtaining a general conference
vote for him to proceed with further publishing for the church see his letter to young 8 october 1864
MS brigham young collection LDS church archives

41thethe best summary of the history and work of the literary firm is in lyndon W cook joseph
smith and the law ofconsecrationof consecration provo grandin 1985 435543 55 phelps seems to have been a member
of the firm from its inception in november 18311831

41thisthis included acting as scribe and ghostwriterghostwriter for joseph smith for example phelps authored
smiths views odtheoftheof the powers andpolicyand policy odtheoftheof the government odtheoftheof therhe unitedstatesunited StatesstateslstateselstarStat eslesi 8441844 see phelpssphelphsPhelp ss letter
to brigham young 6 august 1863 MS brigham young collection LDS church archives

41 deseret almanacforalmanac porforpot the year ofourolourof our lord 1851 salt lake city W richards 1851 232 3

4deseretalmanacfordeseret almanacfortheAlmanac porthefortherhethe year ofourlordof our lord 1852 salt lake city W richards 1852 the last
dated item in the almanac is december 18511851 it would appear that the work was issued early in 1852

41 phelps41phelps later complained to brigham young that william S godbe was giving other almanacs
away at his store and that this competed with his own sales see his letter to young 19 october 1865 see
also his earlier comments in another letter to young 9 september 1856 the 1856 almanac was printed
for godbe in new york city by the graefenberggraffenbergGraefenberg company A copy is in the LDS church archives both
phelps letters are in brigham young collection LDS church archives president brigham young him-
self ordered almanacs from england segseesee the 27 april 1854 notation in european mission publication
accounts journal vol 8 MS 687 LDS church archives the almanacs requested were the 1854
hannays Almanack and the 1855 nautical almanac in 1853 mormon missionaries in india supplied
their printers in calcutta with a list of the names and stations of the elders throughout india they intend
inserting them in a almanac for the coming year A milton musser journal 2 august 1853 voivolavolvol33 15

LDS church archives
letter of phelps to brigham young 9 september 1856 MS young collection LDS church

archives
see almanacjoralmanac torforJor the year 1860 salt lake city J mcknight 1860 29 given the material

presented in n 50 below the 1858 almanac ought to have the greatest emphasis on astrology of all of the
phelps almanacs

phelps in a letter of 29 march 1866 to brigham young said that he was going to combine 1866
and 1867 into one volume in another letter dated 27 october 1866 he informed his leader that the volume
was at press MSS of both letters are in the brigham young collection LDS church archives

deseretdeseretnewsnews 8 february 1851 202
51 deseretnewsDeseret news 8 march 1851 21920219 20

again doctor I1 solicit a space in your columns to say a few words upon the weather
which is so wonderfully foretold by the almanac maker or the printers devil in
many almanacs for the vexing consolation of farmers travellerstravellers and some visiting

women
in addiadditiontion to this kind of soothsaying a large majority of mankind actually

believe that the moon holds an immense sway at her changes over the weather andthisandthiland this
serves to strengthen the almanac makers or the printers devils faith or cunning or
calculations in foretelling the hidden treasures of the weather

I1 have witnessed more that six hundred changes of the moon in fifty years during
which time not less that ten thousand changes of weather have happened by night and
by day among which were snow in summer and thunder showers in winter and yet
before and after all when true philosophy which is truth was consulted I1 never found
a man of this world that knew what a day would bring forth a year a month or a week
ahead unless revealed by the spirit of prophecy

phelps of course was not a farmer and by 1857 changed his mind about astrology after a discussion with
brigham young after president young told him that he believed astrology was true phelps wrote to
young 1I believe I1 did wrong in saying I1 did not know what astrology was so I1 will now say astrology
is one of the sciences belonging to the holy priesthood perverted by vain man see wilford woodruff
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journal 28 june 1857 MS LDS church archives and letter of phelps to brigham young 29 june
1857 MS brigham young collection LDS church archives by 1861 brigham young had changed
his mind suggesting that it would not do to favor astrology see brigham young office journal
30 december 18618611 MS LDS church archives regardless of these fluctuations it seems apparent that
the average mormon farmer probably took seriously the astrological content of almanacs brigham
young remembered an attempt to estabbestabestablishlish astrology inin nauvoo see his office journal under the date
cited above and thomas job wanted to establish a school for astrology inin saltsaftsaitsahh lake city see letter of
william clayton to brigham young 30 october 1865 MS young collection LDS church archives
the first known action of a church court against using magic and telling fortunes resulted inin a
disfellowshipmentdisfellowshipment but those involved wrote from england to nauvoo seeking to know if they had done
the right thing see letter of george A smith to don carlos smithsinith 29 march 18418411 inin times andseasonsand seasons
2 1 june 1841 434 see also wilford woodruffswoodruffe journal 28 march 1841 compare a later case inin
nauvoo high council minutes 25 march 1843 MS LDS church archives the fact that members of
the church were open to astrology should not surprise us they were also influenced by other cultural
movements of the time particularly spiritualism and phrenology for an overview see davis bitton
mormonismsMormoni sms encounter with spiritualism journaljouinalofmoimonhistoiyqfmormon history I11 1974 395039 50 and gary L

bunker and davis bitton phrenology amongamongthethe mormonscormonsMormons dialogue 9 spring 1974 43643 6611 seeseealsoalsoaiso
the editorials astrology and magic millennial stalstaistar 10 15 february 1848 505250 52 and astrology and
the great tribulation deseldeseietedeseretDesei etEerefredieningeveningeieningEi eningenins newsneunemveu s 24 may 1879 2

518611861 reprint new york A A knopf 1963 27980279 80
222volskvolsvolsvois london W jeffs 1861 21852 21858618586185 86

almanacfoialmanac foifol rhethetheyeaiyearyeap 1860 32
A useful introduction isis leslie shepard the history ofofstieetofstreetofStiestreerStreetet literature newton england

david and charles 1973 see also david B hall the world of print and collective mentality inin
seventeenth century new england inin john higham and paul K conklin 4 eds new directions in
amencanamerican intellectual history baltimore johns hopkins university press 1979 16680166 80

orson pratts almanacs stressed the coming establishment of the kingdom ofgodof god spoken of by
daniel william phelpssphelphsPhelpss almanacs reprinted a number of times the civil war prophecy dacd&c 87 inin the
1860s and at least privately he spoke inin very strong millennial terms as to the fate of the nation phelps
wrote and sent to brigham young several hymns that make his own thoughts clear on this matter copies
are inin the young collection LDS church archives in his almanacforalmanac foiforfolpor the yearyeaiyeal 1861 phelps included
his own translations of verses from daniel 4 and 12

on this aspect of the early american almanacs see richard M Gurngummeremere the classical
element inin early new england almanacs haryardharvardhaihal ai d library bulletin 9 spring 1955 18196181 96

A valuable look at another early mormon who was a contemporary of both pratt and phelps and
who also involved himself with astrology and alchemy isis james B alienallenailen titrialsbalslals of Discipleshipdisc ipleshipidleship A life

ofoffilliamWilliam clayton urbana university of illinois press 1986 seeseechapseechanchap 12 the esoteric tendency
which addresses some of the same themes we are treating here see also D michael quinn earlyeailyeally
mormonismmoimol monismmanism and the magicmalcmasic wolwoiworldid view salt lake city signature 1987

thomas religion and the decline of magicmaicmalcmasicbaic 330 As lewis mumford has suggested the
invention of the mechanical clock meant that eternity would cease to serve as the measure and focus of
human events clocks weakened gods supremacy because they superseded natures authority technics
andaiidciilizationcivilization new york harcourt brace and co 1934 14 16 this was called to my attention by
neil postman amusing ourselves to death public discoursediscouiseinin the ageae ofshomof shop business new york
viking 1985 111211 12

it should be stressed that folk culture isis not just a thing of the past it isis still a real part of our
world A recent compilation offolkof folkfoik sayings inin utah reminds us how pervasive folk culture and astrology
still are especially inin agrarian settings in contemporary utah see anthon S cannon et al popularPopulaipuiai beliefs
andandsupeisuperstitionsfistitionsfi om utah salt lake city university of utah press 198519851 see the index for references
to moon see also wayland hand magic and supernaturalism inin utah folklore dialoguedao 16 winter
1983 516451 64



ritual rising

for grandmother

some sound in the house
wakes you the clocks face
taunts too late again too late

five minutes to sit up

you work knees to the edge
legs slant off excruciating
angle elbow as lever
you inch upward
pain flaming along nerves

three minutes to rest

everything fastens in front adapted
for frozen joints nightgown underclothes
dress A carved mahogany arm
reaches where you cant

twenty minutes to get them on
three to fold the gown under your pillow

grasping the forearm of the wheelchair
you rock forward back
three times lunge balance turn
let yourself fall backward into fire

your daughters voice comes offering
help the clock chimes its impassive eight
the heave of your breath
knifes at your spine

dixie partridge

dixie partridge is a poet living in richland washington



book reviews

editors introduction

paul H peterson

juanita brooks died on 26 august 1989 in st george utah
at ninety one years of age I1 first heard of her during my student
days at brigham young university when dr eugene campbell in
a utah history class described her book the mountain meadows
massacre as having heralded a new age of mormon historiog-
raphy at the time this comment meant little to me but when
dr campbell said that juanita would on occasion become so
immersed in writing that she forgot to eat I1 was impressed at that
period in my life writing was an onerous burden and to an extent
will always be such and I1 remember wondering how anyone could
become so absorbed with writing as to lose track of mealtime

A few weeks later I1 had the privilege ofmeeting juanita at the
church historians office it was in the old days when there were
just two rectangular tables available for scholars on the third floor
of the church administration building on south temple street
the close quarters brought a kind of intimacy amongresearchersamong researchers
and made it possible for a novice like myself to work at the same
table with a noted historian like juanita brooks As I1 recall I1
initiated the single exchange I1 had with her I1 said I1 was writing a
thesis on the historical development of the word of wisdom in a
firm but polite manner she responded well young man I1 think
you ought to tell it like it was

juanita brooks ofcourse was noted for telling it like it was
even when the telling dealt with sensitive events such as mountain
meadows or controversial people such as john D lee but neither
candor nor grit alone would have carried her so far along the path
that in retrospect she seemed destined to follow her insatiable
curiosity and determination were complemented by an uncanny
ability to locate primary documents she was a fine stylist who
wrote with clarity grace and sympathy although she enjoyed

paul H peterson is an assistant professor of church history at brigham young university and the book
review editor for BYU studies
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meaningful friendships with scholars of a naturalistic bent she
diverged sharply whenever their assessments tended to ignore or
deny the divine indeed her faithfulness was as remarkable as her
feistinessfoistinessfeistiness and while her scholarly achievements are obvious they
are no more notable than her domestic accomplishments she was
a devoted wife and mother who lived a life that can only be
described as highly principled and morally upright in short
juanita brooks had impressive credentials both as a historian and
as a human being credentials that were bound to be noted by some
aspiring biographer

levi S peterson a professor of english at weber state
college first became interested in juanita brooks in 1973 and
began writing her biography in 1985 it would seem that peterson
who had won awards for his novels and short stories successfully
made the sometimes tricky transition from novelist to biographer
juanita brooks mormon woman historian received the david W
and beatrice C evans award for biography in 1987 the mormon
history association best book award in 1988 and a special
citation from the association for mormon letters in 1989

BYU studies is committed not only to reviewing all important
works that deal with the mormon experience but to giving special
attention to works of unusual significance in keeping with this
policy we invited three scholars to write review essays on juanita
brooks newell G bringhurst a professor of history at the college
of the sequoias is currently compiling materials for a projected
biography of fawn M brodie maureen ursenbach beecher a
research associate professor in the joseph fielding smith institute
for church history at brigham young university is completing a
biography of eliza R snow louis C midgley is a professor of
political science at brigham young university and a critic of what
some have called the new mormon history
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LEVI S PETERSON juanita brooks mormon woman
historian salt lake city university of utah press 1988 xiv
505 ppap bibliography and index 199519.951995

reviewed by newell G bringhurst professorofprofessor ofhistory at college of the sequoias
visalia Calicailcaliforniafomia

it should be noted at the outset that levi S petersons juanita
brooks mormon woman historian has both its strengths and
weaknesses on the positive side it is clear that peterson a
professor of english at weber state college has produced an
important work that for several reasons commands the attention of
both scholars and interested students of mormon studies juanita
brooks herself is noteworthy in that she was one of the most
important historians to come out of the utah mormon tradition
extremely prolific she was the author of twelve books and several
dozen articles and essays and editor of four major diaries her
seminal and perhaps most important work the mountain mead-
ows massacre has gone through eight paintingsprintingsprintings sold some sixteen
thousand copies and is still in print Brookssbrookss role as a historian was
further enhanced by the fact that over a period of several years she
collected copied and preserved dozens of early mormon pioneer
diaries that would have otherwise been lost or destroyed

in addition to the importance of its subject petersons biog-
raphy is valuable because in recounting juanita brookss life and
activities the author has provided a generous slice of twentieth
century latter day saint history a relatively neglected topic
among mormon studies A third contribution is the works focus on
the so called dixie region of mormon settlement southwestern
utah and adjacent nevada communities as the setting for much of
the action involving brooks this should serve to remind us anew
that certain crucial developments affecting mormonism occurred
in regions away from the wasatch front

A fourth outstanding contribution of this biography is that it
conveys with understanding and empathy a keen sense of
brookss personality and of what it must have been like to be a
woman in mormon country during the period from the early to late
twentieth century this is no small feat for a male writer with the
courage or audacity to undertake a biography of a female subject
in probing brookss overall personality peterson presents her
as direct and uncomplicated x but at the same time as an
individual who constantly desired challenge and creative
expression 114 and who was willing to stand up for what she
believed despite the controversy or unpopularity of the cause
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peterson portrays juanitas childhood in bunkervilleBunkerville nevada with
particular vividness for example he notes that until she was well
into her teens she wore in the summertime only a loose shift and
panties sewn from flour sacks 10 also well presented are the
varied triumphs as well as tragedies that marked juanitas eventful
life including the early death ofher first husband ernest pulsipher
shortly after the birth of their first child there is also a keen feeling
of the complex sometimes ambivalent but generally loving and
mutually supportive relationship that existed between juanita and
her second husband will brooks throughout the thirty seven
years they were together

peterson is also careful to take note of what brooks herself
considered the proper role of women she was no advocate of
womens liberation despite her own difficult yet successful effort
at balancing her role as a homemaker and mother to eight children
with her prolific research and writing activities on one occasion
she emphatically declared marriage to be the primary role of
women urging women to support their husbands in every way
and to share your childrens interests and encourage them 303
however she was not absolute on this point for on another
occasion she emphasized the need for professional achieve-
ment outside of the home 309

A fifth outstanding contribution of petersons biography is its
vivid detailed portrayal of brookss complex and changing
relationship to the church in particular her role as a mormon
dissenter who remained faithful but who advocated change and
reform from within hers was a faith frequently tested by curiosity
adversity and sometimes moral outrage at what she considered
improper behavior and actions of particular church members
including certain leaders As a teenager she was a sunday school
dissenter regarded by some townspeople as vergingmerging on apos-
tasy 32 after the slow painful death of her first husband
juanitas faith in the words of peterson would remain perma-
nently sobered if she had not abandoned her belief in god she
at least had lost her confidence in his servants 57 brooks vigor-
ously disagreed with the churchschurche support for the prosecution of
fundamentalist polygamous mormonscormonsMormons its policy of denying

the priesthood to blacks and its general indifference to historic
preservation in the wake of the destruction of the coalvilleCoalville
tabernacle she proclaimed that my own faith in our present
church leaders is almost shattered 368 in a larger sense

brookss intense dislike ofbrighamofbrigham young strongly influenced her
whole orientation as a historian and writer of mormon history a
point most persuasively argued by peterson in the words of the
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author the foremost issue between juanita and ahethethe church at
large was the reputation of brigham young she in fact held a
lifelong grudge against him for having sent her ancestors in an
impoverished exile on the ragged edge of the mormon empire
246

brookss role as a mormon dissenter also involved her
interaction with other like minded individuals these associations
are carefully chronicled by peterson who asserts that she became
the nexus of an extensive mormon underground 5 during the
course ofher life brooks interacted with a wide variety of mormon
dissenters beginning with brigham young university psychology
professor wilford poulson whom she met while a student during
the 1920s during the 1930s and 1940s she became acquainted and
developed close relationships with such notable dissenters as nels
anderson dale L morgan charles kelley maurine whipple and
fawn M brodie particularly significant was her relationship with
morgan a noted writer historian in his own right indeed through-
out the 1940s and 1950s morgan was particularly helpful to
brooks assuming a role as chief critic mentor to the fledgling
writer still later during the 1960s after moving from st george
to salt lake brooks involved herself with two dissenting mormon
groups the swearing elders and the mormon forum notable
individuals involved with one or the other of these groups included
sterling mcmurrin william mulder angus woodbury judge
alienallenailen crockett and brigham madsen according to peterson
brooks clearly sensed her citizenship in an underground commu-
nity of dissenting mormonscormonsMormons 266

despite her dissent brooks remained steadfast in her latter
day saint faith indeed one cannot help but be impressed by
petersons clear and vivid presentation of her deep and continuing
spirituality this was clearly evident in a revealing exchange
that took place between brooks and morgan in the wake of the
publication of fawn M brodies no man knows my history
brooks took strong exception to brodies basic thesis that joseph
smith was a conscious fraud and imposter proclaiming to
morgan that for a fraud he inspired loyalties too deep in too many
certainly he had SOMETHING men catching their spark from him
were willing to sacrifice too much to further his cause she then
cited her own spiritual experiences as reasons for believing in
joseph smiths spiritual experiences declaring 1I believe that it is
possible for human beings to tap the great source of all good to
contact god direct if you will 170 on a later occasion she told
another dissenter somehow I1 have always felt that a basic faith in
god gives depth and direction to life adding that 1I also think
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that the basic teachings of jesus christ are worth trying to live and
the weekly pledge that I1 will try to keep his commandments that I1
may have his spirit to be with me is one that I1 am glad to make
291291 on still another occasion she admitted to her eldest son in

the wake of his own disaffection from the church that she herself
had her reservations about certain mormon doctrine and ritual
but went on to say that despite such imperfections it was important
to discern the valid from the invalid dont throw out the child

with the bath in other words seeing the dirty water that does get
into the tub dont forget the living vital truth that is also there save
it cherish it and drain off all the unclean that you can 343

also a part of brookss basic spirituality was a sense of
ecumenicalism this is reflected in petersons description of her
impressions of several catholic churches she saw while visiting
santa fe new mexico she noted in every one I1 had a deep sense
of reverence the feeling that these people are as sincere as we
trying to reach the same great SOURCE but using different methods
and symbols 314 and when her son ernest pulsipher became
seriously attached to a woman who was not a mormon who
indeed was a catholic brooks remarked all roads may lead to
god if the person involved tries to find one adding youre a
great couple in my book 402 in summary petersons sensitive
discussion ofbrookss basic spirituality combined with hihiss overall
presentation of the various other facets of her life make this
biography significant

despite its strengths the book has some notable short-
comings that detract from its overall quality most serious is an
apparent shortcoming in the basic structure and organization
this involves the authors use of an extreme chronological frame-
work in which he is apparently trying to present all the many and
varied activities of brooks in the exact order in which they
occurred thus the account tends to read as if it were a day by day
journal or diary that all too frequently intermixes the seemingly
insignificant and indeed at times the trite with those events that
were notable and crucial this technique works well when the
narrative is concerned with certain dramatic events such as the
controversy involving a test of wills between brooks and latter
day saint leaders over the status of john D lee specifically
whether or not to publicize the churchechurchs 1961 decision to restore
lee posthumously to full fellowship but such dramatic events are
few and far between and not enough to make this form of organi-
zation effective throughout the course of the entire biography
instead petersons detailed hodgepodge narrative seems to
preclude or get in the way of any systematic effort at critical
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analysis As a result the individual chapters are not clearly focused
and indeed the biography as a whole lacks a clear theme or
overarching interpretive focus

there are other stylistic problems peterson is too didactic in
his basic presentation that is he assumes the awkward role of
direct critic thus the author critiques brookss varied works
venturing his own opinions as to which ones are good bad or
indifferent such an approach would be appropriate in a work of
literary criticism but it seems out of place and at times heavy-
handed in a work that purports to be the definitive biography of the
subject in question for example peterson boldly proclaims that
the history of the jews in utah and idaho was indeed juanitas

worst book going on to note that in it she offered a welter of
trivial facts failed to characterize the jews methodically was
careless with transitions and concludes that her style was
pedestrian and repetitious and failed utterly of verve and
elegance 386 if such an evaluation had come from someone
other than peterson himself and had been quoted or paraphrased by
him it would have been a most effective means of presenting the
authors own feelings concerning this book but coming from
peterson himself its effectiveness is severely diminished and
instead the authors comments come across as inappropriate and at
times hypercritical

A third major stylistic problem is petersons tendency to be
overly pedantic this is evident when he describes in excessiveexcessive
detail the contents and basic story line in the various works
authored by brooks particularly disconcerting and indeed repetirepati
tive are the detailed descriptions of those books that brooks wrote
about various members of her own family her grandfather dudley
leavitt her husband will brooks and especially her own
autobiography quicksand and cactus peterson draws on this
work in reconstructing the events of brookss early life then
midway through the book details many of these same events in
describing brookss initial efforts to write her autobiography
during the 1940s and then toward the end of the biography relates
some of the same events a third time in illustrating how they
make their way into the final draft of quicksand and cactus as
written by brooks during the late 1970s petersons pedantic
tendencies are also evident in his speculative statements about what
might have happened in specific situations for which historical
documentation is minimal or completely lacking his tendency to
always start off such speculative statements with one imagines
and then conjecture what might have happened is also disturbing at
times for example in describing a dutch oven cookout hosted by
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juanita and will brooks on the sugar loaf for leroy and ann
hafen peterson speculates one imagines hot biscuits and fried
chicken a moon in a balmy sky and the twinkling lights of the town
below 126

besides such stylistic problems petersons biography leaves
unanswered a number of questions concerning certain crucial
aspects of brookss life for example one wonders about the
precise nature and implications of brookss apparently less than
ideal relationship with her eldest son ernest pulsipher while the
author emphasizes the close loving relationship that brooks main-
tained with her other children including her stepchildren from will
brookss first marriage he is rather vague in discussing what was
apparently a somewhat more distant relationship between juanita
and ernest indeed at two different periods while ernest was
growing up he did not even live with his mother peterson does not
concern himself with the varied implications of this situation that
is how it affected brooks in her attitudes and behavior as a mother
and writer

peterson also arouses without satisfying curiosity con-
cerning juanita brookss precise attitudes toward sex and her own
basic sexuality on the one hand her position would seem clear
especially in light of her candid statement made shortly after her
marriage to will brooks 1I think that of all things in the world sex
gratification is the least satisfying it leaves not even a memory that
is pleasant in fact it cant be enjoyed in anticipation or retrospect
at all for a few seconds there is a type of excitement and that is all

its not even especially pleasant 91 petersons discussion of
these negative feelings is somewhat confusing inllyliy light of the fact
that she and will went on to have four children within the short
space of just five years indeed so many children in such a short
period of time caused concern among the older children with one
son remarking now look here mom the town is starting to talk
about when you and dad are going to stop having kids it is
becoming almost a scandal we hear whispers everywhere we go

112
A third question relative to juanita brookss behavior con-

cerns her basic political attitudes what factor or factors made her
a strong lifelong democrat peterson does not provide any expla-
nation

finally one is left wondering why juanita brooks had such a
deep sense of personal inferiority peterson takes note of this time
and again throughout his narrative noting that she not only felt
inadequate about her personal appearance but also and more
importantly about her abilities as a historian writer this is a
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perplexing issue especially in light of her significant and varied
successes as an author historian a wife mother an involved citizen
of the community and a committed member of her church her
physical appearance moreover while admittedly somewhat plain
was certainly not unattractive indeed she projected a certain
dignified presence particularly during her later years peterson
himself offers little explanation on this point

despite its varied problems however juanita brooks
mormon woman historian is one of the most important works yet
written dealing with twentieth century developments affecting
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints while a notable
achievement in and of itself the book is as much if not more a
tribute to its subject the late juanita brooks who has with good
reason been characterized the dean of utah historians 411 As
such it is essential reading for all students of twentieth century
mormonmonnon studies

LEVI S PETERSON juanita brooks mormon woman
historian salt lake city university of utah press 1988 xiv
505 ppap bibliography and index 199519.951995

reviewed by maureen U beecher research associate professor in the joseph
fielding smith institute for church history at brigham young university

1I couldnt lay the book down is usually said of a dorothy
sayers mystery or a john lecarrelecarr6decarre novel but levi petersons recent
biography juanita brooks mormon woman historian held me in
just such a grip it may be that having known juanita having read
most of her books having traveled around dixie with her and
having lived in her U street house guaranteed my enthusiasm for
her story but I1 have struggled through competent biographies of
other people I1 have known and respected and been left with no more
memory than the flavor of blancmange petersons book in con-
trast tasted good from first to last and left me hungering for more
it is in thoreausThoreaus model a simple and sincere account of one
persons life differing from thoreausThoreaus ideal only in that it was not
juanita herself who wrote it

one might accurately label this one damn thing after
another biography a narration that follows detail after chrono-
logical detail yet it works the composite effect of 423 pages of
juanita brookss life told in the gentle controlled prose of a master
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stylist is awesome day by well filled day peterson recreates for
us the life of this many faceted woman the details building one
upon another the common and the uncommon mingling in a
tapestry of rich but well aged colors

petersons sources those he found and those he created are
a biographers dream a full file of incoming and outgoing letters
diaries of his subject and her husband and interviews with imme-
diate family members friends and professional associates still
living juanitas own attempt at an autobiography published in
1982 as quicksand and cactus had made available some of her
most colorful stories though for the most part peterson resisted the
temptation to repeat the twice told tales brookss own letters with
all the immediacy and intimacy of the form are the mother lode
from which peterson drew his best insights and his quotations from
her and in reply from her correspondents are moments of pure
gold the letters to and from dale morgan for example are
illuminating not only of their relationship but of the issues in the
air at each stage of juanitas career the shifting vogue among
publishers the highs and lows of church and popular acceptance
each new discovery on a given project and her own insecurity as
a lamb among the wolves of the academy these peterson has well
illustrated from that correspondence

seldom have subject and author been so well paired as here
levi petersons love affair with juanita brooks is a tender one
enhanced by their sharedexperienceshared expedienceexperience both were bomborn latter day
saints on the ragged edge of civilized mormondom both were
educated beyond the expectations of their community both felt the
disapproval of the group for their maverick ways straying as they
did into realms of mind beyond the borders of orthodoxy but both
were undergirdedundergirderundergirded in their wanderings by a persistent core of faith
that supported them their mormon past nurtured them sustained
them and exemplified for them the value of life on the frontier
geographical or spiritual it was right that levi should become
juanitas biographer he has by his own avowal long been her
brother

As she has unknowingly been sister to many others uncon-
sciouslyscious ly juanita brooks was a model to the generation of bright and
questing women who followed her she did it all family
church career without ever losing the perspective of any of it
when claudia bushman asked her to address the budding feminists
of the 1970s for dialogue she replied in the only way she could
by telling stories from her own life she didnt know the issues nor
would it have made a difference had she been afflicted with the
11 raised consciousness of the next generation and levi in writing
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her life reflects her innocence he too seems unaffected by the
womens movement that swirls around us all but he acknowledges
the individual woman for her achievement and that as the kids
would say is where its at

there is no doubting the importance ofofjuanitajuanita brooks to utah
and mormon history george ellsworth once crowned her the
queen of utah historians her 1950 mountain meadows
massacre answering with rigorous accuracy and human compas-
sion the questions long buried beneath the surface of mormon
shame set new standards for mormon scholars As dale morgan
predicted it would the book served to shape even as it now
expresses the social force that will bring about a new course in
mormon historiography though she found among the angry
young mormon writers of the 1940s camaraderie in her demand for
objectivity unlike them brooks maintained a fierce loyalty to the
church and the people who birthed and nurtured her in that she
became a model for a new generation ofmormonmonnon intellectuals firm
in the faith and determined to discover a real and accessible past

juanita was an original a lone cowpoke riding the edge of the
herd whistling her own tune that the herd listened and moved
accordingly is witnessed by the burst of mormon studies since
mountain meadows massacre and its contemporaries that have
adhered to and surpassed their standard of historical integrity
without the association that links todays mormon scholars in the
sharing of methods insights and documents brooks scoured the
southwest for source materials locked in family trunks and
challenged the guardians at the gate of the churchschurche collections for
those papers she knew were there petersons image of the small
framed woman sitting obdurately outside the office of some
church leader remains after the details of the confrontation are
blurred

petersons creationrecreationre of the professional life of a determined
and ambitious woman is complete and convincing if I1 could wish
one widening of the dimension in which he depicted juanita it
would be a clearer revelation of the feminine aspects of her nature
peterson is careful to point out that the pinnacle of her value
structure was her wife and motherhood but her own record and
his subsequent sources did not reveal in sufficient or consistent
detail those moments when the feminine asserts its supremacy
the female rituals of life and living how did she respond to the
birthing of her babies and the fears and the joys of their every new
learningleaming to the quiet conversations with her daughter her mother
her sisters in spirit to her successes and failures in the daytoday to day
workings of her household or the neighborhood or the relief
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society to those moments of intimate communion with the
spirit for those lacunae I1 cannot fault levi I1 myself asked
juanita about such things and received little of substance in reply
in the things that mattered most juanita was a very private person
its possible that even her children could not have described those
hidden parts of her life

the book and juanita brookss life raise for our time and
place the imponderable question once posed by virginia woolf
what if shakespearesShakespeares sister had had his genius peterson touches
on the issue when he subtitles the book mormon woman
historian what if juanita brooks had been a man certainly we
would then have lost some of the most delicious moments of her
story for would a man feel he had to disguise his scholarship by
tossing a cloth over the typewriter and plugging in the iron when
visitors arrived would a man have had to write at midnight and
been so engrossed as to have forgotten the baby asleep outside or
would he have habitually taken the midnight bus home from a
research junket in order to arrive in time to serve breakfast to his
well rested family or been content to work in a comer of the
kitchen will brooks recognized his wifescifes exceptional abilities
her sense of mission others he reminded her could wash dishes
and scrub floors only she could write her books but her neighbors
lacked this perspective and she bought their definition of her role
as well as her own and accomplished both ifshakespeare had been
a woman would we have had all that treasure if juanita brooks
had been a man what more might we have had from her or was
there in the tension between her two worlds an energy that gave
momentum to both on the other hand what if will brooks had not
been the provider he was or what if he had had her gifts her calling
to research and write the imponderables

but let us give thanks for what is here portrayed of this life
well lived 1I and many of my sex and of the other sex find example
direction and validation in the struggles and triumphs of juanita
brooks and thank levi peterson for mirroring them so tenderly
and gracefully
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LEVI S PETERSON juanita brooks mormon woman
historian salt lake city university of utah press 1988 xiv
505 ppap bibliography and index 199519.951995

reviewed by louis C midgley professor of political science at brigham young
university

juanita brooks was apparently destined to be a rather ordi-
nary mormon housewife but the untimely death of her first
husband soon after their marriage led her into teaching then a
second marriage facilitated the fulfillment of her literary ambi-
tions she became a sleuth busy collecting lore and then an amateur
historian of southwestern utah who earned the esteem of profes-
sional historians 1 unlike the tales levi S peterson usually tells 2

juanita brooks is archivallyarchivally grounded documentary realism
hence much detail concerning brookss activities and those of her
cultural mormon associates can be gleaned from this prize-

winning biography which is clearly the fruit of an intense infatu-
ation vergingmerging on an obsession

though petersons strong point is fiction juanita brooks is
at times wearisome reading everything about brooks seems to
have been included there is little winnowing of the mass of
materials on her even when they do not contribute to our under-
standing of brooks or her times episodes tend to appear chrono-
logically but often without meaningful transitions for example
one paragraph is as follows

on the last saturday in july 1962 juanita and will brooks
attended the mormon forum as was previously explained 269 70
this was a group of mormon dissidents including brigham madsen
ray canning lamar peterson and john fitzgerald at the summer
cabin of angus and grace woodbury in mill creek canyon grace
always waggish suggested that the beer drinkers in the group toss
their empty cans onto the tennis court of the next door neighbor
elder joseph fielding smith good taste prevailed and no one
disposed of cans in this manner on a sunday in august the brooks
family provided the program at sacrament meeting in their new
ward

then follow some details about the family participation in that
meeting before we leamlearn that brooks attended on the following
wednesday a luncheon honoring russell mortensen who was to
become director of the university of utah press 277

unless brooks was one of the beer drinkers why is that tale
included the source for the yam about the beer drinkers is
ray canning not known for sympathy towards the church
who told the story to peterson twenty four years after the event is
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alleged to have taken place if it is truetmeame that without a text there can
be no history it is also true that there are ways around that
inconvenience conversations many years later can take up the
slack and peterson has sometimes taken advantage of such a luxury
in fashioning his account of brooks

this paragraph illustrates another feature juanitaoijuanitaofoi brooks
A menagerie of figures on the fringes of the LDS church make their
appearance on the stage peterson has created for his drama
including for example A C lambert melvin T smith stanley
ivins harold bentley and A wilford poulson even sterling A
mcmurrin and the mormon seminar or what would come to be
called the swearing elders make a cameo appearance 214 15

A few of the church leaders for example elders stephen L
richards delbert L stapley J reuben clarkdarkmark jr legrand
richards and david 0 mckay also appear but the ordinary
faithful latter day saints brooks knew and lived among including
the bishops and stake presidents who served with her when she
was stake relief society president in st george for seven years
appear on petersons stage only as anonymous faceless spear
carriers in general they are portrayed as either thoughtless
parochial believers or representatives of stifling church authority

it is true that from her earliest efforts as an amateur historian
brooks came into contact with dissidents on the fringes of the
mormon community including initially dale L morgan and fawn
A brodie even though she spurned their efforts to fashion
plausible naturalistic accounts of joseph smiths prophetic claims
her association with such people furnishes peterson with the
polemical nexus for his book it also provides him with the ground
for the two myths he advances that juanita brooks was a powerful
symbol of dissent which he wishes to celebrate and promote and
that she was highly influential in mormonmonnon society

when he labels brooks a dissenter peterson does not seem to
have in mind her willingness to disagree or her self assurance or
independence or even her misgivings about inane lesson materials
prescribed for teaching situations in the church or the vapid
instruction that may occur what he means by dissent seems to be
exemplified by those cultural mormonscormons who reject the historical
foundations of the faith and who are essentially hostile to the
church he strives to turn brooks into an archetypal and heroic
monmormonmonnonnon dissenter even though she was what others have

correctly described as a devout latter day Saintsaint3saint13sainta13 who
approached the world with the convictions and also the conven-
tional morality of a primitive believer though peterson describes
the many signs of what he pictures as naive piety in brooks they
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are for him unfortunate and he parts company with his heroine
when he finds her telling of the charismatic gifts and miracles that
she witnessed from his perspective these indications of her faith
were the remnants of a primitive credulity she never managed to
outgrow peterson is interested in celebrating juanita brooks as a
dissenter and not as a faithful latter day saint 4

it is not surprising given petersons agenda that he isis vague
about what constitutes dissent he never looks carefully into the
varieties of dissent he makes no effort to distinguish dissent
directed against the host of evils illusions or trivia of this world
or disagreements within the faith which may be quite legitimate
and even healthy from dissent directed against the church and its
teachings and against god so we are never quite sure in which
context or setting and against what it is that brooks can be
appropriately described as a dissenter she developed a different
more complex understanding of john D lee and the mountain
meadows massacre than was common among the saints the
reason for considering her a dissenter seems to be that she looked
into some obscure embarrassing incidents and came up with
accounts that differed from previous understandings but it would
have been the fate of anyone who cared sufficiently to look into
such matters to end up debunking the residual ignorance

at the time brooks was doing this research some church
leaders evidently preferred not to have the old quarrels that still
infect utahs dixie agitated once again on that issue she held a
different opinion even while she remained a primitive believer
her positions on such matters are even less crucial to the truth of
the restoration than a difference of opinion over whether the
garden tomb is the actual site of the resurrection of jesus or a

host of other similar questions over which the saints may disagree
peterson neglects to address the question of why he should label a
devout latter day saint a dissenter Is one a dissenter if one finds
reasons for doubting some folklore about ultimately insignificant
persons and events or if one is troubled by some aspect of the
culture some measure of disagreement over the details of
mormon culture as distinguished from the gospel of jesus christ
is the fate of thoughtful latter day saints including even the
brethren nor was brooks the first or anywhere near the best critic
of mormon culture

being the champion of radical dissent against the faith
peterson lacks the distance from his image of brooks to assess the
crucial episodes in her life dispassionately and accurately if he is
correct the brethren were unwilling to assist brooks in furthering
her literary ambitions they were of course also unwilling to
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endorse her historical accounts even though they may never have
bothered to get clear on what they were peterson finds nothing
astonishing in brookss notion that her account of john D lee and
the mountain meadows massacre needed church endorsement
she seems to have insisted on getting either the endorsement of the
brethren for her views or their hostility when the brethren did not
lash out at her as her cultural mormon friends expected or hoped
they would she may have been disappointed she and her friends
assumed that church leaders had rejected the truth about the past
that she felt she had uncovered but the brethren seem to have been
indifferent to the history done by brooks peterson does not ask
why that is so instead he reports gossip from her friends about the
possibility of her being excommunicated though they never articu-
lated actionable charges in that way he allows unfounded rumors
to constitute reality he isis not inclined to examine the little conceits
ambitions pettiness and vanity that were never entirely absent
from his heroine and that seem to have grown as her sentiments
were corroded by the constant flattery of ideologuesideologies critical of the
church but a thoughtful reading of petersons account makes all
of that quite obvious

nor does peterson notice that there is something odd about
the way brooks dealt with church leaders first she adopted the
stereotype of the brethren provided by her cultural mormon
friends who saw them as opposed to the truth being told about the
mormon past second though peterson praises the honesty of
brooks he admits that her perception of church leaders induced
her to dissemble his cautious word for lie when she sought
their assistance and endorsement she seemed to act on the premise
that when dealing with an apostle a lie is at times better than the
truth might brooks have gotten more of what she wanted if she had
simply told the truth

the whole question of dissent could have been considered or
presented in such a way as to allow the narrative to rest on a more
evenhanded understanding of the larger context of juanita
brookss conscious separation from morgan and brodie on the
crucial fundamental issues given morgans claim that he and
brodie were on one side of a great divide that separates the
believers from the unbelievers and brooks was on the other why
would it not be appropriate to examineexamine why brooks stood as she
did on the side of faith against those who operate from the other
side of that great divide one striking thing about brooks was that
she was able to maintain her standing among the faithful while
being subjected to the flattery arguments and clever rhetoric of
morgan and brodie and the endless parade ofgossip about mormon
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things that filled the life of the cultural mormonsmonnonsmormans with whom she
came in contact she could refuse to accept much of their constant
antiantl mormonmonnon haranguing and still remain on friendly terms with
them with a faith grounded in encounters with the divine she was
more or less able to withstand some of the corrosive effects of the
hostility of her friends to spiritual matters

petersons emphasis on brookss supposed influence must be
understood as the corollary of his effort to turn her into a heroic
symbol of dissent he both begins and ends juanita brooks with
that theme 3 6 422 23 and it is inserted elsewhere in the book
for example 169 72 204 243 266 69 as well as in a series of

related essays 5 few persons he asserts outside the central
hierarchy of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints have
had a more significant influence upon mormon society than
juanita the details of that influence I1 hope will be evident in my
book 5161165566 but nothing in petersons book shows that brooks was
especially influential in mormon society not even with mormon
dissidents for whom she was merely an example of an essentially
harmless historian they liked to picture as threatened by authori-
tarian bigotry at most she was a colorful figure but of little
influence in the church her cultural mormon friends seem to
have convinced her that the brethren would loathe her work
they conjured a picture of a malevolent church intent on harming a
truthtellingtruth telling historian they imagined that brooks was struggling
against a community they believed to be founded on lies and
shielded by cunning leaders something like that scenario also
seems to constitute petersons stereotype of the church hence
he makes much of the brief encounters brooks had with a few of
the leaders of the church these encounters are crucial to his
thesis but his treatments of them are among the least satisfactory
portions of his book for he has made no effort to probe for
information that might have helped explain the stance taken by the
brethren nor has he asked whether other assessments of those
incidents might be possible even if we assume that brooks got the
details straight

peterson prefers to cast brooks as a heroic dissident who was
the leader ofan informal network of intelligent saints striving for
an enlightened religion in defiance of ecclesiastic regimenta-
tion thus battling the authoritarian power superstition and
historical myths of a community badly in need of being civilized at
the hands ofdissenters this is itself amyth ofno small proportions
which needs some demythologizing

in a 1968 essay fawn M brodie opinedopened that the leaders of the
church must realize as jewish leadership did long ago that if
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it is to keep its intellectuals it must eliminate its constant testing for
signs of apostasy it must find a way to embrace the doubters along
with the faithful with respect as well as compassion otherwise
it will never keep the chosen people intact for brodie and now
peterson being an intellectual presupposes not being a believer

let me say at the outset though many mormonscormons will not agree with
me that to qualify as an intellectual a mormon must reject the
divinity of the golden plates and the authenticity of the book of
abraham if he accepts either as a divinely inspired historical
document he is not an intellectual but a sentimentalist once a
mormonmonnon resolutely faces up to the mundane origin of these holy
books then it matters very little whether he concludes that joseph
smith was a paranoid a charlatan or a profound religious mystic
the important decision the mormonmonnon intellectual makes is that joseph
smith was not talking to god 7

in this view the dissent of so called intellectuals is based
on a rejection of the foundations of the faith such question
begging attempts to charter dissent by celebrating the intellectual
superiority of the liberated dissenter have been a rather typical
ploy of those anxious to rid the church of those features that make
of it a community of faith and memory for such people the church
is a social club in which they may want to participate but on
their terms brodie described the plight of these cultural mormonscormons
who have abandoned the faith if not the faithful they long for a

brotherhood in which they can share wry mormon stories similar
feelings of guilt exasperation and liberation as they unburden
themselves on the problems imposed by a still faithful wife or
husband or still devout children or renounce the evils of what
they see as a parochial culture dominated by a stultifying authoraauthori
tarian church

peterson is sincere in casting himself among the mormon
intellectuals as defined by brodie those equipped with an alert
active and questioning intelligence those curious and adventur-
ous whose respect for reason is such that they base their
convictions upon evidence and logic such people may be seen as
caught in an unhappy state of spiritual estrangement from an
organization that for emotional reasons they cannot abandon
much like brodie peterson feels that

mormon intellectuals do not lead an enviable life often they sense
keenly the distance between themselves and the rest of the church
isolated from one another they may suffer guilt and doubt at times
they may well wonder whether their evolving values seemingly
unpalatable to other mormonscormonsMormons are not perverse or insane for this
reason it is important that they formfonn their own communities both for
comfort and for enhancing their effectiveness as agents of change 8
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in generating the myth of brooks as a mormon dissenter
peterson appears to have furthered if not exactly initiated a new
brand of mormon apologetic hagiography unlike some of the
earlier idealizing biographies of the brethren that critics denigrate
as faith promoting this new hagiography centers on mormon
historians or on litterateurs who have dabbled in mormon history
and it is also faith promoting but it promotes a fundamentally
secular faith gary toppings review oiof juanita brooks celebrates
it as part of a flowering of mormon historiography 9 which for
him includes the publication of morgans fragmentary effort to
fashion a plausible naturalistic account ofjoseph smiths prophetic
claims 10 a scanty assessment of mormon historians by davis
Bbitton and leonard J arlingtonarrington ai1iI1 even the publication of materials
on and by bernard devoto a non mormon critic of mormon
things and finally the happy news that newell bringhurst is
preparing a biography of fawn brodie 12 the thread that pre-
sumably ties this bizarre list of books to juanita brooks is what
topping labels liberal mormonism

juanita brooks like biographies generally is an interpreta-
tion and at crucial points tends towards veiled autobiography I113I1

precisely because the book is the fruit of deep passions it lacks
symmetry it reflects its authors sentiments and ideology too
much and the ideology provides the plot and generates the picture
presented by peterson to begin to understand the rich complexi-
ties and anomalies surrounding juanita brooks it is necessary to
discount the sentiments and certain of the biases that animate the
account provided by peterson especially his enthusiasm for what
he calls the liberalization of mormonism 14

nevertheless if we are aware of its controlling ideology
the book can teach us about the past and about the present though
the lessons it teaches may not be exactly those its author had in
mind juanita brooks was an independently minded bright
amateur historian and essayist before the unfortunate waning of
her powers stripped her ofher gifts her discipline and perseverance
produced some fine books on individuals and episodes connected
with utahs dixie as well as editions of texts relating to those
matters but brooks was also a conventionally devout moralistic
latter day saint in none of her writings did she touch upon the
deeper issues raised by the prophetic claims of joseph smith
those claims and certain of their implications which she accepted
at face value at least partly because of experiences that she firmly
held to be genuinely charismatic served as an anchor for her life in
the face of the best arguments that her cultural mormon associates
such as morgan and brodie could mount against the faith these
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experiences coupled to an attachment to the church in which she
was raised served for brooks as the justification for her place in the
church and for her services to the community of saints peterson
praises brooks for the ability to reconcile faith and critical reason
423 but pictures her as a complex mixture of the critical and the

credulous 36 that kind of formulation allows him to imply that
the critical which presumably includes dissent is somehow
separable from and clearly superior to faith which for him appears
to be merely a manifestation of credulity

for peterson to have striven to cast brooks in his own
ideological mold is a disservice to her and to his readers whatever
else might be said about his valuable service in making available a
store of details about her and her associates the distance between
his subject and his own position is greater than he is willing to
admit the emotional intensity of his attachment to brooks may
wrongly persuade his readers that he has gotten clear on the central
theme of his book the qualities manifest by brooks are not
consonant with the radical dissent advocated by peterson that
spurns the core of the restoration

NOTES

her reputation rests on two books the mountain meadows massacre 2dad ed with a new preface
norman university ofoklahoma press 1970 andjohnandyjohnandjohn doyle lee zealot pioneer builder scapegoat
salt lake city howe brothers 1984 for a fine assessment see thomas G alexander toward the

new mormon history an examination of the literature on the latter day saints in the far west in
historians andtheamericananiand the american west ed michael P malone lincoln university of ofnebraskanebraska press 1983

353 54
including a novel entitled the backslider salt lake city signature 1986 and a collection of

short stories entitled the canyons of grace stories urbana ill111111.iliiiilii university of chicago press 1982
alexander toward the new mormon history 353

fortormorwor a concise statement of petersons understanding of brooks uncluttered by the pedestrian
details of her life see juanita brooks as a mormon dissenter john whitmer historical association
journal 8 1988 13 29

muchuch of petersons nonfictional writing has been devoted to brooks in addition to the essay
mentioned above see juanita brooks the mormon historian as tragedian jornajournal7ornaornu ofmormonofmormon history
3 1976 47 54 juanita brookss quicksand and cactus the evolution of a literary memoir
dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought 20 spring 1987 145 55 and juanita brooks my subject
my sister dialogue 22 spring 1989 16 28

peterson juanita brooks my subject my sister 16

this and the following quotations are taken from fawn M brodie the mormon intellectual
an essay commissioned by a magazine entitled western review A journal ofhumanitiesof humanities in 1968 but
never published

levi S peterson the civilizing of mormondom sunstone 7 may june 1982 15

gary topping mormon woman historian dialogue 22 summer 1989 1411414242
john phillip walker ed dale morgan on early mormonism correspondence and a new

history salt lake city signature 1986 topping heaped lavish praise on this volume in dale morgans
unfinished mormon history dialogue 20 spring 1987 173 74
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davis biltbillbittbitton and leonard J arrington mormonscormons and their historians salt lake city
uieuleuniversityayiy of utah press 1919888 8 in history ofhistorians dialogue 22 spring 1989 156 58 Topping
faults this volume because of the false assumption that the rise of a scientific objective mormon
historiography began according to the authors barely thirty years ago an assumption that slights the
agents of that reorientation bernard devoto fawn brodie dale morgan and juanita brooks talk
about scientific objective or naturalistic history by bitton and arrington or by topping and others does
not confront crucial intellectual issues but is instead part of a mythology being invoked in the political
struggle going on over control of the mormon past within the mormon history profession celebratory
biographical treatments of mormon historians are a new feature in this struggle for a fine treatment of
the political dimensions of ofprofessionalizedprofessionalized history some of which are closely matched by developments
in mormon historiography since world war II11 see peter novicks that noble dream the objectivity
question and the american historical profession new york cambridge university press 1988

topping mormon woman historian 141411 bringhurst has begun to publish portions of this
work see his fawn brodie and her quest for independence dialogue 1122 summer 1989 79 95 and
also his applause attack and ambivalence varied responses to fawn M brodiesmbrodiesBrodiebrodle sMno man knows
my history utah historical quarterly 57 winter 1989 46 63

this is made clear in juanita brooks my subject my sister
441411 juanita411juanita brooks as a mormon dissenter 29



poem for thomas morgan
after attending a temple sessionsession

since this morning thomas morgan
when I1 stood and spoke your words
I1 have been wondering about your children
in the quiet gentle dusk

did you hold them on your knee

did pleasure kindle in your wife
to hear you speak her name unplanned

what subtle tuggingsduggingstugg ings were the sweetest to your soul
what baubles lingered longest in your hand

did you chill with joy
when light and water glowed and tangled in your sight

how often did you pause to see the fields of grain
bend lovely in the wind
or watch small birds in tufted flight

ah thomas morgan
I1 have been wondering

what did you see or sense or say
when I1 stood in white and spoke for you today

randall L hall

randall L hall isis a poet living inin orem utah
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death of a daughter

her forehead was hot under my hand
that summer I1 would sit mending
by her bed when I1 could one of her brothers
who herded sheep for his grandfather
would bring her bunches of mountain stars
paintbrush daisies and pirganthapirgantha
she would hold them until she grew weak
fingering the leaves smelling the meadows
she once ran in at night before I1 lowered the window
A wind wandered down from the canyon
whisking across fields of lucerne
filling the room with sage and juniper
the corncom ripened the calves fattened
wool filled out on the lambs
in july there were cherries to can
we spoke of the quilt wed make that winter
on the first morning of september
her forehead was cold beneath my hand
I1 saw the open window
the lucerne waved in the wind
rushing toward the mountains

cara M bullinger

cara A bullinger is a poet living in provo utah
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editor joseph smith and the saints then he
proceeds to argue that for joseph

reading robert L millets smith to have placed his own ideas in
article joseph smith and modem the book of mormon would be
mormonism in the summer 1989 tantamount to deceit and misrepre-

sentationissue reminded me of a story I1 heard sentation it is to claim that the doc-
trinessome time ago jim met bill in a and principles are of ancient

grocery store say bill he said 1I date as the record itself declares
just heard the good news about your when in fact they are a fabrication
winning a hundred thousand dollars albeit an inspired fabrication of a
thanks said bill but actually it nineteenth century man we have

wasnt me it was my brother and he every reason to believe that the book
didnt win it he lost it like bill I1 am of mormon came through joseph
always gratified to have someone smith notromnortrom him
take an interest in my work but it moving from the first assump-

tionwould be evenmoreevermoreeven more pleasant to find millet proceeds presumably
that he got the story right those who believe the book of

in taking issue with the point of mormon presents a trinitarian con-
ceptview that mormonmonnon doctrine before of god assume that the book

1835 was quite close to that of con-
temporary

reflects the prevailing sentiments of
protestant arminianism the nineteenth century concerning

millet just didnt get the story god it is not for me to say whether
straight to begin with although millets characterization of ostlersOstlers
millet and I1 may disagree on our inter-
pretations

views is accurate but hihiss argument is
pretat ions of the message of the book quite misplaced as applied to my
of mormon on the nature of the article
godhead if I1 understand his point of in fact I1 believe the book of
view correctly we do not differ on our mormon is an ancient text and that the
interpretation of the relationship doctrines explicated in the book are
between the book of mormon and doctrines believed by the nephitesNephites
joseph smiths thought and other ancient peoples whose

beginning with the second full record the book contains instead of
paragraph on page 5511 millet goes to assuming that the book of mormon
great lengths to argue against a point reflects joseph smiths early thought
of view that blakeostlerblakebiake ostlerostier explicated as millet evidently supposes I1

seven years after my article was pub-
lished

assume that joseph smiths early
he seems to assume that I1 thought reflected the things he had

share ostlersOstlers views but although I1 learned from the book of mormon
find ostlersOstlers interpretation quite presumably since joseph smith
interesting it has not convinced me believed the book of mormon to be
millet begins his argument by saying the word of god he also believed the
to suggest that the book ofmormon doctrines that the book preached at

reflects joseph smiths early the time he translated it from the
thought is to place the nephite record nephite language that those teach-

ingswithin the developmental process of were similar to those of some
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nineteenth century arminian based misattribute or misrepresent the
protestant groups such as the beliefs of a scholar with whom we
methodists and disciples I1 find inter-
esting

disagree since I1 have had no previous
I1 used those groups doctrines interaction with robert millet on

for comparative purposes in my these issues I1 assume that in this case
article and suggested that the similar-
ity

the problem is merely misattribution
may have helped in attracting rather than intentional misrepre-

sentationsome early converts to mormonism sentation nevertheless to call into
however that does not mean that the question even obliquely a church
book of mormon doctrines were members belief in such basic matters
drawn from contemporary protes-
tantism

as the historical validity of the book
tantism only that they were similar of mormon or the authenticity of

later revelations by god to joseph smiths revelations from god
joseph smith particularly section is to cast a chill on any scholarly
130 of the doctrine and covenants discussion by shifting the ground
showed that the saints were wrong in from legitimate argument to person-

alitysome of their early beliefs As a result or orthodoxy it is the functional
they preached different doctrines and equivalent in the mormon com-

munitywe now know that god and jesus of a national discourse in
christ have bodies and that the holy which accusations of communism or
ghost is a personage of spirit fascism are leveled at an opponent

clearly millet and I1 read both immediately the person who is the
the bookofmormon and the lectures object of the charge must make a
on faith quite differently I1 would be choice that no scholar should have to
interested to see his construction of make a choice between appearing
abinadisAbinadis message to king noah in oversensitive by defending himself or
mosiah chapter 15 or ammons herself against an unjust accusation or
message to king lamoni in alma ignoring the matter and leaving at
chapter 1811818.11811 assume he would pro-
duce

least some readers to assume that the
the same sort of argument he charge is true why will some readers

does on the fifth lecture on faith believe the charge because an
but these differences have absolutely author in whom they have some con-

fidencenothing to do with my views of the has made it
book of mormon or of the relation-
ship

the bottom line is that charges
between joseph smiths thought or even hints of heresy or lack of

and the book orthodoxy have no place in academic
the academic life of brigham discourse and ought to be excised

young university and indeed of any from any scholarly discussion of the
major university depends on open mormon past
and vigorous scholarly discourse
BBYUYU studies and other scholarly pub-
lications thomas G alexander
licati ons ought to publish all sides of professor of history
questions dealing with the mormon

and director of the
past moreover all scholars should

charles redd center
expect to see their positions contra-
dicted

for western studiesvigorously contradicted brigham young university
by those who disagree that is part of
what the academy is about

there is however a line that NOTE

we should not overstep in our
thomas G alexander the recon-

struction
disagreement since it separates schol-
arly

st of mormon doctrine from joseph
argument from personal attack smith to progressive theology sunstone 5

we cross that line when we either july august 1980 24 33
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